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SUMMARY
Two types of novel electro-hydraulic floating disc type of switching 
valves have been investigatedc Prototype valves of both types have been 
built and the basic mode of operation confirmed. Due to the complexity 
of a detailed description of the valve operation, a quasi-steady state 
computer model has been adopted which has allowed some of the valve 
characteristics to be adequately described and has given valuable insight 
into the operation of valves .
The single-disc valve, while having the merit of simplicity, was 
found to have a significant steady power loss when using a 25mm diameter 
disc sizec Due to this, its main application is thought to be as a 
miniature pilot or first stage valye, .as it could be manufactured to 
less than half the present size.
The double-disc valve, while being more complex, has the important 
advantages of no quiescent power loss and low sensitivity to particle 
contamination. It is envisaged that the valve could be made in a range 
of flow capacities, either as a single- or two-stage device with the 
2-position, 3-way porting arrangement preferred for remotely controlled 
micro-processor applications. Steady-state load flow and pressure char­
acteristics are presented and are shown to agree well with the theo­
retical model. Experimental switching tests on both valves have esta­
blished that they can be switched continuously at 50Hz, at supply pressures 
of 100 bar, from nozzle-to-nozzle, but much higher frequencies can be 
used for pulse-width-modulation where there is no contact between the 
disc and the nozzle.
NOMENCLATURE
A , A = cross-sectional area of orifice and coil
o c
A = circumferential area between nozzle and
n disc (= x)n
A = non-dimensional area ratio (=ttd DT/A )n o
B . B . B , B = flux densities of armature (disc), gap,
BL fi: D V& J pole core and yoke
b = damping coefficient
C , C , C = discharge coefficients of nozzle,orifice
° and drain slots
C = rod clearance
r
CV = control volume
D = nozzle diameter (and coil tube diameter)
n
Dns* °nd = nozzle diameter at supply and drain sides
of double-disc valve model
DT = disc travel
d = diameter of coil wirew
d/dt = time derivative
F 9 F* = electro-magnetic and fluid forces
m* f
f = space factor
f ^  = leakage factor
H , H , H = magnetic intensities of armature, polea' p' y core and yoke
HG = holding gap
h = height of wire bobbin
I = current (steady-state)
I = initial pulse current
o
i = instantaneous current
K = fluid resistance ( 3AP/-&Q)
k = heat-dissipation coefficient
L = coil inductance
L „ L = length of coil and drain tubes
c 9 d
M = disc mass
N = number of coil turns
N = number of slots
s
NI = magnetic force
n = integer
= drain pressure
p , p = load pressures
LI L2
P_ , P = non-dimensional load pressures(sPt1/ P P TO/P_)
LI L 2 Li S L2 s
p = supply pressure
s
p(r) = pressure at radius r
P , P o P 9 P = local pressures as notated in Fig» 4*3
n vc a e
P . P . P » P JS P = local pressures as notated in Fig« 4*4
ns vc as ad nd
p = total effective permeance
a
P^ s P^ = inner and outer pole fringing permeances
fi fo
p , P = useful and total useful gap permeances
g ’ u
p^ = leakage permeance
Q = volumetric flow rate
Ql = load flow
Q = flow leaving to drain
d
Q ., Q = inlet and outlet flows
1 o
R = coil resistance
c
Re = orifice local Reynolds number (=4Q p / t t - d u )
o °
Re = nozzle local Reynolds number (=^ P / tt r P )
n n
r = smallest radius at which radial flow
a established
r = disc radius
d
r = nozzle radius
n
ns * nd
= nozzle radius at supply and drain sides 
of double-disc valve
r = rod radius
r
r = radius at vena contracta
vc
ijj = radius of hole through coil land outer
coil tube radius
i} , r2 inner and outer wire bobbin radius
= outer coil body radius
T ,. T, = disc delay and travel times
d* t
T = . total switching1 time
s
TG = total gap between disc and coil face (=HG + DT)
t = time
t , = disc thicknessd
V s applied voltage
a
= holding voltage
W = depth of disc chamber
W = width of slots
s
w = length of nozzle land
x = disc displacement
x = non-dimensional disc displacement (=ce/DT)
x = total gap between disc and coil face (=HG +x)
S
Z = number of working gaps
P ~ oil bulk modulus
6 = volume resistivity of coil wire
©■ = final temperature rise of coil
£ = permeability of gap
V- - fluid viscosity
 ^ = pressure loss coefficient or hydraulic
resistance ( AP/Qn)
I, II, III = distinct flow regions as notated in 
Figso 4 01 and 4„2
Suffices
L
R
s
d
left-hand side 
right-hand side 
supply 
drain
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CHAPTER 1 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
1© INTRODUCTION
1.1 Electrohydraulic Control Systems
Electrohydraulic systems can be used to control position, speed, 
acceleration, pressure, force or torque© More specially where precise 
control is desired, and space and weight are limited, the convenience 
of high power-to-weight ratio makes them the ideal control elements ©
Electrohydraulic control systems may be classified according to 
their operational mode; which is either analog or digital. In many 
applications, the electrohydraulic servomechanism, in either type of 
control, is required to move its load quickly and accurately from one 
position to another by using an electro-hydraulic valve and cylinder 
actuator© Each mode of control has its own specific type of electro­
hydraulic valve and feed-back transducer as shown in Fig© 1©1 for a 
basic closed-loop configuration©
With the development and evolution of electrohydraulic servo 
(proportional) valves, analog electrohydraulic control systems have 
been used in practice for 30-40 years (Ref. 1) in the industrial field 
of engineering. They offer proportionality and other prescribed re­
lationship between inputs and outputs with reliability and high perfor­
mance.
Recently, the rapid change in electronics technology and the de­
velopment of microprocessors have presented an opportunity for the use 
of electrohydraulic control systems in a digital mode© Early develop­
ment started with the adaptation of conventional servo valves for a
switching mode of operation (Ref. 2,3). The disadvantage of digital 
control with conventional servo valves is the need to provide analog- 
digital and digital-analogue convert'ers between the digital electronics 
and analog valves, or other output devices©
It is evident that the real benefit from digital electrohydraulic 
control systems can be obtained by the use of less complicated and 
cheaper fast-acting on-off switching valves© The development of new 
digital valves offers several advantages for direct control of electro­
hydraulic systems; Digital systems are more reliable, less sensitive 
to load changes and mechanical irregularities like friction, non linearty, 
and hysterisis have relatively little influence on digital devices©
Digital valves offer contamination insensitivity, low cost, reliability 
and the direct interfacing of fluid power to digital computers© The 
main disadvantages of digital control systems are limited resolution 
and the fact that valve switching may cause uneven movement and vib­
ration in the system structure©
* Electrohydraulic Valves
The most important element in either the analog or digital hydraulic 
control system is the electro-hydraulic valve in which oil flow is con­
trolled by a small electrical signal© it may be classified as a pro­
portional or an on-off switching valve©
proportional or servo valves are designed so that the output flow 
rate is proportional to the electrical input signal under constant load 
conditions© To perform this function they usually employ an electro­
magnetic torque motor as the low power device to convert an electrical
signal into a fluid pressure. The torque motor operates in an electro­
magnetic field with additional flux produced by a permeant magnet.
For power amplification a further one or two stage spool type of hyd­
raulic control valve mechanism is used. On-off switching valves have 
two . stable positions and these positions are used to control hydraulic 
flow for starting, stopping and reversing the flow direction in the 
output device (usually a servo-actuator).
Servo valves are well developed, sophisticated devices which pro­
vide control for a wide variety of analog control systems (Ref. 1). 
However, in spite of their advanced stage of development, they have 
some disadvantages. Firstly, they are costly and complicated to con­
struct. Secondly, due to the very small clearances they are sensitive 
to fluid contamination. As a result of this, extensive fine filtering
J
of the hydraulic system is required for reliable operation.
Although electro-hydraulic servo-valves were developed for con­
tinuous control applications, various investigations have been made 
into the possibility of their use as switching valves. Pulse-width 
modulation schemes have been tried (Ref, 4,5) but inertia effects, 
increased wear, possible structural fatigue, etc. are a major disadvant­
age. Several workers (Ref. 6,7,8) have theoretically investigated 
optimal switching of hydraulic position servomechanism using on-off 
valves.
Less precise control of hydraulic system may be achieved by using 
proportional or on-off solenoid operated valves. At the present time 
these valves are actuated almost exclusively by a plunger type of 
solenoid. Generally a directly coupled plunger (armature) in the
solenoid system is used (Ref. 9), to position the valve spool in a push 
operation by electrically energising the solenoid coil and springs are 
used to return the valve when the coils are de-energised. They are 
simple but rather more bulky and heavy than the servo valves. Commer­
cially available solenoid valves have not achieved the significant cost 
reduction expected compared with a servo-valve and have a poor dynamic 
performance. For these reasons they cannot meet the special require­
ments of electrohydraulic control systems. Furthermore most conventional 
solenoid valves employ a spool valve configuration. Their manufacture 
requires stringent machining tolerances and as a result of this become 
more sensitive to stiction force and fluid contamination. They are 
also relatively expensive. Some recent investigations into the use of 
solenoid arrangements for new types of hydraulic valves have been 
carried out (Ref. 10,11) in both proportional and on-off switching
T
valve applications. At the present time proportional solenoid valves 
(Ref. 12, 13) find most use in the field of hydraulic mobile equipment.
On the other hand, technically, the same proportional characteristics 
can be obtained with on-off switching valves by applying pulse-width- 
modulation methods (Ref. 14), i.e. the mark-space ratio between the 
valve opening and shutting alters in proportion to the. error signal 
so that in spite of the fact that the connecting device is an on-off 
switching device a proportional relationship is produced between the 
valve output flow and the error; signal provided the system filters the 
carrier frequency.
As the development of digital hydraulic control systems requires 
the use of new digital valves, the main concern of this project is to 
investigate the possibility of replacing conventional servo valves with 
on-off switching valves which do not suffer from the limitation of
contamination sensitivity and high cost. In order to be able to use 
such valves in digital control systems, their dynamic performance must 
be improved as well as long term reliability. It is clear that to pro­
vide rapid valve switching the inertia of moving parts should be low 
and -stiction free, and, for this reason a spool valve configuration, 
which has sliding surfaces is not ideal.
A recent study has been carried out by K.H. Post (Ref. 15) on the 
ball type of element for application to switching valves. He investi­
gated various arrangements of free-floating balls to provide 3-way and 
4-way hydraulic directional valves. He also described electrical stem- 
operated ball valve pilot stages for control of the main power stage 
ball unit„ Although the ball element solved reliability and costly 
complicated construction problems and also offered very fast switching 
response in the fluid controlled section of the valve, manufacturing 
difficulties still remained due to 'the very small stem-operated ball 
element used in the first stage. No information was reported on con­
tamination sensitivity and the pilot stage would seem to require very 
close tolerance machining. Later its use in the application of digital 
control systems was investigated (Ref. 16) and during the experimental 
work on an electromechanically operated two-stage valve some problems 
were observed. For example, seizure of the balls, trouble with seating 
of the small balls, etc. Taft (Ref. 17) has described electro-mechani- 
cally controlled free floating balls for use in switching valves, al­
though the configuration would seem to be limited to use with air where 
the fluid forces on the ball are relatively small. The main disadvantage 
of ball valves for direct actuation by an electro-magnetic field is that 
the flux density in the ball is poor thereby providing a small attrac­
ting force to overcome the fluid forces. During further development
of this valve (Ref. 18), the ball element was replaced by a cylindrical 
permanent magnet which would seem to increase the attracting force, 
but the application still remained in the field of pneumatic control 
systems and a conventional solenoid arrangement was used with a semi­
permanent magnetic circuit.
Thus the most critical aspect of the electrohydraulic valve is 
the first-stage element which converts the electrical input signal into 
a fluid signal. Ideally the input signal should be compatible with 
microprocessor signals and the fluid output signal should be capable 
of controlling the power amplification stage. This implies a high gain 
for the control element with high reliability. One of the objectives 
of this research has been to examine devices with these characteristics 
which has led to the development of a novel electro-magnetically actu­
ated free-floating disc valve. In fact, this type of disc was first 
used by Bahr (Ref. 19) as a small fluidic logic element working on air 
with no electrical input signal. Later, a free-flapper disc was used 
(Ref. 20) in low pressure pneumatic applications as an on-off switch 
actuated by pilot pressure.
Essentially, the disc element forms a seating type of valve which 
has the following advantages. it does not require very close tolerance 
machining, in consequence, there is less stiction force on the switching 
disc element and production is inexpensive. Sealing is obtained with­
out any increase in manufacturing precision. The effect of hydraulic 
flow on the valve seat makes it self-flushing so that contamination in 
the fluid should not be a problem. Also it can operate with non-lubri­
cating liquids as well as lubricating liquids. Also, the electromagnetic 
actuation of the disc valve yields a strong magnetic field for small
disc displacement as the disc forms part of the electromagnetic circuit.
The principle disadvantage of this arrangement is that relatively 
large forces are required to move the disc against the fluid forces, 
when the disc actuates in a high pressure oil. However, if the total 
gap between the disc and coil surface is limited to within a certain 
range, a very large attracting force can be generated with a special 
type of solenoid arrangement rather than a conventional plunger type 
of solenoid. Therefore it was decided to use a flat-faced armature 
type of solenoid arrangement which provides twice as much magnetic 
force for small disc displacement, compared with the same size of 
plunger type of solenoid arrangement. It has the merit of geometric 
simplicity, rapid switching action and loose tolerance machining.
Two different free-floating disc valve configurations have been 
developed and their characteristics have been studied from the theoret­
ical and practical point of views.
CHAPTER 2
y
OP ERAT ION "'OF SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-DISC VALVES
2 i OPERATION OF SINGLE- AND DOUBLE-DISC VALVES
2.1 Single-Disc Valve
Fig. 2 el illustrates the main features of the valve which acts as 
a 4-way 2-position device* The single-disc valve is constructed with 
the floating disc free to move a short distance between two opposing 
coils inside a chamber„ The disc is made of magnetic iron and forms a 
strong flux path with the magnetic material surrounding either coil* 
Through the centre of each coil is a tube for oil to flow from supply 
to drain which is closed or open depending on whether the disc seals it 
of f .
When, for example, coil 1 is energised and coil 2 de-energised
the disc closes off the left hand nozzle and the pressure p  ^ in the
load port rises to supply pressure, p c At the same time flow is dis-s
charged radially from the right-hand nozzle into an annular drain port
so that the pressure p in the load port 2 falls to a value dependent
L*
on the relative restrictions of orifice A and the coil tube. Hence a
o
substantial pressure difference (p - p ) is generated provided the
L 1
disc seals off the nozzle and the disc travel and restrictions are suit­
ably chosen. While seated on the nozzle, the disc is subjected to a 
static pressure force acting on the nozzle area projected onto the disc. 
This force tends to push the disc away from the seat and this is count­
eracted by the electromagnetic force of the adjacent coil. Flow and 
pressure forces also act on the other side of the disc resulting from 
discharged flow'into the drain port, and it is necessary to include this 
effect in any calculation made on the equilibrium condition. These 
forces become significant especially at high flow rate depending on the
nozzle seat, disc travel and restriction A .o
It will be seen from Fig* 2 C1 that the two nozzles protrude into 
the disc chamber so that when the disc closes off a nozzle it does not 
touch the coil facee The distance between the coil face and the nozzle 
seat is termed the holding gap and is of importance in the correct de­
sign of the devicee The electromagnetic force that the coil can exert 
on the disc rapidly rises as the disc approaches the coil face* Thus 
a small holding gap would provide a favourable electromagnetic force 
but on the other hand the gap must allow pressure balancing round the 
disc and also enable radial flow to be rapidly established to drain 
when the disc starts to move off the seat during switching., The reman- 
ence in the coil just after it is switched off can also be significant 
at very small holding gaps and would impede the switching of the disc 
away from that coil* Correct choice of the holding gap is seen to be 
an important parameter„
At the commencement of switching from, for example, the left to 
the right side in Fig. 2 01, coil 1 is de-energised and coil 2 energisede 
The out-of-balance fluid force associated with the nozzle area and the 
small attracting force generated by coil 2 are sufficient to push the 
disc off the seat and as the disc travels towards the right-hand nozzle 
the attracting force of coil 2 becomes dominant in pulling the disc onto 
the nozzlec
The single-disc valve is essentially an electrohydraulic con­
version device to be used preferably as a pilot stage to control a 
power amplification stage0 This is because the flow capability of the 
valve is limited by the orifice A^, which has to be small enough in 
area to restrict the leakage flow* The power stage of the switching 
valve may take the from of a spool valve, disc valve or ball valve as 
is illustrated in Fig* 2*2*
Although it has the merit of geometric simplicity and rapid 
switching action, the single-disc valve suffers from inherent null 
leakage,, However, it is possible to'achieve largest pressure sensiti­
vity and small null leakage by choosing an appropriate valve size and 
geometric area ratios, i.e. the ratio of the nozzle area A^ to the
restrictor area A , and the ratio of the nozzle area to the disc travel„ 
o
These factors must be optimised in the valve design and it is one of the 
purposes of this project to analyse the electromagnetic force, fluid 
force, pressure and flow characteristics and relate this to experimental 
measurement on a prototype valve„
2 °2 Prototype Single-Disc Valve
A cross-section drawing of the complete valve construction is 
shown in Figo 2 e3 c Also a picture of the parts of the valve housing is 
given in Figo 2 64 0 The valve consists of three major parts: two end 
plates housing the coils and a centre plate forming the disc chamber 
and providing drain connections„ Two connectors for the fixed orifices 
are fitted externally to the valve housing so that different sizes of 
orifices can be easily changed during the tests (see Figo 2 03)0
The centre plate of the valve housing constitutes a disc chamber 
where the disc moves axially between two opposing coils 0 The diameter 
of the disc chamber is slightly less than the diameter of the coils to 
prevent the coils being pulled into the chamber by the magnetic force0 
The diametrical clearance between the chamber and the disc is 0,025mm«, 
Two opposing nozzle tubes are pressed into the centre of the coils. The 
diameter of the nozzles are made 1.52mm and the depth of their projec­
tions are 0 o25mmo
The stops on the disc (see Figo 2.5) associated with the holding 
gap, are required to prevent the disc from damaging the nozzle seat 
when attracted by the magnetic force' of the adjacent coilo The depth 
of the stops are slightly less than the depth of the nozzle projections 
to ensure a good seal on the nozzle seats.
Radial slots are equally located around the disc chamber (see 
Figo 2.4) which allows pressure balancing across the disc and enables 
radial flow to be rapidly established to the drain when the disc starts 
to move off the seat during switching0 Also there is an annular groove 
in each end plate of the valve housing which connects with the radial 
slots in the centre plate„ Radial flow from each slot is collected in 
the annular grooves before it goes to a radial drain porto With this 
arrangement, the radial flow leaves the disc chamber to the drain with 
very low hydraulic resistance and also ensures even flow distribution 
around the disc face,,
The valve housing and the nozzles are made of brass to reduce 
magnetic flux loss and remanence. The valve plates and the coils are 
sealed by using O-rings as shown in Figo 2.3. The coil consists of 210 
turns of 34/35 SWG copper wire on a brass spool. It is sealed in the 
magnetic iron core with araldite cured by heating to 60°C for 2 hours„ 
The araldite seals two external wires to the coil and also provides a 
smooth face on the disc chamber end of the coil „ The valve assembly is 
bolted together with four cap-headed screws so that the centre plate 
forms the disc chamber and also holds the coil assemblies in position„
2 f3. Solenoid Configuration
The component parts of the coils used to operate electromechanically
both valve prototypes are shown in Fig. 2.5. The rod shown in the figure 
is used only for the double disc valve and it is not part of coils.
The core around the coil and discs are made of REMKO magnetic iron 
and heat treated after final machining operation in order to obtain good 
magnetic properties from the materialc The diameter of the core and the 
disc are 27mm and 25mm, respectively. The disc is 4mm wide, and has 
four stops either side and four drill holes as shown in Fig. 2.5. (See 
Chapter 3 for the magnetic materials and the dimensions of the coils 
used in the valve construction).
Due to the difficulty of machining a narrow and deep annular 
housing for the coil windings, the magnetic core is made in two parts 
and pressed in afterwards to make a single body. The centre of the core 
is drilled for a nozzle tube used as a passage for oil from the supplyo 
Copper coil windings around a brass spool are cemented into the housing 
of the core with apoxy resin. The winding terminals are brought out 
via a hole through the rear of the housing before, being cemented. In 
order to avoid confusion the coil winding and the magnetic core are all 
described as the coil.
2.4 Double-Disc Valve
This valve configuration has been developed specially to overcome 
the null leakage problem of the single disc valve. It also has the merit 
of not requiring upstream orifice restriction, thereby making the valve 
less contamination sensitive than the single-disc valve. The valve, 
which is illustrated in Fig. 2.6, is an electro-mechanically actuated 
switching device and has four ports, i.e. supply, drain and two load 
ports. The port connections are such that when the supply is connected
to one load port, the drain is connected to the other load port. When 
the valve is switched the load port connections are reversed. Thus the 
supply and drain ports are effectively isolated from each other, except 
during switching, which is a significant advantage over the single disc 
valve.
The valve consists of two axially floating magnetic iron discs 
each with an electromagnetic coil to provide a strong holding force to 
enable the disc to close off the supply nozzle. Through the axial drain 
port is a loose fitting rod which provides an annular passage way for 
drain flow. The rod has a small axial clearance between each disc which 
is important for the correct operation of the valve. Each disc chamber 
has provision for radial inward and outward flow of fluid from or into 
the external load port. Axially opposing nozzles in each disc chamber 
allow each disc to either close off a supply port or a drain pbrt. Both 
disc and the rod move together over most of the travel during switching. 
The method of holding the disc against the nozzle in each disc chamber 
is similar to that described for the single disc valve.
The switching action of the valve is illustrated in Fig. 2.7. Fig. 
2.7a shows the valve fully switched to the left, i.e. disc 1 closing off 
the supply nozzle and disc 2 closing off the drain nozzle. Coil 1 electro 
magnetic force holds disc 1 on its seat while the disc chamber pressure 
acting on approximately over the drain nozzle seat area holds disc 2 on 
its seat. Thus oil flows radially outwards past the disc into the load 
port 2 from the supply nozzle of coil 2 and at the same time fluid flows 
radially inwards past the other disc into the drain nozzle of chamber 
1 from load port 1. The fluid force due to the radial flow acts on the 
drain side of disc 1 and the static pressure in the supply nozzle acts 
on the other side of the disc. The resultant axial fluid force must be
overcome by the attracting force of coil 1. The valve is then switched
by de-energising coil 1 and, at the same time, energising coil 2. lAs
the electromagnetic force falls in coil 1, disc 1 starts to move to the 
right due to the excess pressure force from the supply. It is free to 
move to the right until the axial clearance of the rod is taken up,
(Fig. 2.7b), at which point disc 1, the rod, and disc 2 will start to 
move a solid body (Fig. 2.7c), provided the axial force on the body pro­
duces a net switching force provided by coil 2 and the resultant fluid 
forces.
The final stage of switching involves accelerating the two discs 
and the rod to the right with the attracting force of coil 2 increasing 
as disc 2 nears the supply nozzle. Just before disc 2 reaches the supply
nozzle it ceases to be pushed (Fig. 2 .7d) by the rod as disc 1 has al­
ready sealed off the drain nozzle. Now disc 2 moves alone (Fig. 2 .7e) 
and is counteracted by fluid forces but as it is very near to coil 2, 
there is enough attracting force to overcome the fluid forces and disc 
2 completes its movement by closing off the supply nozzle. From the 
above explanation, it is evident that the rod clearance is a critical 
parameter which is discussed fully in a later chapter.
In contrast with the single-disc valve, the double-disc valve has
no null leakage. A miniature version of the valve may be used as an
electromechanical converter in the pilot stage of any two-stage electro-
hydraulic valve (Fig. 2.8). Also removing the upstream orifices A in
o
the supply, greater control pressure sensitivity can be obtained compared 
with the single disc pilot valve. A relatively large version of the 
valve can be used as a single stage switching valve where moderate or 
high flow power is required. As ah example of possible applications for 
the double-disc valve, it is shown controlling the movement of a hydraulic
cylinder in Fig. 2.9. The piston moves to the left or right depending 
on which coil is energised. However to stop the piston in any position, 
continuous switching cycling, such as PWM, would have to be adopted and 
the stiffness of the cylinder would be reduced. Fig. 2.10 shows another 
possible arrangement of the valve as a 3-way 2-position device control­
ling a cylinder. Using two such valves considerable flexibility in 
switching the valve is achieved, including high static stiffness when 
the piston- is not moving. Using the valve in this way requires only one 
disc chamber to be used as a load port.
It can be seen that the double-disc valve offers several variations 
of electro-mechanically actuated switching valve configurations with no 
null leakage in the steady-state. A disadvantage of the double disc 
valve is that higher switching power and relatively complicated const­
ructions are required in comparison with the same size of the single - 
disc valve.
2.-5 prototype Double-Disc Valve
Fig. 2.11 shows a cross-section through the valve which consists 
of two end plates and a centre plate. A picture of valve plates is also 
shown in Fig. 2.12. The two end plates are identical to these for the 
prototype single-disc valve discussed in Section 2.2. -phe centre 
plate is more substantial than that used for the single-disc valve as 
it has recesses for two disc chambers, two load port connections and a 
drain port connection. To allow different drain nozzle configurations 
to be investigated two brass inserts are screwed into the chamber faces. 
The same type of radial slot and annular collector groove used for the 
drain port of the single-disc valve is used for each load port in the 
double-disc configuration. Two cross-drillings, not shown in the figure,
allow miniature piezo-resistive pressure transducers to be connected 
into the annular grooves to measure the load pressures in the two 
chambers. The supply tubes are 2.54mm diameter protruding 0.127mm into 
the chamber while the drain tubes are 3.80mm diamter protruding 0.380mm 
into the chamber. The drain tubes are larger than the supply tubes to 
accommodate the stainless steel rod of diameter 2.48mm. The projection 
of the drain tubes into the chamber is larger than that for the supply 
tubes due to the different radial fluid force requirements on both sides 
of the disc. The point is discussed further in a later chapter.
Two coils and two discs are used in the prototype double-disc 
valve. The overall size of coils and discs are the same as those used 
for the single-disc valve prototype, except that the number of coil turn 
is 380. The valve assembly is bolted together with four cap-headed 
screws from each side of the end plates,
2 .6 Valve Switching Amplifier
The switching speed of the valve systems is enhanced by using the 
established technique of overdriving the coils with a large amplitude 
pulse during the switching action. Fig. 2.13 illustrates the voltage 
waveforms in the coil during switching. During the switching cycle, the 
coil is overexcitated by the large amplitude pulse until the disc 
completes its motion. Then the holding current provides sufficient 
electromagnetic force to hold the disc on the nozzle seat after switch­
ing is completed. For this function, a switching amplifier, consisting 
of operational amplifiers, pulse generators and power transistor output 
stage, has been developed. The switching amplifier used has independent 
adjustment of peak and holding voltages, and pulse duration. This tech­
nique has improved the switching speed and reduced the electrical power
consumption.
The amplifier design details are given in Appendix A.
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3 o1 Introduction '
' A flat-faced armature type of solenoid is used to actuate the 
disc valve electro-mechanically0 Its static and dynamic characteristics 
will be analysed and experimental results will be presented to verify 
the theoretical analysis. Fig. 3.1 illustrates the solenoid, which is 
a typical flat-faced aramture type, but it is slightly modified by having 
a hole through the centre of core to allow oil flow through the valve.
The flat-faced armature types of solenoid are intended to produce a 
large force acting through a relatively short stroke. They are charac­
terised by having a magnetic circuit of extremely short length and large 
sectional area with two working gaps (Ref. 23). This is in contrast to 
plunger type of solenoids which have only one working gap. These gaps, 
magnetically in series, are mechanically in parallel and hence produce 
a large effective holding surface area. However, at relatively large 
working gaps, they produce a smaller force than the plunger type solenoids.
The characteristics of the flat-faced armature are particularly 
attractive for use in the electrohydraulic free-floating disc valves 
described in this thesis. The free-floating disc, which is equivalent 
to the normal armature, forms part of the electromagnetic circuit of the 
solenoid thereby creating a strong field for small disc displacements.
In the practical form of the disc valves, the free-floating disc moves 
between two opposing coils and two nozzles under the influence of electro­
magnetic and fluid forces.
As the disc is the main element of the valve, there is no need for
external linkage or spring connections. Also the inertia of the moving 
part of the valve is much smaller than for conventional solenoids leading 
to a better dynamic performance„ \
• Design equations and the dimensions of two different size of the 
solenoids used in the tests are given in Appendix B»
3.2 Magnetic Circuit Calculation and Numerical Solution
The solenoid essentially consists of a core, a disc and coil (Fig. 
3.1). It operates on the basis of an electro-magnetic field generated 
by the core and coil system0 The ferro-magnetic enclosure provides a 
magnetic path with maximum permeability„ The permeability of the solenoid 
is controlled by a gap between the disc and the coil0 The force exerted 
by the coil on the disc is given by
where Z is the number of working gaps which is equal to 2 for the type 
of solenoid used.
Also an alternative form of the force equation can be shown (see 
section 3.3) to be
The latter equation gives the magnetic force, for a given solenoid 
size, in terms of the energising force, NI, unless iron satu­
ration and the magnetic leakage occurs.
Fm
(3.2)
In the first equation, the force is related to the flux density, B
in the gap, therefore the iron saturation and the magnetic leakage are 
taken into account. In the magnetic circuit calculation, the first 
equation will be used to determine the magnetic force.
• However it may be useful to know the force generated by given 
size of solenoid for a known excitation current using the second equa­
tion (3.2).
The ratio of the force equations may be expressed as the leakage 
factor given by:
By taking into account the effects of magnetic leakage and iron 
saturation, an estimation of magnetic circuit characteristics, such as 
the magnetic force for various gaps and the required excitation current 
can be made by numerically analysing the magnetic circuit. It is the 
main purpose of the analysis to find optimum characteristics of the 
solenoid for use in the disc valves. The analysis also assists in 
estimating the leakage factor,f as no data appears to be available 
for this type of solenoid.
To start the analysis, an estimate should be made of mean lengths 
of the magnetic circuit as illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The mean lengths 
of the magnetic circuit in this case consists of the armature, 1 , the 
pole core, 2 1  , and the yoke, 1 .
p y
The next step is to calculate the permeance of the various parts 
of magnetic circuit so that the distribution of flux is known. The 
permeance of the magnetic circuit as a function of disc displacement
are given (Ref. 23) by following empirical formulas based on the shape 
and the size of magnetic path in the solenoid.
The inner pole fringing permeance P is
r — r 
2 1
IPf i = 3 .26 £ i] + 4 £ ^  ln(------- ) ................(3.4)
TTX
s
The outer pole fringing permeance IP is
ri r2 " rl
tPfo = 1.63 fcr3 + 2 lir3 lnO  + --  ) +3.26 Kor2 + 4HG r2 ln(------ )
X ttx
S g
. .(3.5)
The useful gap pearmeance IP is
~ r0 )2
IP (inner) = DP (outer) = --------------  .................. (3„6a)
s e x
%
and th6 total useful gap permeance, IP^ , noting that there are two air 
gaps in series, is
"'c.fl'l ” r0 ^  ^
IP 1 — 11 1 ’ e...e.o.o....o..o..oo.oo....oo..\3. 6b /
U 2 x
The total effective permeance, IP , through the armature between thea
inner and the outer pole core is
IP = -------------- 1--------
^ 4 1 .000.00000000000000000000000.00 \3  o7)
0? -HP _ . IP -HP _g fl g fo
DP^ , the leakage permeance between pole cores, is;
Pl = l‘o 1.57h(r2 + r. ) - r2 + rl (1 _ J j L
*2 - r| 2 r2 “ rl _
(3 .8 )
The units of the permeance is maxwell per ampere-turns when rQ , r( , r2 ,
r3 and ^ in inch units
As electro-magnetic circuits are fairly complex, the above equations
are best solved with the aid of a digital computer. A FORTRAN program 
lias been used for the numerical computation of magnetic circuit in this 
case. 1
The inconvenience in the calculation of the magnetic circuit 
arising from non-linearities is partially overcome by use of experi­
mental magnetisation curves representing the B-H relationship for the 
particular magnetic material used (See Appendix c ) . In order to obtain 
the value of H for a given value of B within the computer programme, 
the NAG Library routine E02ADF (Ref. 24) is used.to curve fit the data 
taken from the B-H curves of commercial Remko iron and Swedish iron.
The relationship is obtained as a polynomial function, H = f(B) so that 
it.can be used as a subroutine in the main programme.
The computer programme has been used for two purposes in the cal­
culation of magnetic characteristics; firstly to determine the magneto­
motive force, NI required to establish a given flux for a constant gap 
and, secondly, to calculate the required flux for a given magnetomotive 
force, NI.
In the first case, after computing the permeance for various parts 
of the magnetic circuit for a constant gap, a step-by-step procedure 
is applied to the calculation of the magnetic curve. The flux density 
taken from the B-H curve data is inputted to the main FORTRAN program. 
The first step starts with the smallest value of the flux density, which 
is assumed to be the same for the yoke, B . Then the flux and flux
y
density of the various parts of magnetic circuit are computed by the 
following semi-empirical formulas (Ref. 23)
The flux density of the gap is given by
PuB ~ __  ____ B oo.ooo6e»ooo.oooooooooooooo.o.o(3oQ)
g P + P y
a 1
and that of the armature by
B — B a .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 *0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0 0.0 0 o.ooo.o^3.10)
a- S ~—e p
u
The flux density of the pole cores is
2 P 1 / »
B — B + r  B __ * .oooooooo.oeo»oooooo.oo.ooo.'3oi.xj
p a 3 g P
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The required magnetomotive force, NI for the iron parts of the
magnetic circuit are computed by making use of the polynomial function,
H = f(B ) according to the equation . 
n n
"Vi! 1 = H 1  + H 1  + H 1  ......oo.o.o.oo. ...... ..(3.12)^ _ n n  a a  p p  y y
which combined with the magnetomotive force in the gap, and noting
that there are two gaps in series, gives
2B x v—
g  g  'v t ^NI — 1 + / H 1. .ooooooocooooooooooecooooooooo...l3.I3/
& Z_ n n
The program finally computes the force according to Equation (3«1) and
the current according to the equation
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In the second case a trial-and-error method is used to compute the 
required flux for the given magnetomotive force, NI for various gaps. 
Here, the same equations as the first case are used, but the flux density 
values are not needed as input data. They are approximated instead in 
the trial-and-error loop of the program by starting with a given value 
of flux density and iterating this until it matches the given magneto­
motive force. This procedure is repeated for every incremental gap until
a complete force-disc displacement characteristic of the solenoid for 
constant excitation current is obtained.
The FORTRAN program listing is given in Appendix D.
3.2.1 Steady-state Numerical Results
Fig.' 3.2 illustrates generally the magnetisation characteristics 
of the flat-faced solenoid. Each curve represents the force against 
ampere-turns for a constant gap between the coil and the disc. Curve 
'a* is the case when this gap is a minimum, that is the disc touching 
the adjacent coil nozzle and the gap is known as the holding gap.
Curve !b* is the case when the gap is a maximum, that is when the disc 
is touching the opposing coil nozzle at the extreme of its travel.
Curve sa s is seen to represent the force holding the disc against the 
adjacent nozzle before switching occurs while curve *b® represents the 
attracting force pulling the disc towards the coil immediately after 
switching is initiated. For magnetomotive force and gap values below 
the line marked AB the gradient of the curves are much greater when 
above the line. This is due to the transition on the B-H characteristics 
into the saturation region. Good results can be obtained from the sole­
noid if it is operated in the unsaturated region.
Force versus total gap between the disc and the coil is illust­
rated in Fig. 3.3 to show how the computed results of the solenoid are 
applied to the disc valve movement. The intersection of the holding gap 
line with the magnetic force curve shows the available force to hold the 
disc against the adjacent nozzle of the valve. The force available in 
the region between zero gap and the holding gap is not useable, as the
switching action of the valve is affected if the holding gap is too 
small due to remanence effects.
Fig. 3.4 shows the force-displacement characteristics of two 
different coil sizes manufactured from REMKO iron in the test (see 
Appendix B). The diameter of the disc and the overall length of the 
magnets are the same for both models. Only the length of mean magnetic 
path and the number of coil turns are different. The magnetic force 
is considerably enhanced in Model 2 due to the large number of coil 
turns without any increase in overall size. This is particularly ad­
vantageous in obtaining fast switching when the valve is operated under 
influence of high fluid-forces, as will be described in a later chapter.
The variation in the calculated leakage factor, f^, with total 
gap between the disc and coil is shown in Fig. 3.5. The family of 
curves represents the variation in leakage factor over a range of 
constant current excitation of the coils. Curve No. 3 would represent 
a typical holding current for a coil while No. 7 would be the peak 
transient pulsed current to an attracting coil. The holding current 
condition occurs in a coil when the disc is held against the adjacent 
nozzle; that is with small total gap. The peak current condition occurs 
in a coil when the disc is being attracted from a position where the 
gap is largest, in both the cases the leakage factor, f^, is essentially 
unity and will be the assumed in coil conditions. Variations in the 
leakage factor value from unity only occur in the unusual conditions 
when high current currents are present in the coil with small gaps 
thereby causing saturation conditions. This is expected as the satu­
ration of magnetic circuit prevents the flux rising in proportion to 
the decrease in the gap so reduces the force according to Equation (3.1).
In Equation (3.2) the effects of saturation and magnetic leakage are 
hot taken into account in consequence the leakage factor increases as 
it is expressed as a ratio of the two force equations. However, this 
is not of practical significance in the valve application since the 
force available for very small gaps is not usable.
The force displacement characteristics are seen to be highly non­
linear with the added complexity of the magnetic circuit. Any solution 
of the complete characteristics of the solenoid can only be made satis­
factorily using a step-by-step computer analysis.
3 «3 Dynamic Characteristics of the Mechanical System
To obtain an understanding of the dynamic behaviour of the electro­
magnetic part of the system, theoretical equations are derived with 
certain assumptions. These are modified to take into account additional 
factors related to the practical system. The permeability of the magnetic 
material is assumed to be very much greater than that of the gap; con­
sequently the magnetic energy is assumed to be stored in the gap alone.
The saturation of the magnetic circuit is assum ed to  be inf in i te ly  p e r m e a b le  
and.. leakage and fringing fluxes of the magnetic circuit are ignored.
Referring to Fig. 3.6, the electrical and mechanical character­
istics of the electromechanical system are given, respectively by
R 1 + ,'. (L1 ) — V .ooooo.e.s..ooo....o..ooeoc..ooe.(3e45)c dt a ’
for a constant applied voltage V t
SL
and the mechanical disc movement is given by taking x in the positive 
sense defined in the figure, at the start of switching
M3 F  + b lt = Ff (t) + W 10 " V b> — ..•....•....••(3.18)
where F . (t) is the electromagnetic force of adjacent coil 
mh
F (t) is the electromagnetic force of attracting coil ma
F^(t) is the fluid force.
F is the electromagnetic force exerted by the coil on the disc« 
m
From a consideration of energy conversation this is given as
•p - JL (o 17)
JT —  / s  J*  _  o o o o o o o o o o o o o e e « « p e e o o e o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o \ « J e * L « /m 2 b x
From the definition of inductance and permeance they are related by
I f  •— N  P  o o o o o o . o . o o o « . * . . . . c . c o . o . e . e . . o . o . . o o o . o o o . o o o e o { 3 . 1S }
The type of solenoid used in the valve has two working gaps, magnetic­
ally in series, so that the total useful gap permeance between the disc
and the attracting coil can be shown as
PA
P(x) =
o C
2 (TG*"X) o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o e o o o 9 o e e « o e o o * o  (3 e 19)
Substituting equation (3.19) into Equation (3.18) differentiating 
and using in Equation (3.17) yields 
R A N2 i2
2 eooooooooooo..ooeoc«.e..ooooo.ooooooooeooooi3o20/m 4(TG-x)
3.3.1 Eddy Current Effects and Initial Pulse Current
In general, eddy currents are induced currents which causes energy 
loss in the magnetic core. The calculation of eddy current density at 
any point in the iron is a complicated time function of the iron resis- 
tivety, the permeability, and the manner of the variation of the ex­
citing electromotive force (Ref. 23).
An approximate method of calculating eddy current effect is given by
KALLENBACH (Refe 25) and explained by POST (Refc 15)* In the method, 
several concepts, such as imaginary eddy current resistance, are intro­
duced, and the pulse type initial current is required to be obtained 
experimentallyc
The pulse type of initial current, I which occurs in a coil 
when a step change of voltage is applied, is physically explained as 
follows; As di/dt = 0 ,  i = 0 when t = o according to Equation (3e15) 
a current, I can circulate immediately, with the purely resistive load.
An alternative explanation of this phenomenon is described by 
WOLMAN and KADEN (Ref. 26)c In the presence of a pulse-type variation 
of the magnetic excitation, the magnetic flux builds-up rapidly in the 
outer zone of the iron cross sectionc However, in the centre of this 
section, after reaching about 40% of the end value, through mutual in­
duction of the eddy current, it is strongly retarded,, Also the above 
explanation may be supported by skin effects (Ref. 27) which occur when 
the magnetic flux induced by the current forces the current to flow 
near the surface of the magnetic material, thus causing non-uniform 
distribution of current in the cross section of the magnetic material.
The tendency of the eddy current is to prevent the rapid flux 
penetration into magnetic iron. The depth of flux penetration with 
time is dependent on the rate of rise of current, the resistivity of 
material and its permeability. To obtain rapid and full penetration 
of the flux it is essential that the material is kept as thin as pos­
sible and the resistivity is high, in practice the eddy current effect 
can be reduced by laminating the iron parts, or using high resistive 
materials. The high resistivity is obtained by use of sintering iron,
as in ferrites, with high specific electrical resistance and therefore 
negligible eddy current, but with the disadvantage of low flux density 
and permeability. Low flux density'in the magnetic material results 
in a low force generated by the exciting coil leading a longer total 
delay time in the switching of the disc. The design and manufacturing 
cost of laminated electromagnet with negligible eddy current effects 
are much higher than a simple electromagnet constructed from solid 
elements and is a compromise between eddy current and reduced force.
3.3.2 Electro-mechanical Behaviour during Switching of the Disc Valve 
in Still Air
Typical characteristics of the coil excitation current i, variation 
with the disc movement, x, during switching of the electromechanical 
valve system are shown in Fig. 3.7 based on the model given in Fig. 3.6.
Firstly, the current in the energised coil (attracting coil) shows 
a pulse increase to its initial value, I then approximately exponent­
ially increases until the magnetic excitation force F (t) exceeds the
ma
holding force F , (t) (see Fig. 3.8). In the absence of fluid forces, 
mh
the disc will start to move at this moment in time denoted as the disc
time delay, T^. In practical oil operated valves the time delay will
be governed by the force balance of the static fluid pressure and the
net electromagnetic force and may therefore be considerably different
to the values of T, discussed here. As the disc starts to move the
d
inductance of the coil starts to increase due to the decreasing gap 
between the disc and the attracting coil. The variation of the current 
is governed by the change in the air gap as well as by the electrical 
time constant for the attracting coil. As the gap decreases the effective
time constant increases thereby causing- the current to decrease to its
local minimum when the disc reaches its final position, i.e. disc
travel time, T^ _. Finally the current then increases exponentially to
its final value dependent on the applied voltage, V , the resistive
8.
characteristics, and the final air gap.
The total switching time, T , therefore consists of the discS
delay time, T^, and the disc travel time, T .
In practical tests with the disc valves in.still air, experi­
mental results confirm that the disc delay time, T, constitutes a
d
significant portion of the overall switching time, T o
s
3.3.3 Mathematical Model of the Electromechanical System in Still Air
In the following calculations, the pulse type initial current,
I , can be thought of as the core loss component of the exciting current, 
o
The remaining part of the exciting current sets-up the magnetic' flux
in the magnetic iron, and therefore constitutes the magnetising current,
i of the existing current, 
m
Therefore the following relationship may be written
X (t) — I X (t) .ooooooooeoe. oooo.eootto.ooooo.o..(3 .2i)
o m
The decomposition of the exciting current into magnetising and 
core loss component is conceptual and it is intended to faciliate 
dynamic analysis of solenoid system in still air.
With reference to Fig. 3.6, Equation (3C15) may be differentiated 
and written for the holding coil (de-energised coil) and the attracting
coil (energised coil)c
i) Holding coil; considering the disc motion in the -x direction ac­
cording to the holding coil and its impressed voltage drops to zero 
value after: switchingo Then it is shown that;
d i dL
R 1, ^ L, ^ “ 1, h dx —— 0 ocooooooooooooooooooooooo C3 o22 )
c h h d T  h dt
ii) Attracting coil:
R  ( I  +  i ) + L  dim +  i dLa dx =  V  » . . .  o . » . » « ,  o o . « , « « ,  ( 3  . 2 3 )  
C O m  a dt m dx dt a
and the mechanical equation ( 3 e 1 6 )  becomes in the absence of the fluid
forces
M d2x + b dx = F (t) - F (t) ..0.„...............(3.24)  ma mh
d ^  dt
where
 ^A i^  N2 t \
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is the force exerted by the attracting coil on the disc
^ £A i2N2
F  (t) . s c h ro 9~)
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is the force exerted by the holding coil on the disc
( 3 c 2 7 )
L (x) = 0&A N2
e o o o o o e o o o o e o o o o o p o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o2 (TG-x)
is the inductance of the attracting coil
L (x) ~ HoAcN /2 or)AJ -  V * ^ /  •“  _______  o « e « o o o o o o o o o o o o e o o o 6o o e o o o o e e e o o o o 9o \ v  /
2 (HG + x)
is the inductance of the holding coil.
V is the applied voltage to the attracting coil
I is the pulse-type of initial current 
o
i is the magnetising- component of the current rise with time in the 
m
attracting coil 
i is the current decay with time in the holding coilo
• During the switching action of the system, referring to Fig. 3.7 
and 3.8, the above set of equations can be analysed for three different 
cases to obtain a mathematical solution.
i) From the begining of the switching until the commencement
of the disc movement:
s. dx
F N f  ; —  = 0 ; x = 0
mh ma dt o
The disc is steady and the current in the both coils varies with
time and the inductance of the coils, therefore only Equations (3.22)
and (3.23) are valid.
ii) During the disc movements
The dynamic of the system are governed by the electrical equaticms
(3.22) and (3.23) and the mechanical equation (3.24).
iii) After the disc has completed its movements
This is similar to the first case with F F , , but the disc
ma ^  mh
no longer effects with the variation of the current in the coils.
Hence only the electrical equations (3.22) and (3.23) are valid until 
the current in both coils reaches the steady state value.
It can be seen that the equations representing the system are 
non-linear differential equations which cannot be solved in closed form 
to determine the switching time characteristics of the electro- mechan­
ical system. Approximate solutions of the equations may be obtained
using small perturabation techniques (Ref. 28) or numerical compu­
tation methods, such as Runge-Kutta; Gauss-Seidel (RKGS) (Ref. 29). 
A digital simulation language such as CSMP can also be used.
3o3-04 Electrical Time Delay-
Before obtaining the numerical solution of the overall system 
dynamics, for practical purpose some useful expressions for the time 
delay, T^, can be derived.
Under steady-state condition before the disc starts to move, the 
coil circuits are presented simply by the resistive and inductive com­
ponents and the solution of Equation (3.22) and (3.23) become;
i) For the decay of current in the holding coil
R
v ~ i T  t
1* ■* h e h oooo.. o.oooo.oooo. oooooooo. oooc(3 o29)
h  r  ■ •
c
ii) and the rise of current in the attracting coil
R
V “IT t
1 m (1 — e a ) oooooooooooooooooooooooo^3o30^m —
R
c
where V = V - I R 
m a o c
At the start of disc movements t = T.; i, = i, ,; i = i , ; x  = 0;d* h hd m ad*
L, (x) — L. j L (x) = L . h ho a ao
Thus the time dealy
T ^ j  ■“  aO In o o e o o o o o o o o o o e o e o o o o o o o o o o o ( 3 o3 i )
R R
c  c  • \
( V 1ad) m
where i is the magnetising component of current rise of the attractingSid
coil.
For further practical use, the time delay, may be related to
the input electrical power required, i2 R to generate the magnetic
c
force to overcome an initial force, F ., before the movement of the
mi
disc starts o By making1 use of Equations (3.25) and (3.27) in Equa­
tion (3o31) it may be shown that
12F .TG 
m miT , - To Ind i2 . R 
ad c (1- _c 2TG I mi x
Vm N V feA m c
• •eeeoooooooooooooo (3.32)
These expressions are given to show the parameters effecting: the 
disc delay time, T^, in the absence of pressurised fluid.
In general, the initial magnetic force, F . can take into account
mi
the fluid forces as well as the magnetic holding1 force to determine the 
delay time for the valve operated in oil. It will be shown in the next 
chapter that the fluid forces, which are mainly due to static pressure 
acting: on the disc before the disc starts to move, provide a net force 
tending1 to push the disc off the seat. In consequence, this causes a 
shorter delay time, Td » when it is compared with the valve operated 
without oil.
3.3.5 Numerical Solution of Coil Dynamics
CSMP (Ref. 30) has been used to solve the non-linear differential 
equations of the system due to its ease of usage. CSMP is particularly 
useful for simulating a system which has been modelled in block diagram 
format.
The method, and the program list are given in Appendix E.
In the solution of the equation the viscous friction force term
dx
b *~rr is neglected. Since the disc moves in a chamber with a relatively 
dt
large clearance, typical value of absolute clearance being 0 .050 mm and 
without oil in it, this assumption is reasonablec
Typical simulation results obtained for three different conditions 
of the electromechanical system under the assumptions made in Section
(3.3) and no fluid pressure conditions are shown in Figo 3.9 using the 
experimentally measured initial current, I superimposed on the switching 
conditions„ The coil size of Model 1 was used in the calculations. In 
the first and the second case the disc travel was 0 o254 mm with holding 
gaps of 0.114 mm and 0.228 mm respectively0 In the last case the disc 
travel was 0.508 mm and the holding gap was 0 o406 mm 0 Figo 3 c9a is for 
the smallest holding gap, 0.114 mm; Fig. 3 e9b an intermediate holding 
gap 0.228 mm and Fig 3.9c the largest holding gap 0.406 mm and the disc 
travel 0.508 mm. It is apparent that the change of inductance produced 
by the disc as it moves has a substantial effect on the transient coil 
current. The local minima in the current is taken to be the time at 
which the disc completes its travel.
For comparison, the figures include corresponding plots using an 
Interdata 7/16 mini-computer to record the transient current in the 
switching coils. The shape of curves in each case shows that the form 
of the theoretical curves in a fairly good approximation to the real 
system. Switching times for the large holding gaps in Fig. 3.9b and 
Fig. 3.9c are accurately predicted, but the correlation at small gap, 
especially with high current falls off quite markedly. This mainly is 
due to the saturation of the magnetic circuit, at high holding current 
with very small holding gap, which, is neglected in the mathematical 
model.
Thus the current decay in the holding coil is slower due to the 
permeance of the magnetic circuit rather than the permeance of the air 
gap. The magnetic circuit permeance is ignored in the model and hence 
the force of the holding coil is higher than the real situation. In 
consequence, the build-up of the attracting coil force takes longer 
producing a larger total' switching time in the mathematical model.
Nevertheless, the switching times obtained from simulation of 
the mathematical model for the simple assumptions made, show a good 
agreement between the experimental and theoretical results providing 
the solenoid is operated in the unsaturated region.
3.4 Experiments on a Single Disc in Still Air 
,3.4.1 Experiments under steady-state conditions
Experiments were carried out on a specially designed test rig 
which was fitted on a Hounsfield Terisometer as shown in Fig. 3.10.
Also the same test set-up with pipe connections for hydraulic oil was 
used for measurement of steady-state fluid characteristics of the valve 
systems (see Chapter 4). The tensometer was used to obtain a fine disc 
displacement setting using a manually operated lead screw. The force 
was measured by a proof-ring type of force transducer which was developed 
(Ref. 31) in the Mechanical Engineering Department at the University of 
Surrey. The disc displacement was transmitted by a vertically moving 
beam and measured by a dial gauge.
Before the test rig was assembled, the force transducer was cali­
brated with the tensometer. The magnetic force on the disc was obtained 
experimentally by applying a known current to the coil and measuring the
force for each incremental disc displacementc
Although care was taken, special difficulties arose due mainly 
to slight misalignment of the parts of the test rig9 i.e. disc with 
rod,'force transducer, operating screw and connecting bolts. The force 
was measured for the incremental disc displacement both away from and 
towards the coil so that any hysterisis and measurement errors could 
be eliminated,,
The results are shown in Fig. 3.11 for the Model 1 coile Figo 
3 ol0a shows the magentic force versus the energising force of the coil 
(electromagnetomotive force) for various air gaps 0 Figo 3 d l b  shows 
the magnetic force versus gap for various currentse The gap here is 
the total gap which consists of the holding gap and disc travel.
In order to compare the theoretical results with the experimental 
results, the computed results from the calculation of the magnetic 
circuit program are also shown in Figo 3.11 as full lines. It can be 
seen from the figure that generally a good agreement is obtained between 
theory and experiment. The scatter in the experimental data points can 
be attributed to the difficulties which were encountered with the re- 
peatibility of experiments.
3.4.2 Experiments under dynamic conditions and results
Extensive tests were carried out with no oil in the valve using 
a 25 mm diameter disc so that the electromechanical characteristics and 
some of parameter effecting the switching characteristics of the valve 
could be determined.
Fig. 3.12 shows the modified test valve and the test set-up for 
measuring the switching time of the disc using external electrical relay. 
In order to detect the movement of the disc a screwed rod was fixed to 
the centre of the disc which could freely move in the tube during the 
disc-movemento Limit switches detected the two extreme positions of 
the disc.
During the tests, the disc travel was adjusted by moving the coil 
assemblies forwards or backwards and locking with a screw. The holding 
gap was simulated by a non-magnetic spacer between the disc and the 
coil made up by sticking different layers of Selotape on the surface 
of the disc. Also a simple switching servo amplifier was built and 
used to energise the coils with a step input voltage. Just before the 
step input was applied to the attracting coil, the disc was held on the 
non-magnetic spacer by applying a holding current to the adjacent coil. 
As soon as a step voltage was applied to the summing amplifier via the 
mini-computer, the resultant input voltage signal switched off the 
holding coil and at the same time switched on the attracting coil.
In the experimental tests, the RSP programme (Ref. 32) written 
for an Interdata 7/16 mini-computer and Micro-consultants analogue data 
acquisition system, was used for obtaining permanent records of the 
results. The block diagram of Fig. 3.13 shows the arrangement of the 
system.
Typical experimental results, recorded on the X-Y plotter, given 
in Fig. 3.14, show how the excitation current varied with disc displace­
ment for various holding currents in the coil adjacent to the disc im­
mediately before it was de-energised. Each vertical line is the point
at which switching of the disc was completed in each case after a step 
input was applied to the attracting coil. The effect of two extremes 
of holding gap on the switching time are shown in this figure, in which 
the smallest holding gap is 0.057 mm in Fig. 3.14a and largest is 0.41 mm 
in Fig. 3.14b. It confirms that the characteristic minimum in the 
current time is a very good indicator of the completion of the disc 
travel as at this point the magnetic flux reaches its maximum value 
when the gap between the coil and disc has just reached its smallest 
value. The switching time measured in this way includes the electrical 
delay in the coils due to the exponential decrease and increase of the 
current in the holding and attracting coils together with the time for 
the disc travel from one coil to the other.
Fig. 3.15 a-d summarise the disc switching times from the step
t
response tests without oil for four different holding gaps. The results 
shown in Fig*. 3.15a for a very small holding gap of 0.057 mm, in Fig. 
3.15b and 3.15c for intermediate holding gaps of 0.114 mm and 0.228 mm, 
and in Fig. 3.15d for a very large holding gap of 0.406mm. In the 
latter case extremely rapid, consistent switching was obtained but the 
holding gap was so large that the disc was only just held on the nozzle 
before switching commenced. In the first case, the set of curves showed 
a marked increase in the switching time, particularly at large holding 
currents and large disc travel, in practice, with a valve operating 
on oil at, say, 100 bar the holding gap would be between 0.125 mm and 
0.250 mm in order to hold the disc against the nozzle. The inference 
from the air tests is that the holding gap should be as large as pos­
sible, the holding current and the disc travel should both be small 
consistent with the fluid force requirements, at the point of nozzle 
closure by the disc. This is contrary to the requirements of the valve
under pressurised oil conditions.
Fig. 3.16 shows a typical waveform from the single-disc valve 
prototype under no fluid flow conditions when subjected to a coil 
switching frequency of 25Hz. The four level switching amplifier 
was used to operate the valve and the holding current level was ad­
justed to a level of 50% of the maximum applied current to the at­
tracting coil. Under these conditions with a holding gap of 0.25 mm 
and a disc travel of 0.178 mm the maximum coil switching frequency 
was approximately 100Hz.
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FLUID CHARACTERISTICS OF DISC VALVES
4c FLUID CHARACTERISTICS OF DISC VALVES 
4 c1 Introduction v
• It is the purpose of this chapter to investigate the fluid char­
acteristics of the disc valves both theoretically and experimentallyc
The geometry and nomenclature of the mathematical models for the 
single- and double-disc valves are shown in Figs . 4.1 and 4.2. It can 
be seen from the figures that there are several hydraulic resistances 
connected in series and forming flow networks between the inlet and the 
outlet of either valve. In general, under steady-state flow conditions, 
the effect of hydraulic resistance is characterised by a pressure drop 
related to the flow rate by (Ref. 33)
A P — K .Q o o o o o o . e c . . p c  .*••.. o «  .  •  o .  o o (4.1)
where K is constant
n = 1 for a laminar flow 
n = 2 for a turbulent flow
If the flow rate within either valve is specified, the pressures 
in any part of the valve can be determined and the output pressure-flow 
characteristics can be obtained.
In the analysis to characterise the complex flow behaviour inside
the valve distinct flow regions are defined. Two of the regions are the
chambers formed on either side of the disc and flow between these regions
x
is neglected. In both regions radial laminar flow is assumed to occur 
across the disc face either inward or outward depending on the valve 
configuration. The resulting pressure distributions are shown in Fig. 4.3
x
Typical local  Reynolds’ numbers measured  at the n ozz le  ex i t  a re  not  
more than 1250
and 4.4 and assist in evaluating the fluid forces„
Since in practical design, the axial clearance of the disc chamber 
is very small (iee 0 holding gap, HG, plus total disc travel, DT, is 
typically 0.43mm) compared with the disc radius (typically 12.5mm) 'the 
assumption made of laminar radial flow is reasonable for small disc 
displacements. Two other regions are defined by the tubes through the 
coils. Flow from the supply discharges through the protruding nozzles 
into the disc chamber and is assumed to obey orifice flow conditions, 
both laminar and turbulent.
4.2 Single-disc valve
Considering Fig. 4.1, flow from the supply, at pressure P ,
S
divided and discharges through either or both the fixed orifices, A
o
and through the coil tubes into the chambers IIIT and III-,. At the
L R
same time, some of the flow either goes into or comes from an external 
load through the load ports, which are located downstream of the fixed 
orifices, Aq . The direction of flow depends on the external load con­
ditions and the position of the disc. Regions I and I are defined by
L R
the volume of the tube up to the point of radial discharge. Two further
regions II and II are defined for the small volume where the radial 
J L  l i
flow is affected by the nozzle protruding into the chamber. The circum­
ferential area rather than the diametral area controls the flow restriction
at the disc seat. From the regions III and III , the flow is radially
L R
outwards leaving the disc chamber and flowing into the drain slots. The 
flow from the drain slots goes into an annular collecting groove and 
from there it exits to the drain, at pressure, P^, through the drain 
port which is a cross-drilling into the annular groove.
4.2.1 Static Fluid Forces
In the analysis, it is considered to be sufficient to obtain the 
fluid forces under blocked-load conditions since this gives an estimate 
of the fluid forces during switching,, To enable the fluid forces to be 
determined the local pressure and the flow rate within the valve must 
be known.
Referring to Fig. 4.1, for steady-state conditions and blocked-load, 
the flow in the left hand side of the valve simplifies to
Q  _  “ Q  -  ’  • “  Q  j .  . o o o o e e o o o . o o o o o o e o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o  ( 4  o 2 )oL nL dL
Referring also to Figo 4.3, the total pressure drop between the 
flow inlet and the flow outlet, due to the flow QdL passing through a 
series of hydraulic resistances, can be shown as
P ~P = (p -p ) + (p -p ) + (p -p ) + (p -P ) + (p -p ) + 
s D s LI LI nL nL vcL vcL aL aL ©L
(P _ -Pn) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (4.3)J^Lj jj
The pressure drop terms in the right hand side of this equation
can be obtained from the pressure flow equations written for each hydraulic
restriction. These are, for the left hand side of the valve:
Region I : Pressure drop through the orifice A is given by a L O
conventional orifice equation
P  — P  —  TC Q 2  o c o © o e o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o © o o o o o o o © o o ( 4 o 4 )
s .LI oL dL
where
P 16
KoL 2 (C T ttd2)2
oL o
and by considering- laminar flow through the coil tube of length, L
c
the pressure drop is
(4.5)
where
K.
1L
tt r 4
n
Region II : r < r < r  The flow between the nozzle and the disc L n a
seat is very complex and cannot be analysed without making simplifying 
assumptions. The flow mechanism is similar to that for a flapper nozzle 
valve. Experimental results of LICHTAROWICZ (Ref. 34) indicate that 
two types of flow can exist in the flapper valve depending on the nozzle
land length and gap ratio. In one the flow is separated along the
flapper, i.e. the ratio is large, typically more than 1 and in the other 
the flow re-attaches to the nozzle land, i.e. the ratio is small, 
typically less than 0 .2 .
It is assumed that the latter pattern exists in the models, providing 
the nozzle land is small compared with the overall disc travel. Hence, 
the flow forms a vena contracta within the land where a minimum pressure 
drop occurs, and recovery takes place downstream. Then the pressure drop 
between the nozzle exit and the vena contracta may be represented by an
orifice type equation given by (Ref. 35)
P ~P T = K TQiT 
nL vcL nL dL o e o o o o o o o o o o 0 0 9 6 0 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
(4.6)
where
nL 2 (C _ 2 tt r x)i 
nL n
Although this equation is given for a turbulent flow condition, 
it is general practice to also apply the equation in the laminar flow 
regime providing the discharge coefficient is taken as a function of 
Reynold numbers. In theory, the degree of pressure recovery depends on 
the Reynold number, orifice geometry and the down-stream chamber. However, 
for the sake of the analysis, it is considered that the pressure recovery 
takes place at an arbitrary radius, r , at which the flow re-attaches to 
the nozzle land. Assuming loss of total pressure as given 
as sudden expansion ;
P . .  P _ _  *— K  Q  ,  o . o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o c o o o o o o o o o . . . . . .  ( 4 o 7 )
vcL aL aL dL 
where -
KaL (2 nr x )2 (2 tt r x )2
and the radius, r = i.5r has been arbitrarily chosen in the numerical 
vc n
solutions.
Region III : r < r ^ r  Laminar flow conditions prevail so thatJj Q
the pressure drop occurs due to viscous friction. It can be shown that
(Ref. 36) the radial pressure loss, P (r)-p across the disc f o r .laminar
L BL
flow, with the inertia term in the Navier-Stokes equation included, is
6,1 QdL rd °-193PQdL 1 1
P_ (r)-p = -  -3 In—  -  27—— r-y (—r----y) . . o . o o o o . . . . . . . .  (4.8)L eL tt (HG+x)3 r -tt^hG+x)2 r 2
Using Equation (4.8) to solve for the radial flow (i.e. r = r )
a
then the pressure drop between the radius r^ and the outer radius of the 
disc, r^ can be written as
P -P
aL eL
o o » o o o * o © o c o © o © C4.9)
where
K
n (HG+x)3
a
V  ft  *  r  . J .
^iL “ tt2(h g +x )2 r 2 &
0 e!93 P , 1
Where the radius r is arbitrarily chosen by assuming that the flowa
separation at the nozzle should re-attach and the pressure recovery is 
completed at this radius for small disc dsiplacement0 MOLLER (Ref 37) 
has theoretically and experimentally shown that the reattachment distance 
is a function of channel width and the local Reynold numbers for laminar 
flow conditions«
The pressure drop due to the restriction in flow leaving the disc 
chamber is
c o o o o o o o © o © o © 0QQ*OO**O (4„10)
where
P 1
KdL “ 2 (C W (HG+x))2
s s
Having written the pressure-flow equation for each case, they can 
be substituted into Equation (4»3) to obtain the overall pressure-flow 
equation of the valve„ That is in a quadratic form:
writing
Equation (4„lla) becomes
o o o o o o o o o c c (4Clib)
and one of its solutions is
^dL 2 a 0000000000000 o o o (4.11c)
providing P g-P >  0, the above equation is defined for the flow rate 
D
The pressure-flow equations written for the right-hand side of the 
valve have identical forms to these for the left-hand side of the valve, 
with suffix R instead of L and with x replaced by (DT-x)»
These set of equations can be numerically solved to obtain the 
values of the flow rate and the local pressures which then allows the 
fluid forces to be determined0
Referring to Figs. 4.1 and 4.3, the component of the fluid forces 
acting on the left-hand side of the disc in the +x direction are derived 
as follows
Region IT : 0 < r ^ r  The force results from the static and the 
L n
dynamic pressures on the tube nozzle area
This equation gives the force acting on the disc during the disc move­
ment o However, when the disc closes the tube nozzle the force is given 
by the product of the pressure and the effective nozzle area (Ref. 33).
This area lies between the area of nozzle nr2 and the area of nozzlen
face tt (r +w)2 0 Hence at the closed position
n
tt r2(Ps-P )<^F (0,0) <  TT(r +w)2 (Ps-Pn) c.c.c....o.(4.12a)
' X I  L )  JLJLj  n  JL/
In the calculations, the force F (0,0) in the closed position will be
XJ-i
approximated by the mean of the two static pressure forces in Equation 
(4c12a)e
Region rn ^ r^ ra The force results from static pressure
distribution between the nozzle exit and the radius at which laminar
radial flow is assumed,to applyc The pressure drops from P to P y ^
due to the fluid velocity increase in the vena contracta and the ideal
pressure recovery is assumed up to P c The pressure distribution maya
be linearised to a first approximationc From (Refe 37) we may assume
over wide range of Reynolds numbers that r =le5r and r =2r would bevc n a n
a conservative estimatee Using this assumption 
“2 (PnL~P dL?P. = ---- ^ “--  r + (3P -2p ) ccccccc»cccococccocccc(4.13a)
1 r nL vcLn
and between P T and P
vcL aL
2 (PaL-PvcL)
P0 = -------— —  r - (3P -4P )  (4.13b) ^ r aL vcLn
The force equation is
1 e5rn
(x,Q ) = 2 tt / P. rdr + 2" P„ rdr
1 «5r
(4c13c)
After being integrated and simplified the above equation reduces to
F tt (x,Q ) = (0c584P _ + 1C5P + 0o9l6P ) tt r2 e c e c 0 e 0 (4 „13d) 
IIL dL nL vcL aL n
Region III, r < r ^ r The force results from the radial pressure 
L a n
distribution due to viscous friction is
f*FIII X^,<^ dL^ = 2 " J PL ^ rdr o ...oo o. . c . . oe . (4ol4a)
L r
a
Using Equation (4.8) in this equation and integrating it yields
QdL QdLF (x,Q ) = P n (r2 - r2) + c   - C. ------  ........ (4.14b)
IIIT dL eL d a v 1 . _ .2L (HG+x)3 (HG+x)
rd
where C = 3 H (r2 - r2 - 2r2 In -—  ) v d a a ra
P r, r2 - r2
C = 0.386 --  (In—  - - a ) 'i tt r zr*
a d
✓
Therefore the total fluid force acting on the left-hand side of the 
disc is
1 QdL
FfL(X'QdL> = "rn PnL + (0‘584PnL + ^ " v o l  + ° ‘916PaL)
Q j r
+ Cv ---   - Ci--------
(HG+X)3 (HG+x)2 C O O O C O O O O O O O O O O O O  (4ol5)
The total fluid forces acting on the right-hand side of the disc 
in the -x direction is very similar in form to Equation (4.16) with 
suffix R instead of L and with x replaced by (DT-x) 0 Hence the total 
fluid force acting on the disc in the +x direction is
Ff (x,QdL,QdR) “ FfL(x,QdL^ “ FfR(DT"x,QdR* •••••••••••••• (4 °16a>
It must be borne in mind that this equation determines the fluid forces
on the disc element under blocked-load conditions only in the steady-
I
state, that is with the disc stationary at some distance x from the 
nozzleo It has been assumed, in order to establish an approximate model 
for the valve, that the same equations apply during switchingc
At the commencement of the movement from left to right, the initial 
fluid force acting on the disc can be determined as
Ffi (0’< W  = Ps " (rn + 5 / 2 -
1 QdL
" P„Rr2n +2 p^ ?T + PIL <DT.QdR>
e o o o o o e o o e o o
R
(4.16b)
+ Fm :  <DT> W
R
The fluid force equations may be combined with the pressure flow 
equations in a FORTRAN computer programme to obtain a numerical solution 
for the fluid characteristics of the Single disc valve. The solution 
and the results are shown in Section 4.4.
4o202 Load pressure - flow curves in the switched condition
The single-disc valve allows flow into the load ports as well as 
continuous leakage to drain. During switching the instantaneous load 
flow is very complex but an estimate can be made of load flow when the
valve is in the switched condition. In the case of flow discharge in
the switched condition, flow restriction at the upstream orifices and
the nozzle seat are much greater than the restriction in the disc
chamber and the drain slots. Hence, the flow rates for the upstream 
orifices, Aq , and the nozzle seat can be approximately related to the 
load pressures and the drain pressure.
Let, Q represent the flow rate into an external load and,
Li
Pl <= PL1" rePresen^ the pressure drop across the loadc Using the
notation in Figo 4©1 the load flow equation for the condition when the 
disc’ closes the right-hand nozzle is
Q_ = C t t D  dt./ 2-(P -P ) - C  -J-D2 |_1(P-Pto)  .... (4017)
L n n \ p LI D o 4 o \ P s L2
Q = C  —  . I “TtCP-- P_ e e o o » o o o o o . o o . o o o « o » o o o o o o o o . e  (4 o 18)
L o 4 o\ P s L2)
In Equation (4C18), the local pressure, P^, is the pressure down­
stream of the valve provided the drain connection of the valve offers no 
significant restriction,. It is also assumed that there are no leakage 
losses in the loadc
After being conveniently non-rdimensionalised, these equations 
reduce to
Q_ — C - A I P — I 1 P O C O O Q O O O O O O O O O O ' O O O O O O O O O O O O O C O  (4, 19)
L d \ LI \ L2
Qj^  1 Pl 2 « ® c o c ® c « « o o © o o o o o o o o o o o c o o o c o © ® o c o o c c © c c o  (4 «20)
where
Q
o - ---^ ----= = =L C tt D 2 I 2 P 1
°  - f h  s
which is the ratio of the load flow, Q , to the maximum flow rate that
Li
can pass through the upstream orifice, A „
o
It can be seen that these equations cannot be combined into a
single relation in a simple manner. But they may be solved numerically
with the relation;
P = p - p 
L LI L2
to obtain the pressure-flow curves for the single-disc valve. For example,
a series of selected values for P solves Equation (4C19) for Q . Then
L] L
Equation (4.20) can be solved for P .
2.
The dimensionless output flow versus pressure difference curves
for three different sizes of orifices, D , used in tests, are shown in
o 1
Fig. 4 e5 o In the calculation, the discharge coefficient, CQ is taken to 
be 0.90 as a round-entrance type of fixed orifice is used in the valve.
4.3 Double-disc valve
Referring to Fig. 4.2 in both disc chambers, the movement of the 
disc restricts the flow within the valve passing through the circumfer­
ential areas of the supply nozzle and the drain nozzle depending on the 
position of the disc, x. At the commencement of switching there is a 
small movement of disc leaving the nozzle before the whole assembly 
starts to move. It is therefore convenient in the analysis to denote
the position of the left-hand side disc as x and the right-hand side
L
disc as x^. It is also noted that the holding gap on the drain side of 
the disc is not necessarily the same as the gap on the supply side. For
this reason, the holding gap on the supply side is denoted as HGg and
the holding gap on the drain side as HG^.
d
Consider the double disc valve configuration in Fig. 4.2 in which
the movement between the two discs has been taken up and the discs and
the rod move as a rigid body from left to right in the +x direction until
the left-hand disc reaches to the drain nozzle. Flow from the supply at
pressure, P goes through both of the circumferential areas of the supply 
S '
nozzles, A or A into the supply side of the disc chambers. From 
nsL nsfv
there flow is radially outwards into an annular groove. This connects 
with flow passages to the drain side of the disc chambers and to external 
load ports by means of radial slots and a cross-drilling. Then either 
part or all of the flow enters radially into the drain side of the disc 
chamber. At the same time, some of the flow either goes into or comes 
from the external load into the disc chambers depending on the external 
load and the position of the discs. Finally, from the drain nozzles, 
the flow leaves the valve at drain pressure through an annular passage 
way between the drain nozzle and the rod.
In general, the flow mechanism around the nozzles and the disc 
chamber are very similar to the single-disc valve, except a radial 
inward flow situation must be considered as well as an outward flow on 
the other side of the disc. The inward flow has been rarely utilised in 
practical valves and very little work has been published in the literature. 
HAGIWARA (Ref. 38) carried out both theoretical and experimental investi­
gations into radial outward and inward flow by using the Navier-Stokes 
equations. His results indicate that the pressure loss due to inwards 
flow is larger than due to outward flow. In this model, an expression
of the pressure loss distribution for inward flow may be obtained by 
analysing1 the Navier-Stokes equation's and considering pressure change 
as a function of the radius, r. This can be shown (see Fig. 4.4) to 
have’ a similar form to Equation (4.8).
6 M Q , r 0.193PQ* 1 1
tj / \ _______ d  d_  d (________  .
L d “ t t (h G . + X ) 3  n r + h2(hg ,+x)2 r2 “ r2 ; (4.21)
d d d
It can be seen from Equation (4.21) that it justifies Hagiwara's 
results when they are. compared with Equation (4.8) due to the sign of the 
inertia term.
4.3.1 Static fluid forces
For double disc valve model, distinct flow regions I , II and III* s s s
are notated for the supply side o f ‘each disc element, and regions 1^, 1 1 ^
and III. are notated for the drain side. Definitions of the regions are 
d
the same as those for the single disc valve, i.e. I, II and III, except 
there is no upstream orifice used at the beginning of the region I « At 
the drain side, the flow from III is radially inwards leaving the disc 
chamber and flowing into the drain nozzle tube region 1^, which is de­
fined by the annular volume between the rod and the drain tube up to 
drain port. In a similar way to region II » region 1 1^ is defined for 
the small volume where the radial inward flow is affected by the drain 
nozzle protruding into the disc chamber.
Following similar discussion and assumptions made in Section 4.2.1 
and also considering the inward flow situation as well as the radial 
outward flow, the steady-state fluid forces acting on the double-disc
valve can be determined. Using the notation in Figs. 4.2 and 4.4, 
when there is no load flow, the steady-state flow within the left-hand
chamber of the valve can be specified as
QnsL = Q esL = QedL = QdL •••••••••••••............    <4 -22>
and the total pressure drop at this side can be specified
Ps“PD = (Ps"PnsL* + (PnsL”PvcL) + (PvCL”PasL^ + (PasL*"PL 1 ) + (PL 1“PadL)
+ (P , T  “ P . ) + (P , —P-p.) o e e o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o  ( 4 o 2 3 )adL ndL ndL D
Then the pressure drop terms in the right-hand side of Equation 
(4.23) can be obtained for the left-hand chamber0
Region I : O ^ r ^ r  By considering laminar flow through the
b l ns
coil tube of l e n g t h , l  , the pressure drop is
\
P_ —P _ — K Q , 0 .0. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0.0 0.0 ....... ...... (4.24)s nsL IsL dL
where
8 H L
K _ _  =  ----r2IsL nr^ 
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Region II : r ^r^-r Using the orifice flow equation (4.6) SL ns as
yields
P _ —P « K _ Q w 0.0000 00000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ©o...ooo(4o25)
nsL VCL nsL dL
where
An d  t o t a l  p r e s s u r e  l o s s between the vena contracta,
r , and the arbitrary radius, r . Thusvc 17 * a
PvcL PasL “ KasLQdL c c o o o e o o o o e e o o o (4.26)
where
K
asL
-12
(2 " rv c x L > ( 2 n r as V
The arbitrary radius, r , is the distance where the flow re-attaches
as
to the disc and will be taken as r =2 r and r = 1 .5r as before.as ns vc ns
Region III r ^ r ^ r  The pressure drop within the disc 
SL S-S Q
chamber due to viscous friction, can be obtained by using radial pressure
equation (4.8) with (HG + x) replaced by (HGg + x^) and then solving for
r = r , that is as ’
where
P -PT , = K T Q ,T - 4 TQ2 
asL LI vsL dL sL dL © e e ©
K
vsL ^(HG + x )3 
. s L
0.193 P______
5sL = tt2(HG + x )2
In
as
r2
as
. o o . c o . e o . . . .  (4.27)
The pressure drops due to the restriction in the flow leaving the 
supply side of the disc chamber and the flow entering the drain side of 
the disc chamber under no load flow conditions can be neglected. Thus 
the velocity of the flow leaving the disc chamber almost vanishes at 
the annular collection groove and it is converted somewhat to a static 
pressure. The pressure loss and recovery are therefore assumed to 
balance each other.
Region III * r < r < r J Pressure drop due to the radial inward dL ad d
flow can be obtained by using Equation (4.21) with x replaced by (DT-x )
Li
Then solving for r = rad
P —P , = K Q + 5 Q
L1 adL vdL dL dL dL o *00000000000000 o o o  o o o o o o o (4.28)
where
K In
vdL tt(hG ,+DT-xt )3 r
d L ad
0.193 P
3dL n-CHG^DT-x y
ri
The arbitrary radius, is the point where the radial inward
flow separates from the disc chamber before entering into the drain
nozzle and will be taken as r , = 2 r , as beforead nd
Region U dL' rn d ^ r ^-rad ’riie Pressure drop between the point r&^ 
and r may be approximated by applying the Bernoulli equation between 
these points without considering a flow contraction at the drain nozzle 
seat and the subsequent loss.
5 ,_ ~P = K q3t
adL ndL adL 000000000.0 o o o o o o e o o o o o o o o o o o (4.29)
where
K
adL (2 TTrnd(DT-xL))2 (2 tt radCDT~xl> y
Finally the pressure drop due to the viscosity of hydraulic oil 
passing through the annular passage way is given by the Hagen-Poiseuille 
Law if the flow is assumed to be laminar. Thus
where
K
IdL
6 H L .______d_______
nr , (r -r )3 
nd nd r
Then the right-hand side of the pressure flow equation written 
above can be substituted into Equation (4.23) to obtain the overall 
pressure-flow equation of the left-hand chamber under no-load flow 
conditions 0
(K t+K _+K S, )Q + (K t+K t+K .t +K_,t )Q,t - (P^-P^) = 0nsL asL adL sL dL dL IsL vsL vdL IdL dL s D
let
a " KnsL+KasL+KadI/ 5sL+ ?dL
b = K +K _ +K +K_ ,T 
IsL vsL vdL IdL
Equation (4.32a) becomes
(4.31a)
aQdL+bQdL " (W = ° o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o (4.31b)
and its solution for Q ^ 0
QdL 2a -1 \  1+£ T t t . - V 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.(4.31c)
Also the pressure-flow equations written for the right-hand 
chamber of the valve are very similar forms to the equations written 
above with suffix R instead of L and with x^ replaced by (DT-X^), and 
with (DT-x^) replaced by x^.
As in the case of the single-disc valve, Equation (4.31c) is solved 
for Q f o r  a given disc displacement. Substituting into the pressure
flow equations solves the local pressures respectively.
\
Referring: to Figs e 4.2 and 4.4, under blocked-load conditions, the 
components of the fluid forces acting: on the left-hand side in the +x 
direction are as follows;
Region I ' 0 ^ r  ^ r During the disc movement 
s l  ns
i  q£l
FI (XL ,QdL} = PnsL nrns + 2 P^72' ••••••■•••••••••••••• (4.32)
sL ns
And the force, F .. (0,0) in the closed position can be obtained from 
sL
Equation (4.12a)e
Region II _ : r ^ r < r  The force results from the static sL ns ^ as
pressure distributions, P -P and P„„ -P , and their distributions are
S VCL * vc l a
very similar to Equations (4.13a) and (4.13b) which are given in Section 
4.2.1. Following a similar procedure to Section 4.2.1, the force in 
this region can be determined as
F__ (x , Q ) = (0.584P _+1.5P +0 o916PaeT) rrr 2 ......(4.33)
II L dL nsL v c l  asL ns
sL
Region IIIsL rag rd
FIXX ^ L ’^ dL^ = 2 n  I PsL^r r^dr ••••••••••••••••••••• .(4.34a)sL f
rJ
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Using Equation (4.8) with (HG * x) replaced by (HG +x ) in
s L
Equation (4.34a) and then integrating yields
where
C = vs
3 V (r2 - r2 
d as
2 r2 in —  
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Region III.T : r , < r ^  r The force can be obtained from the
dL ad a
radial pressure distribution for an inward flow
‘V ' W  = 2 1  pdL(r) rdrdL J
o o o o o o o o o .o(4.35a)
ad
Using Equation (4.21) with x replaced by (DT-x ) in Equation
L
(4.35a) and integrating yields
_FIII ‘V ' W  = PL1 " (rd "rid > -
dL
QdL
Vd (HGd+DT-xL)3
where
C , = 3 M (r2 -r2 , -2r2 . In  )vd d ad ad r /ad
C. QdL
id (HGd+DT-3^ ) 2 (4.35b)
r r? - r2
0.3869 ,, d d xa
Cid = ------- (ln7 ----
xa " ad 2rd
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Region H dL : r&d <r< rnH Similar to Region IIoT , the forcend SL
results from the pressure distributions between p , and P , . The 
. adL ndL
pressure distribution may be linearised to a first approximation as;
Using- the assumption made for = 2r , the force equation is
"F I I  ^ L ’^ d L ^  =  2  11 /  P d r d r  o . o o . o c o o o c o e c c . .  c o c o o. «  c (4o36b)
dL ^
nd
2r  ^nd
After integration and simplification Equation (4037b) is reduced
to
HFTT (x t ,Q ) = (1 e333P » + I 06 6 6P .T ) Ttrz. (4036c)
II L dL ndL adL nd
dL
Region I : r^ ^ r ^ r ^  The force resulting from the static and 
the dynamic pressure is
1 QdL
“FI < V QdL> = P n d L n(rnd “ ^ ^ - r * )  — ^ 3 7 )
dL nd r
Therefore the total fluid force acting on the left-hand side disc
is
FfL (V QdL > = 2 Z f 1sL(xl ,q(1l) -
, _ T  T T T ™  „  , _ T  *i<lL(V W - * * (4*38)
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The total fluid force acting on the right-hand side disc in the
-x direction is again in similar form to Equation (4e38) with suffix R
instead of L and with x replaced by (DT-x ), and with (DT-x ) replaced
L R L
Hence the resultant fluid force, under no-load conditions, acting 
on the discs during their movement as a rigid body with the rod in the 
H-x direction is
Ff(XL ,XR ,QdL,QdR) “ FfL(XL ,QdL) “ FfR(XR ,QdR) ••••••••••• (4.39a)
At the commencemeht of the movement the left disc is free so';that
the initial fluid force can be determined. Under these conditions
X  =0 , Q =  ° , p  = p = p  =  p  p t = p so that 
L dL L] esL esdL D nsL «
FVx (0,0) = (P=-P ) n ( r =  + ( r  +w )2 ) /2 (4.39b)
fL s D ns ns
When the disc assembly just starts to move together the following 
conditions apply xL = Cr> = 0, PngR = PL2= Pg, QdR = 0 so that the
total fluid force acting on the disc is
F^ ® j^dL1 ^  ~~ Ff L ^ r  ’^ dL^ "" Fs n ^ n d "*"^2 00‘>00*‘>0‘’00,° ^  ®39c)
4.3.2 Load pressure-flow curves in the switched condition
Let Q represent the flow rate to an external load and P (=3? -P ) 
L L LI L2
represent the pressure across the load, then using notations in Fig. 4.2, 
the flow equations can be specified for a general solution. By contin­
uity of flow
Q- — Q T * Q O . O O O O O O O O O O O O . O O O C O . O O O . C .  0 . 0 . 0  (4 o40 )Li nsL ndL
Ql — QndR QngR 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 . 0 0 0  (4 .41)
However, of interest is the characteristics of the valve in the 
switched condition. For x = +DT
Q = Q = Q 
nsL ndR L
assuming there is no leakage in the load. In the case of flow discharge, 
the flow restriction at the supply nozzle and the drain nozzles are much 
greater than the restrictions in the disc chambers and the slots. Hence, 
for each nozzle, the flow rates can be approximately related to the load 
pressures. For the coil tube nozzle
f~2-----------'
QT = C TTD DT , —  (P -PT1) ......................... (4.42)L - n ns y p s LI
and for the drain nozzle
Ql = cn n D-nd DT \/—  (P -P )     (4.43)
If these equations are combined with the relation P = P - P
L LI L 2
then after simplification, it can be shown that
Qt = -  ,( 1 - PT ..............  (4.44)
L 1 + D ),/2 Lv n /
if we define the non-dimensional load flow as 
_  Q,
it D DT 12 P„ 
n ns S
and
P - P 
P~ = L1 L 2
L P,
_  D
D. nS
n D. , nd
Equation (4.44) completely defines the pressure flow curves for the double.
disc valve in the switched condition. For a series of values selected
for P Equation (4.44) can be solved for "q and typical results are 
L . L
shown in Fig. 4.6. Also the theoretical results are compared with experi­
mental results in Chapter 5 and show that good agreement is obtained.
It will be noted for the double disc valve, unlike the single-disc 
valve, leakage flow to drain can only occur during switching.
4.4 Numerical solutions and results
Two computer programmes have been written in FORTRAN to determine
the steady-state fluid characteristics of the single- and double-disc
valve models according to the analysis made in section (4.2.1) and
(4.3.1), The equations derived in the sections are solved numerically
at given disc displacements x for Tellus 127 oilo Before the values of
the hydraulic resistances K and K for the orifice flows can be calcu- J o n
lated, it is necessary to compute the local Reynolds numbers and hence 
the coefficient of discharges Cq and Cr for each disc displacement. The 
discharge coefficient CQ of a round-entrance type of fixed orifice used 
with the single disc valve is estimated by a modified form of empirical 
formula (Ref. 39) given by
1 0.005 1 /d
- L  -  i -  + 1 L  ( i  + 2 25 — ) -  —___________ - __2_______
C “ c Re . d ' 1 + 7.5 (log 0.00015Re ) ....(4.45)
o du o o o
where
C, = 0.927 - 0.0085 1 /d 
du o o
1 is the orifice length 
o
Re is the orifice local Reynolds’ number 
o
The discharge coefficient of the circumferential area between 
the disc and the nozzle is more difficult to establish because the flow 
is more complex. However if the values of the gap-to-land ratio of 
the nozzle is specified to be less than 0 .2 , a plot of Cn for liquid 
flow is as shown (Ref. 33) in Fig. F.l of Appendix F, In the calculations
for each disc displacement, the discharge coefficient C is estimated
n
by using curve fitting techniques on the curve shown in the figure„
The numerical solutions are based on an incremental steady-state
approach which may be described as follows0 The total disc travel for
each case is subdivided into equal incremental disc displacement segmentsc
It is assumed that the motion of the disc at each disc displacment can
be treated as stationary and the flow obeys steady-state flow conditionse
The incremental disc displacement in the programme is performed by a DO
loop0 In this loop, the flow rates within the valve, the local pressures
and the resultant fluid forces are computed for the incremental disc
displacements depending on the model„ The program starts to compute the
initial flow rates for very small and large disc displacements, say
x = 0 o000254mm and x. = DT-x. c By this means the local Reynolds lL iK 1L
numbers are known and discharge coefficients Cq and Cn can be computed,,
Then for each disc displacement the discharge coefficients C and C are
o n
approximately evaluated by a subroutine using polynomial function (see 
Section 3) fits of the curve shown in Fig„ F el and by the empirical 
equation (4e46)0 To obtain a better approximation for the discharge 
coefficients this is iterated 5 times„ Once the flow rates have been 
determined, the local pressures and the resultant fluid force can be 
determined„ The program also determines the resultant fluid force when 
the disc closes the tube nozzle and accordingly sets the disc displacement 
to zero, The method of numerical solution used in both programmes are 
the same, but the programme structure and the equations are different 
for each model„
The listing of the programmes and constants of the models are given
in Appendices G and H. These programmes have been used to determine 
the fluid characteristics of the single- and double-disc valve mathe­
matical models, the results of which are discussed in the following 
sections.
4o4d Single-disc valve results
F i g o  4 07 shows typical computed variations in fluid force and 
corresponding net switching force with disc displacement over the 
complete travel between the two coil tubes. The net force is obtained 
by combining the computed electro-magnetic force (see Chapter 3 for 
computer solution of the magnetic circuit) and the computed fluid force. 
These results are based on typical dimensions in the prototype single 
disc valve, and the earlier model 1 coil characteristics are used in 
the calculations. The three curves i.e. curves 1, 2 and 3 for the fluid 
force and curves A, B, C for the net force are for three di fferent size 
of orifices with the holding gap constant at 0.254mm and the travel 
0.178mm. The supply pressure is 100 bar. Assuming, as in Fig. 4.1, 
that positive x values are defined as the disc moves from the left coil 
to the right, positive fluid forces are assumed to act in the same 
direction. The net switching forces resulting from the fluid forces and 
the attracting force generated by the right-hand coil at maximum current 
rate also act in the same direction. When x = 0 , the disc is attached 
to the left-hand coil tube and the net fluid force results from the 
static pressure acting on the tube nozzle area and the fluid force 
associated with the radial laminar flow acting on the right-hand side 
of the disc. This force has to be overcome by the magnetic force of 
the left-hand coil, which is not shown in this figure, to ensure a good
seal. Initially it might be thought that the selection of curve 3 
(large orifice diameter and large fl'ow through the valve) would be the 
best choice as the fluid force is actually negative when the disc is 
on the left-hand tube, i.e. holding the disc closed. However, it can be 
seen from curve C that this reduces the net switching force thereby 
when the left coil is switched off and the right is on, switching action 
associated with the time varying current rise in the left coil will be 
slow. From this point of view, curves 1 and 2 with corresponding curves 
A and B give more desirable characteristics. On the other hand, in 
this case, although the initial net switching force is large, net 
forces (curve A,B) are reduced by negative or opposing fluid forces 
(curve 1,2) at the completion of the switching. The inference from 
these results is that the overall effect of the different size of 
orifices on the switching speed of the valve would not produce a signifi­
cant difference.
The holding gap is a sensitive parameter in determining the maximum 
electromagnetic attracting force that can be exerted. Fig. 4.8 shows 
the computed effect of varying the holding gap while keeping the total 
disc travel constant. As far as the fluid force is concerned, curves 
2 and 3 are identical signifying that the disc is largely moving outside 
the boundary layer associated with the radial flow and hence the fluid 
forces are reduced. Also the corresponding net forces (curves B and C) 
are significantly reduced which is an undesirable characteristic.
In practice,- as the disc element of the single-disc valve moves in 
a relatively low static chamber pressure, the prototype single-disc valve 
was constructed with ;a- holding gap,of 0.254mm requiring a relatively
powerful coil to hold the disc on its seat. As it turned out the net 
force under these conditions (curve te) provides almost constant force 
over the disc travel, and the time delay due to the current decay in 
the ‘de-energised coil is avoided. At very small holding gaps the current 
decay can be slow just after the coil is switched off so that the attrac­
ting force of the adjacent coil is still large and can impede the swit­
ching of the disc away from that coil (see Chapter 3). However, if the 
fluid forces are large, as in the case of the double-disc valve appli­
cation, the selection of a smaller holding gap becomes more desirable. 
This will be shown in the next section.
Fig. 4.9 shows the computed output load pressure characteristics 
under blocked-load conditions for disc movements between the two nozzles. 
The family of curves are for different upstream orifice sizes. The disc 
travel and the holding gap are the same as Fig. 4.7. It can be seen 
from the figure that the load pressure reduces as the disc displacement 
increases due to the valve geometry. With the large area ratio of 7.49, 
the pressure change is very sharp and the output pressure gain is large. 
This corresponds to the small orifice diameter of 0.380mm used in the 
prototype valve. On the other hand, the change in the pressure is 
almost linearly proportional for an area ratio of 1 which corresponds 
to the large orifice diamter of 1.0mm. But its output pressure gain is 
very small compared with the first case and it is obvious that the null 
leakage flow would be large.
Fig. 4.10 shows the computed null leakage flow versus the disc 
displacement over the complete travel between the two coil tube nozzles 
for the same orifice sizes. The leakage flow shown in the figure is the
total flow discharges to the drain and given as the sum of these flows 
discharge to the drain from the left-hand and the right-hand side of 
the valve. The null leakage flow is a maximum at the disc mid-position 
and *is twice the value when the disc rests on either nozzle.
It is clear from the output pressure and the null leakage flow 
characteristics of the valve that the smallest orifice produces the 
smallest null leakage, and the largest output pressure gain but the 
smallest load flow. It is also interesting to note that the change in 
the output pressure and the null leakage is relatively small in a 
certain range of the disc travel around the mid-position. This is 
associated with the area ratio of the small orifice size which dominates 
the pressure drop of the valve. Thus displacement of the disc in mid­
range of the travel has no effect on the flow. Thus for an optimum 
design, the maximum load pressure drop and the maximum leakage flow 
would determine the upstream orifice size. If this were too small 
contamination sensitivity could be a problem. Having selected the 
orifice size, Fig. 4.7 shows that this does not have a marked effect 
on the overall forces on the disc in the sizes of valve investigated. 
Hence the switching time of the valve will be roughly related to the 
total disc travel. This can be reduced for a given orifice size to 
the point where the flow just peaks out at the mid-position of the 
disc. If the orifice size is too large the coil tube resistance be­
comes appreciable and the leakage against disc movement curve again 
becomes flattened out. From this point of view, the prototype valve in 
Fig. 4.10 was only matched when the upstream orifice was approximately 
0 .6mm diameter.
4o4c2 Double-disc valve results
Fig. 4 ell shows the computed variation in fluid force and net 
switching’ force with displacement of the whole assembly over the com­
plete travel between the two coil tubes 0 The net forces are obtained 
in the same way as for the single-disc valve, except that the dimensions 
of Model 2 coil were used in the calculations,, The three curves are for 
three different rod clearances with the holding gap constant at 0.127mm 
and each disc travel at 0.203mm,, The supply pressure is 100 bar. As 
mentioned earlier when describing the valve, there is a small movement 
of one of the discs away from the supply nozzle before the whole assembly 
starts to move, depending on the rod clearance. For convenience, the 
movement of the whole assembly is non-dimensionalised such that
(Cr - XR ) which is related to the right-hand disc movement by
DT
taking into account the small movement of the left hand disc. Then the 
results between the points -0.25 and 0.0 indicate the variation in the 
fluid and the net forces due to the left hand disc movement before the 
whole assembly starts to move, and between the points 0„0 and 1.0 due 
to the right disc movement. The overall left disc movement can be ob­
tained between the rod clearance and by subtracting the rod clearance
from the right disc movement as shown on Curve 2.
These results may best be followed from the switching action of the
valve as shown in Fig. 2.7 of Chapter 2. For example, if we take the 
extreme case, Curve 3, by assuming, as in Fig. 2.7 and 4.2, that positive 
x^ and x^ values are defined as both the discs move from the left to the 
right, and positive forces are assumed to act in the same direction. The
switching forces, resulting from the fluid force and the attracting 
electro-magnetic force exerted on the right disc by the right coil at 
the maximum current rate, also act in the same direction. When the left 
disc starts to move alone the fluid forces are large and increase until 
it touches the rod (Fig. 2.7b). Up to this point the right disc has 
been seated on the drain nozzle and subjected to the force results from 
the static pressure (under block-load condition it is equal to the supply 
pressure) acting on the drain seat area. The force acting on the right 
disc in the -x direction is assumed to be transmitted to the left disc 
through the rod which causes a sudden reduction in the net fluid force. 
This force is negative for the three different rod clearances considered 
and is overcome by the attracting force (curves A, B, C) of the right 
coil after the electrical delay due to the current rise in the coil.
As soon as the whole assembly starts to move (Fig. 2.7c) fluid forces 
and the switching forces increase. It must be noted that the static 
pressure in the right chamber is still high, but the effective area is 
now those of the rod cross-sectional area rather than the nozzle seat 
area. After reaching a maximum value the fluid forces decrease (Curves 
1, 2, 3) with the movement of the whole assembly (Fig. 2.7c) until the 
left disc reaches the drain nozzle. At this point the left disc (Fig. 
2.7d) ceases to push the right disc and the fluid forces drop sharply 
and reduce the net switching forces. Now the right disc moves alone 
(Fig. 2 .7e) with the fluid forces opposing motion* but the attracting 
force from the right coil is sufficient to overcome the fluid forces as 
the gap between the coil and the disc is small.
The effect of various rod clearances show that the zero rod 
clearance results in a small initial switching force (curve A) associated
with a negative or opposing fluid force (curve 1)0 On the other hand 
a large rod clearance (curve 3) causes a reduction in the switching force 
at the completion of the switching, that is when the right disc moves 
alone. For this particular geometric configuration Curve 2 with the 
corresponding Curve B would be the best choice as the fluid forces are 
reduced compared with Curve 3. The significant effect of the rod clearance 
is to provide a large net fluid force at the point where the two discs 
move together as this is the critical condition of valve switching. In 
practice, the switching force of the prototype valve was enhanced by 
using the more powerful Type 2 coil. Also a smaller holding gap was 
used then with the single-disc valve so that the valve could.-be operated 
at higher supply pressures.
It is interesting to show the effect of various switching currents 
on the switching force. Fig. 4.12 shows the effect of varying the 
currents applied to the switching coil, say the right coil, while keeping 
the rod clearance and the other dimensions constant. It can be seen from 
the figure that with a current of 0.5A the valve would probably not 
switch at all. With a current of 1.0A, the valve could switch, but a 
long delay would be expected as the initial switching force is lower than 
when a current of 1.75A is applied. Thus it is advantageous to apply a 
large pulse excitation current during switching. When switching is com­
pleted, with the disc attached to, say, the right nozzle, a smaller 
holding current, such as curve 1, would still generate sufficient magnetic 
force to hold the disc against the static pressure force.
Fig. 4.13 shows the computed dimensionless output pressure versus 
disc displacement for various rod clearances. The dimensions are the
same as Fig. 4.11. The output pressure gain is essentially constant 
over most of the disc displacement which is different from the single 
disc valve. This is achieved despite removing the upstream orifice 
because the flow forces are larger for the double-disc valve. The effect 
of rod clearance is to slightly modify the pressure gain.
. Fig. 4.14 shows the computed drain flow versus disc displacement 
for various rod clearances. Unlike the single-disc valve, the drain 
flow only occurs during switching. The effect of the various rod clear­
ances is to increase slightly the drain flow.
4.5 Fluid forces under dynamic conditions
It has been shown in the previous sections that the accurate theo­
retical evaluation of the fluid forces is very complex due to the diffi­
culty in precise assessment of the flow patterns between the valve and 
the valve seat. It is evident that under dynamic flow conditions, the 
determination of the fluid forces become even more complicated due to 
acceleration and deceleration of the flow. It is therefore the objective 
of this section to discuss only the qualitative characteristics of the 
fluid forces under dynamic conditions to provide some insight into the 
problem of analysis.
The general form of the fluid forces under dynamic conditions for 
both the single-disc valve and the double-disc valve are presented. The 
effects of the fluid forces acting on the disc can be seen by drawing 
control volumes, Cv^, and CVj-jj around the three regions within
either valve as.shown in Figs. 4.1 and 4.2.
Further to either Figs . 4.1 or 4.2, the generalised form of the 
fluid forces acting on either side of the discs in the +x direction may 
be shown as
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It is useful now to discuss the fluid force, F ,,, in each region.f
The first three terms represent the forces on the control volume, CV 
and they are derived from momentum considerations in the +x direction.
In this control volume, the first two terms represent the forces resulting 
from the static and the dynamic pressure acting on the disc. The third 
term represents the transient flow force due to the rate of change of 
flow rate as the disc moves, with the inertia effect of the fluid in­
cluded o Here, the velocity and pressure, are assumed to be constant 
across section, of the disc for each disc displacement« According 
to TAKENfAKA et al (Ref , 40) the selection of the damping length between 
incoming and outgoing flows is important0 The length, Lq must be selected 
large enough in order to fulfill the assumption made on the velocity
and the pressures 0 If the value of L is more than three times thec
diameter of the outlet, D^, the effect of compressibility must be taken 
into accounto
It is difficult to derive an implicit expression for the force, 
due to the complexity of the flow mechanism in this volume. The velocity 
and the pressure across the cross-section area, - r^ ) of the disc
in this region, are not constant. In consequence, the law of momentum 
cannot be used in a straight-forward manner. The flow mechanism in this
region may be considered as a transient between axial and radial flows 
and the force, F^ mainly results from the average mean pressure acting 
on the disc of the section area, n(r^ - r^ ) (see Sections 4.2.1 and 
4.3.1) c
The last term represents the viscous friction force which results 
from the radial pressure distribution, P(r,t) across the disc, in this 
region. To obtain a solution for the friction force, F ^  , the radial 
pressure distribution, P(r,t) must be known. HUNT et al (Ref. 41) ob­
tained a theoretical solution to the radial pressure distribution and 
force under dynamic flow conditions by using the simplified Navier- 
Stokes equations. Referring to either Fig. 4.1 or 4 o2> consider an 
annular control volume, CVjjj around the region III, then using t h e  
simpl i f i ed N a v i e r - S t o k e s  equat ion w i t h  c o n t i n u i t y  e q u a t i o n  y i e l d s .
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Integrating twice and applying the following boundary conditions
P = P ( r  ) at r = r a a
P = P(r,) at r = r d d
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The force on the control volume, CV can de^ermined for a laminar
outward flow
PfIIlCx,Q,t)
X
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and r& is the arbitrary radius at the flow reattachment. In case of the 
radial inward flow condition, a similar expression for, the force, 
can be determined.
P(rd)nCrd - ra> + CF r »
F dx 
a' J~ ^f2 (HG+x)3 dtPCTo))- C.
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Equation (4.49) may be numerically solved under initial conditions if a
further relation between the flow rate, the local pressures and the 
dx
velocity, could be obtained for each control volume. In the solution
of this type of problem, the further relations are usually derived from 
the continuity equation for the control volume and the mechanical equation 
of the system.
For example, a relation can be shown from the continuity equation
for the control volume, CYj.. That is
L A  dp , dx c n n
Q il - Q0I - An dt +  p-  dt” <4°50)
with the compressibility of the oil included, 
where '
is the incoming flow into the C.V
Q qi is the outgoing flow from the CV^
Unfortunately, the continuity equations written for the control ' 
volumes, CV^ and CV cannot be stated in a similar form to Equation 
(4.50) due to the radial flow condition (see Ref. 41).
4.6 Experimental Fluid Characteristics of the Disc Valves
The objectives of the experimental investigations were to evaluate 
the steady-state fluid forces acting on the discs of the valves and also 
to determine their output load pressure characteristics under blocked- 
load conditions using a specially designed test rig. It was also the 
purpose of the investigations to verify the theoretical results obtained 
from the approximate solutions of the disc valves fluid characteristics.
The test model was designed to cover a wide range of disc travel for
both single- and double-disc valve configurations. A strain-gauge proof- 
ring was used to measure the fluid forces and also the magnetic forces 
shown in Fig. 3.10 (see Section 3). The main dimensions of the valves 
were; the coil tube was 2.54mm diameter protruding 0.127mm into the disc 
chamber. The rod was 2.48 mm diameter screwed into the centre of the 
25mm diameter disc so that the position of the disc could be accurately 
set. The test model with these dimensions represented the prototype disc 
valve chamber apart from the overall disc travel of 0.61mm. This was 
approximately three times longer than that used for both disc valve proto­
types. Also the coil tube diameter was 1.7 times larger, and the depth
of the coil projection was two times smaller than those used for the 
prototype single-disc valve. The radial slots and the annular collection 
groove around the disc chamber of the test model were identical to these 
for the valve prototypes described in Chapter 2. By altering the drain 
connection port, the test valve could be made to represent reasonably 
faithfully the conditions in both the single- and double-disc valves.
4.6.1 Test Apparatus and Procedure
The test apparatus which was used to investigate the fluid charac­
teristics of both disc valve configurations is shown schematically in Fig. 
4.15. Fig. 4.16 is a photograph of the equipment. The flow rate was 
measured by using two different sizes of turbine meters with overlapping 
ranges, so that the flow could be switched to the appropriate range. 
During testing, negligible leakage occurred passed the rod (4) and the 
linear bearing (9) so that the turbine meter recorded essentially the 
total flow passing through the device (see Fig. 3.10).
For the single-disc valve configuration, experimental tests were 
conducted on the test set-up with a pipe connection between the outlet 
flow port (7) and the turbine meters, and with a blanking plug in the 
outlet flow prot (8), shown in Fig. 4.15 with dashed lines. With this 
arrangement, the flow could leave the annular collection groove through 
port (7) to the drain thus representing the single-disc valve configur­
ation. Also an external orifice connection was connected in to the 
supply port (6) so that various sizes of fixed upstream orifices could 
be fitted. A variable reluctance pressure transducer was fitted at 
downstream of the orifices for measuring the load pressure.
For the double-disc valve configuration, the test set-up was re-
t
arranged by interchanging the pipe connection and the blanking plug 
between the outlet flow ports (7) and (8) thus allowing flow to drain 
through the port (8) under blocked-load conditions. The external orifice 
connection was removed since the double-disc valve does not require an 
upstream orifice. The load pressure was measured by a piezo-resistive 
pressure transducer fitted into the cross-drillings in the annular 
collection groove at position (7).
The test procedure followed for both valve tests was the same.
The disc position was adjusted by means of the lead screw and the fluid 
forcess flow rate and load pressure were recorded. This procedure was 
repeated over the full disc travel without any reversal of direction.
The zero position of the disc element was determined mechanically by 
noting the point at which compressive forces first appeared at the disc 
seat, whilst checking the dial gauge and the force rise on the recorder. 
The zero position was checked by measuring the leakage to the drain and 
the supply pressure at the upstream position. TELLUS 127.oil was used 
with the oil temperature kept constant within + 2°C throughout the tests. 
The drain pressure was essentially atmospheric pressure in both the test 
configurations. Special difficulties arose when earring, out measurements 
with small disc displacements, particularly at high supply pressure due 
to abrupt changes in fluid forces.
4.602 Discussion of Results
4.6«2^1 Single-disc Valve '
' The experimental results obtained under blocked-load conditions 
for the single-disc valve test model using three different sizes of 
upstream orifices are shown in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18. The full lines are 
the computed results obtained from the approximate theory for the single­
disc valve. Since the experimental results from the test model were for 
flow across only one side of the single-disc valve, the theoretical 
results were related to these test conditions. The maximum disc dis­
placement was chosen to be half the possible disc travel of the test 
model, which was sufficient to obtain a wide range of measurements for 
the single-disc valve configuration. Fig. 4.17 shows the dimensionless 
output load pressure versus disc displacement for three different sizes 
of orifice. When the smallest orifice diameter of 0.380mm was used, the 
load pressure reduced to nearly zero after only about 20% of the disc 
movement signifying that the valve was only restricted by the upstream 
orifice at this point. With the largest orifice diamter of 1.00mm, the 
change in the pressure occurred gradually because the flow was now re­
stricted by both the upstream orifice and the coil tube nozzle circum­
ferential area within a relatively wide range of disc displacements.
From this figure it may be concluded that the upstream orifice 
of 1.00 mm diameter was the one best matched to the disc travel of 0.305mm 
because when the disc was fully switched it did not interfere with the 
drain flow. Unfortunately, this configuration produced the largest drain 
flow losses so that it would be better to select the smallest orifice 
size of 0.380mm diameter and reduce the disc travel to about 30% of the
present disc travel. This would have the advantages of reducing the 
drain flow and increasing the switching speed0
The theoretical results show a good agreement with the experimental
results for the orifice with a diameter of 0.380mm. However, for the
orifice diameters of 0o635mm and l.OOmm, the theoretical predictions of
the load pressure variation with the disc displacement were overestimated.
This is probably due to the experimental pressure P readings being
LI
too low sas the pressure tappings downstream of the orifice is in a 
relatively high velocity regime. This part is discussed further in 
Section 4.6.2 .2.
Fig. 4.18 shows the experimentally determined fluid forces acting 
on the disc as it is traversed from the supply nozzle to the middle of 
the chamber. In each case the full lines show the theoretical predictions. 
It should be remembered that as the valve was tested under blocked load 
conditions, load pressure P would be approximately the pressure at the
lil
exit from the coil tube nozzle into the disc chamber. For small upstream
orifice sizes, the flow forces resembled these for a single-sided flapper
amplifier with P representing the chamber pressure. Fig. 4.18a repre- 
LI
sents the valve in this condition. The fluid forces showed a small 
maximum at very small disc displacements probably due to the supply 
pressure acting over a slightly larger effective land area than under 
static conditions. The subsequent fall off in fluid force at larger disc 
displacements can be attributed to the rapid fall off of P acting
LI
essentially over the nozzle seat area.
Figs. 4.18 b and (c) represent the more complex cases of larger
upstream orifice areas. Here there was generally more flow through the 
valve &nd the point of maximum restriction had shifted from the upstream 
orifice to the variable coil tube nozzle area. It will be noted that the 
theory overestimates the flow force at high supply pressures and large 
upstream orifice areas. This may be attributed to flow separation and 
losses just downstream of the tube nozzle at intermediate pressure drops 
and flows, which was made worse by cavitation as the.pressure drop in­
creased across the tube nozzle. The 100 bar supply pressure curve in 
Fig. 4.18(c) showed considerable losses of this type and it is interesting 
to note that the double-disc valve was even more prone to this problem 
as there was no upstream restriction of any significance.
4.6.2 .2 Double-disc valve
Test results for the double-disc configuration of the fluid force
rig are shown in Figs. 4.19 and 4.20. The theoretical predictions of
load pressure variation are in fairly good agreement with the experimental
results in this case. This is contrary to the single-disc valve case,
given by Fig. 4.17 curves 2 and 3, in which case the load pressure measured
upstream of the tube nozzle was overestimated. This may be due to the
different positions of the pressure tappings in the two cases. In the
single-disc configuration tests, P , was measured immediately downstream
LI
of the upstream orifice in a comparatively high velocity region which 
may have led to the measured pressure being too low. In the double-disc 
configuration, pressure was measured in the large annular groove down­
stream of the disc chamber where the flow velocities were expected to be 
very low. Pressure measurement in this case should be more accurate 
leading to a closer correspondence between theory and experiment.
For small disc movements up to about 0 o12mm from the supply nozzle
the load port pressure, P was essentially at atmospheric pressure and
L 1
conditions in the disc chamber approximated to these for the single-disc 
configurationc This was because the radial inward flow on the drain side 
of the disc was small and the axial gap relatively large. This was in­
creased by the relative large holding gap of 0.38mm on the drain side so 
that it was estimated the region of the disc on the drain side was also 
nominally at atmospheric pressure.
The corresponding fluid forces for small disc movements shown in 
Fig. 4 o20 confirmed the similarity with the single-disc configuration 
tests. However, in the double-disc tests there was no upstream restriction 
so that the effect of pressure losses and cavitation across the coil tube 
nozzle was more marked. Thus for the case when a supply pressure of 100 
bar was used the fluid force was reduced to zero, probably caused by 
cavitation, and continued the trend shown earlier in Fig. 4.18 (c).
As the disc moved slightly further from the supply nozzle it is evident 
that the local pressure drops within the valve re-adjusted with the 
pressure drop due to radial flow from the supply becoming more significant 
and the vena contracta losses in the supply nozzle reducing. Cavitation 
had probably caused at this point.
It is clear that for the rest of the disc travel, the double-disc 
valve configuration was fundamentally different to that of the single­
disc valve due to the different porting for the drain flow. In the former 
case flow occurred passed both faces of the disc whereas, in the latter 
case, flow to drain occurred passed only the supply side of the disc.
For the experiments with the double-disc configuration drain flow rose
from zero to a maximum and back to zero again as the disc traversed 
the chamber from the supply nozzle t'o the drain nozzle. In the single­
disc case, the disc was traversed from the supply nozzle to the mid- 
posi'tion only as the chamber pressure was essentially zero at this point 
and further traversing would be meaningless. Drain flow rose from zero 
to a maximum during the traverse.
Thus over most of the remainder of the disc travel, from approxi­
mately 0ol2mm to 0.55mm, the pressure drop characteristics of neither 
the supply nor drain nozzles dominated the overall valve pressure drop. 
Under these circumstances the laminar radial flow on both sides was 
significant with an essentially constant positive fluid force due to the 
falling pressure gradient from the supply side through to the drain side 
of the disc. The slight fall in fluid force as the disc moved towards 
the drain seat was due to the reduction in flow caused by that nozzle.
The theoretical predictions of fluid forces for the double-disc 
valve configuration were over-estimated, particularly at large disc 
displacements due largely to the under-estimation of losses in the nozzle 
area. Further theoretical models will need to define more clearly these 
rather complex losses. Also cavitation effects need to be more clearly 
controlled with fluid force measurements conducted with the disc chamber 
pressurised above atmospheric conditions.
The prototype double-disc valve relies for its operation on the 
small clearance between discs and the rod. In the intial phase of 
switching the valve, the disc leaving the supply nozzle moves as a free 
body with forces acting on it which approximate to those of Fig. 4.20 at
small disc displacements. The prototype valve used a clearance of 
typically 0.025mm. With this clearance the force augmentation compared 
with the force available when the disc is only the seat, was approximately 
in the region of 2:1 which was quite satisfactory. However, it is clear 
that this is a critical parameter with the present valve design as a 
clearance of four times this valve might actually cause the disc to 
stop before hitting the rod. In order to reduce this sensitivity the 
nozzle and the disc need to be redesigned to reduce flow losses so that 
the fluid force characteristics are more like for the 70 bar supply 
pressure case in 4.20.
CHAPTER 5
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5 EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF PROTOTYPE DISC VALVES 
5 ol Experiments on the Single-Disc Valve
Early tests were carried out with no oil in the valve so that the 
electro-magnetic characteristics could be determinede These results were 
shown and discussed in Chapter 3. Using Tellus 127 oil, the experimental 
investigation was conducted with the prototype valve described in Section 
2.2. Initial tests were with a flat disc fitted in the valve. The 
switching time was unexpectedly high and the disc could not seal off the 
nozzles completely during switching., This problem was eliminated by 
making stops on the outer edge of the disc with a depth equal to the 
holding gap. This technique has been used satisfactorily for both the 
single-disc and the double-disc valve. The effect of small axial holes 
through the disc (see Fig. 2.5) on the switching performance was also 
investigated but found to have little significance.
The objectives of the experimental work were to determine the speed 
of response of the valve and its null leakage under no-load flow condi^ 
tions. Three different diameters of upstream orifices, 0.380mm, 0o635mm 
and 1.00mm were used during the tests. No contamination problem occurred 
at the orifice and the nozzle seats which is not altogether surprising 
as the hydraulic system is filtered down to 5^ particle size. Slight 
wear on the disc due to impacting of the disc on the nozzle seats, was 
experienced although it did not significantly affect the performance of 
the valve. As the valve was used for both air and oil switching tests, 
it was difficult to assess under what conditions the seat was worn. The 
suspicion is that most wearing could be attributed to air testing due to 
the higher disc velocities and lower damping effects. Also disc travels
0
over wide range were investigated, some of which would give much higher 
impacting velocities than in an optimum design0
The experimental set-up that was used to test the valve under 
blocked-load conditions is shown schematically in Figc 5.1. The load 
pressure difference was measured by a variable reluctance differential 
pressure transducer which was fitted downstream of the fixed orifices0 
A •g-" pipe size turbine flowmeter was installed between the drain port 
and the drain line so that leakage flow could be measured0 The four- 
level switching amplifier described in Section 2.4, was used to actuate 
the solenoid system. The switching amplifier enabled valve switching to 
be investigated by adjusting the pulse duration and the holding current 
level. A square wave signal generator was used to control the switching 
frequency of the servo-amplifier. The switching wave forms of the load 
pressure and coil currents were recorded by the Interdata.7/16 mini­
computer system. Evaluation of the dynamic switching behaviour of the 
valve was obtained from these results.
5.2.1 Results and Discussion
Typical switching waveforms obtained are illustrated in Figc 5.2. 
When one of the coils is energised and the other is de-energised, the 
disc starts to move under the influence of the magnetic and fluid forces 
It can be seen from the variation of the differential load pressure that 
at the commencement of switching, a delay, T^, occurs due to the current 
decay in the de-energised coil (see Chapter 3). The disc does not com­
mence to move until the de-energised coil attracting coil force falls 
below that of the resultant fluid force acting of the disc. The latter
is mainly the static pressure, P , acting on the tube nozzle area. Thes
contribution of the attracting force of the energised coil at this point 
in the cycle is very small0 The load pressure starts to rise with the 
motion of the disc until it reaches its maximum value. At that point, 
the disc completes its motion as indicated by a characteristic minimum 
of the current variation in the energised coil. The total switching 
time Tg is defined between the points of switching of the coils and the 
completion of the disc motion.
Fig. 5.3 summarizes the switching times obtained for three sizes 
of upstream orifices at 70 bar and 100 bar supply pressure. The coil of 
Model 1 was used in the valve with the holding gap constant at 0.254mm 
and a disc travel of 0.178mm. The disc with stops was used in the valve.
It can be seen from the figure that the switching time did not increase 
appreciably with the increase of the orifice size. It was about 10% 
higher with the largest orifice size compared to the smallest orifice size. 
The increase in switching time with the increase of pressure can be attri­
buted to the increase of flow to drain through the valve. The increased 
flow force acting on the drain side of the disc opposed the motion of the 
disc.during switching, thereby slightly increasing the switching time. 
However, the effect was of secondary order as the switching time was not 
markedly affected. The main limitation on increasing the supply pressure 
in a given size of valve would be that quiescent leakage would increase 
and at a certain pressure the attracting coil would no longer be able 
to hold the disc closed against the adjacent tube nozzle.
The valve operated satisfactorily up to 50Hz square wave switching 
frequency with all three different sizes of orifice. Fig. 5.4 shows typical
waveforms of pressure and coil current at 50Hz switching frequency with 
an upstream orifice of 0«635mm diameter.
Fig. 5.5 shows typical waveforms of the differential load 
pressure and the coil current for the three sizes of orifice, 
when the valve was subjected to a coil switching frequency of 25Hz.
In Fig. 5.5a and 5.5b, the holding current was set to a minimum level 
for consistent switching so that the delay time, could be reduced.
In Fig. 5.5c, the holding current was reset to a maximum level. It is 
seen from the figure that this caused a longer delay time when it is 
compared with the results in Fig. 5.5a and 5.5b. The effect of different 
levels of the holding current was also tested with upstream orifice dia­
meters of 0.380mm and 0.635mm. The results indicated that the delay time 
could be reduced to 75% of its maximum valve by decreasing the holding 
current level to 50% of the maximum current. It must be borne in mind that 
the holding current cannot be reduced below a value which generates suf­
ficient magnetic force to hold the disc on the nozzle seat against the 
static pressure force.
Inspection of the pressure variation in Fig. 5.5 indicates that 
when a value of A, the ratio of the nozzle circumferential area to orifice 
area, equal to 7.49 was used, the differential blocked load pressure was 
almost equal to the level of the supply pressure. This was reduced to 
about 80% when the area ratio was 2.69 and 45% when the ratio was 1.05. 
These results suggest that, in applications where the valve is a pilot 
stage in a larger valve, a large area ratio, i.e. small orifice size, 
would provide the largest valve-output pressure gain and at the same 
time produce the smallest null leakage. The smallest size of upstream
orifice would be largely governed by contamination sensitivity conditions.
Null leakage flows measured for three different size of orifices 
are given in Table 5.1.
5 °2 Experiments on the Double-disc Valve
An experimental investigation was carried out on the prototype 
double-disc valve described in section 2.5. The objectives of the ex­
periments were to determine speed of the valve and its load pressure-flow 
characteristics. The switching tests were carried out under no-load flow 
conditions which was a severe sealing condition for the coils as, in the 
worst case, full supply pressure difference occurred across the coils.
Early experiments suffered from coil leakage through the wire connections. 
Improvements in the internal arrangement of the wire spool and the type 
of epoxy cement used largely eliminated the problem.
After several thousand switching cycles, wear on the drain side of 
the discs occurred due to the hammering of the silver steel rod. This 
problem was eliminated by using a rod made of mild steel. However, 
ideally a hard rod together with a hardened insert in the disc should be 
used.
The experimental set-up used to test the valve is shown schematically 
in Fig. 5.6. The test set-up consisted of the valve under investigation, 
two fast response piezo-resistive pressure transducers, a flowmeter and a 
needle-valve, which was installed between the two load ports. Each load 
pressurb was separately measured by a pressure transducer fitted to the
load port. The higher force Model 2 coils were used in the valve and 
actuated by the four level switching amplifier. In order to use the 
amplifier with the existing power supply, its power section was modified 
for the electrical power requirements of the coils of the double disc 
valve, (see Apprendix A, Fig. A.7). The load pressure and the coil 
currents were recorded by the Interdata 7/16 minimcomputer system during 
the switching tests so that the switching time of the valve could be 
determined.
To determine the load pressure flow curves for the valve, the supply 
pressure was set at a convenient constant value. Then, for different 
settings of the needle valve the load pressure and flow were recorded 
with only one coil on so that one disc closed a supply nozzle and the 
other disc closed a drain nozzle. The tests were repeated with the 
second coil activated instead of the first.
5.2.1 Results and Discussion
Fig. 5 r7 shows the load pressure-flow characteristics for the 
valve at the supply pressures of 70 bar and 100 bar. Theoretical 
results obtained in section 4.3.2 are shown in the figure with full lines. 
The tube nozzle circumferential area, for an overall disc travel of 0.203mm 
and a nozzle diameter of 2.54mm, is 1.62mm2 . With these dimensions the 
average maximum load flow rate measured at P^rrlOO bar was 9.3751t/min.
It can be seen from the figure that there was some asymmetry in its 
operation in the reverse direction, i.e. from right to left compared to 
the forward direction, i.e. from left to right (see Fig. 4.2). The 
maximum load flow measured for the right coil switched off was approximately
10% higher than the flow measured for the left coil switched off. This 
was probably due to the machining tolerance in the nozzle diameters and 
the disc travels. It is believed, however, that these characteristics 
could be made symmetric without having the machining tolerance becoming 
excessively high.
Figs. 5.8a and 5.8b show the variations in the load pressures 
and the coil currents recorded under blocked-load conditions at supply 
pressures of 70 bar and 100 bar when the valve was subjected to a coil 
switching frequency of 25Hz. The holding gap was 0.127mm, the disc 
travel 0.203mm, and the rod clearance 0.025mm. The Model 2 coil had a 
maximum power consumption of 43.2 watts and current rating of2.0A. The 
power consumption could be reduced to 7.3 watts under minimum holding 
current conditions as shown in Fig. 5.9.
One of the main characteristics of the load pressure variations 
during switching was the delay in the change of the pressure at the 
commencement of switching. The delay time was a significant proportion 
of the total switching time but once the load pressure started to rise 
the change in the pressure was very rapid, which was in contrast to the 
single-disc valve switching (see Fig. 5.5). The delay was mainly due to 
the current decay in the de-energised coil associated with the interaction 
of the magnetic force in this coil and the fluid force required to init­
iate the switching. Also the change in the load pressure is very small 
at the commencement of the disc motion (see Fig. 4.13 for output load 
pressure characteristics) which added to the delay caused merely by the 
current decay. Varying the level of the holding current was investigated 
to see if the delay time could be reduced.
Typical results are shown in Fig. 5.9 at a supply pressure of 
70 bar in which the delay time was approximately 20% less when it was 
compared with the results in Fig. 5.8, due to reducing the holding 
current level to 60% of its maximum value.
It is seen from the figures that there was a difference between 
the switching times obtained for the disc moving in either direction 
caused by manufacturing asymmetry in the valve. The difference in the 
switching speed increased with the increase in supply pressure but it is 
interesting to note from Figs. 5.8a and 5.8b that, although the speed of 
switching to the right was reduced, the speed of switching to the left 
was increased. The average total switching times obtained were 8.9ms 
at a supply pressure of 70 bar in Fig. 5.8a and 9.7ms at a supply pressure 
of 100 bar in Fig. 5.8b. The increase in the average switching times was 
approximately 10% with the increase of supply pressure over this range 
which meant that the valve was relatively insensitive to supply pressure 
variations.
The maximum square wave switching frequency possible was approxi­
mately 45Hz at a supply pressure of 70 bar and was not appreciably af­
fected by the holding current level, provided it was sufficient to hold 
the discs on the nozzles. One of the main problems in increasing the 
switching frequency was the pronounced pressure oscillations experienced 
in each load port for positive pressure changes. This was probably caused 
by acceleration of fluid into the disc chamber when the disc switched 
from the supply nozzle causing compression of the coil. This was also 
augmented by some oscillations of the disc as can be seen by the slight 
changes in the coil current characteristics. Corresponding oscillations
did not occur on negative pressure changes as the oil discharge from 
the drain nozzle occurred to essentially atmospheric conditions into a 
relatively large volume. It could therefore be argued that the switching 
test’ into a blocked load was unnecessarily severe in that a small ex­
ternal volume could have been attached to the load ports to simulate a 
more realistic external load thereby reducing the pressure fluctuations.
It should be borne in mind that these tests were conducted with 
nozzle-to-nozzle switching which may not be the most useful mode of 
switching in actual applications, due to accelerated nozzle and disc 
wear. It is more likely that either optimal switching or pulse-width- 
modulation (PWM) strategies would be adopted, in the former case 
switching would be relatively infrequent but would have to be highly 
repeatable and reliable. In the latter case, the valve would have to 
oscillate at a carrier frequency above the natural structural modes but 
the discs would not need touch the nozzle. Typically the carrier fre­
quency would be 100-200Hz which the prototype valve would be capable of 
responding to with reduced disc oscillation amplitude. This would have 
the advantage of a very little wear in the valve.
TABLE 5.1: Maximum null leakages for the valve dimensions;
the nozzle diameter, D =1.524mm, the disc nulln
position, Xq= 0.089mm
Orifice diameter Supply pressure Leakage flow
D (mm) P (bar) Q (lt/min)
O S JL
0.380 70 1.736
0.380 100 2.316
0.635 70 4.164
0.635 100 5.200
1.000 70 7.128
1.000 100 8.524
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The motivation for this work has been the recognition in the 
hydraulics industry for the need to develop remote electrically operated 
hydraulic directional valves which would be simple and cheap to manu­
facture with inherent high reliability» There also exists a need for 
rather cheaper alternatives to closed-loop electro-hydraulic servo 
valves in low performance applications 0 Due to the high contamination 
sensitivity of such valves, the concept evolved of a floating disc valve 
with no sliding surfaces to minimise this effecte Also a magnetic circuit 
was sought with a rather better flux density than a conventional solenoid 
operated valve„ This led to the concept of a floating disc device which 
is novel for hydraulic valves although it is known in pneumatic valves 
in a rather different context0
Two types of novel electro-hydraulic floating disc type of switching 
valves have been investigated„ Prototype valves of both types have been 
built and the basic mode of operation confirmed0 Due to the complexity
of a detailed description of the valve operation, a quasi-steady state
o
computer model has been adapted which has allowed some of the valve char­
acteristics to be adequately described, and has given valuable insight 
into the operation of the valve0
The single-disc prototype is configured as a 2-position 4-way valve 
and it is envisaged that it would be best used as a pilot device due to 
the quiescent power lossc Although the tests on a prototype valve used 
a 25mm diameter disc, further miniaturisation should be possible giving 
improved response and -reduction in power losses, which should be attractive
for low-cost micro-processor applications.
The double-disc valve is more promising as there is no quiescent 
leakage in the steady state0 It also has the flexibility of providing 
several variations of electro-mechanically actuated switching valve 
configurations, such as 4-way 2-position and 3-way 2-position valves„
It also has the merit of not requiring upstream orifices, thereby making 
the valve less contamination sensitive than the single-disc valve0 A 
large version of the valve can be used as a single-stage electro-hydraulic 
switching device to actuate directly a moderate size hydraulic cylinder„ 
Also a miniature version of the valve might be attractive to use as a 
pilot device in conjunction with a spool valve or ball valve second stage„
In general, a feature of the valves is that the disc forms part 
of the electromagnetic circuit thereby ensuring a strong magnetic field 
for small disc displacementso For a given coil size, the switching speed 
of the valves is dependent on the interaction of the magnetic and the 
fluid forces associated mainly with the coil tube diameter, holding gap 
and disc travele It has been demonstrated that the switching speed of 
the valves can be enhanced by using the established technique of over­
driving the coils with a large amplitude pulse during the switching actionc 
Also, the electrical power required to hold the disc on the nozzle seat 
after the switching is completed can be reduced to about 30% of the peak 
power by using a four-level switching amplifier„
A theoretical study of the steady-state non-linear electro-magnetic 
characteristics of the valves was carried out by numerically analysing 
the magnetic circuit of the coil0 The analysis agreed quite well with
the experimental measurements, which indicated that the coil attracting 
force dropped off rapidly with increasing disc displacement. It is clear 
that the main function of the coils is to pull the disc onto the adjacent 
nozzle of the attracting coil at the completion of switching action and 
also to hold the disc against the nozzle against the static fluid pressure0 
In this context the holding gap between the nozzle tip and the coil face 
is a sensitive parameter. If it is too: large, sealing the flow off may 
be a problem, and if it is too small, switching delays occur due to the 
remanance and the current decay in the adjacent coil just after it is 
switched off. In the prototype valves holding gaps in the range 0.127-
0.25mm were found to give adequate results. Extensive dynamic tests in 
air with the single-disc valve have shown that delays become significant 
at very small holding gaps, particularly when the holding current is high. 
However, in practical oil operated valves, the time delay is governed by 
the force balance of the static pressure and the net magnetic force be­
tween the switched off and the switched on coils.
In general, although the fluid flow and force tests were not con­
ducted on the single- and double-disc valve prototypes, the results ob­
tained form the special test model clearly indicated the qualitative 
fluid characteristics of both valves. The results obtained from the 
single-disc configuration for various orifice sizes quite closely repre­
sented the conditions in the valve prototype. The inference from the 
fluid tests using the single-disc configuration, was that the upstream 
orifice and the overall disc travel should both be small to produce a 
small null leakage and large output pressure gain. In a sense these 
findings are to be expected as the valve operation resembles a back­
pressure device. Practical valves of this type would undoubtedly have
the smallest orifice size limited by fluid contamination considerations.
The fluid force tests with the double-disc configuration support 
the theoretical assumptions that radial laminar flow conditions occur in 
both the valve disc chambers but the boundary of the radial region III is 
affected by the flow conditions occuring at the coil tube nozzle exit.
This is a particular difficulty in the double-disc configuration as a 
larger part of the overall valve pressure drop occurs across the nozzle 
which may cause cavitation in addition to the increase in volume of the 
region. Future work will need to establish more explicit discharge co­
efficient data for the nozzle region for a range of Reynolds numbers and 
disc displacements in order to improve the accuracy of the model. The 
model at present over-estimates the fluid forces due to the under-estimate 
of losses in the nozzle region.
Dynamic tests conducted on both single- and double-disc prototype 
valves establish that they can switch from nozzle-to-nozzle at frequencies 
up to approximately 50Hz at supply pressures of 100 bar under blocked load 
conditions. No attempt was made to miniaturise either valve, a 25mm dia­
meter disc being standard in all experiments, but preliminary design work 
indicates that a 12mm diamater disc valve could be manufactured without 
too much difficulty. Due to the lower inertia involved some improvement 
in switching speed would be anticipated. Future theoretical work should 
seek to establish an approximate dynamic model for the valve so that op­
timum switching speeds can be found for different valve sizes. This would 
also be very useful for predicting PWM control performance of the valve 
as the disc in this case does not switch fully between nozzles.
It is likely that applications of the single-disc valve would be 
limited to a miniature pilot or first stage valve due to its steady 
quiescent power loss. It has the merit of simplicity, which should 
rediice production costs, and should have the capability of controlling 
a second-stage conventional valve, such as a spool. One possible appli­
cation is to pulse-width modulate the disc valve directly from a micro­
processor and produce a filtered proportional differential pressure to 
stroke a spool valve second stage.
The double-disc valve, while being more complex, retains some of 
the simplicity of the single-disc valve. It has the important advantages 
of no quiescent power loss and low sensitivity to particle contamination.
It is envisaged that the valve could be made in a range of flow capacities 
either as a single- or two-stage valve. Although all the research to 
date has been concerned with a 2-position, 4-way valve configuration, it 
is recommended that future work should concentrate on a 2-position,3-way 
valve as this provides greater flexibility in valve porting configurations. 
Two such valves under micro-processore control offer the potential of a 
remotely selected 3-position, 4-way directional valve.
Although work presented in this thesis has been confined to hydraulic 
oil as the operating fluid, due to the fact that there are no sliding 
surfaces in the valve, future applications might be found with fluids 
which have poor lubricating properties.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX A: FOUR-LEVEL SWITCHING AMPLIFIER
To achieve a fast switching speed in the solenoid valve system, 
a special switching servo amplifier has been developed0 Its main dif- 
ferehce from a conventional amplifier is that it overdrives the coils 
with a large amplitude pulse at the commencement of switching,, A uni­
directional solenoid (single coil) system may be operated by a two- 
level switching amplifier whereas a bidirectional (dual coil) solenoid 
system requires a four-level switching amplifier. The schematic diagram 
and voltage waveforms for a four-level amplifier is shown in Fig. A.I.
This involves a high amplitude, but short duration positive pulse current, 
a low amplitude positive holding current, a high amplitude but short 
duration, negative pulse current, and a low amplitude negative holding 
current.
The amplifier consists essentially of a monostable pulse generator, 
a bistable signal generator and power amplifier circuit. In the design 
of this type of switching amplifier, either discrete electronic compon­
ents (Ref.21 ) or integrated circuit (IC) can be used. Several integ­
rated circuits are used in the construction of the amplifiers as the 
integrated circuits are more accurate, reliable and easy to construct 
than discrete components.
A bipolar square wave: input signal is used to operate the amplifier, 
which is arranged so that half of the circuit provides the positive out­
put signal and the other half provides the negative output signal.
a) Monostable circuit
This circuit consists of two "555 Timer" ICs. The "555 Timer" is
specially designed to give monostable timing action, and acts as a pulse 
generator; it can generate pulses with periods ranging from 5 m s to 
several hundred seconds, and can be triggered at frequencies up to about 
100kHz. The pulse timing periods are virtually independent of supply- 
rail voltage and terminal variation.
The electronic circuit for the raonostable pulse generator is given 
in Fig. A .2. T-l is wired as a Setimitt trigger, which converts any in­
put waveform into a rectangular output waveform; this waveform is con­
verted into a form suitable for triggering the T-2, monostable via Cg 
and R . The peak-to-peak amplitude of the initial input waveform must
be greater than 5V . The pulse periods of the circuit are fully variable
dc
via c. and R , and the output pulse amplitude is fully variable via R .
1 1 O
The circuit generates pulses in the range 9 h s to 1.2 (Ref.22), depending
on the value of C4. 71
b) Bistable Signal Generator
Basically a diode and an operational amplifier are used to generate 
a bistable signal which is compatible with the square wave output signal. 
Further to Fig. A.3a the diode prevents the output voltage from going 
negative, but this signal is fed to the inverting-operational amplifier 
to give the negative bistable signal, in a similar way, the circuit in 
Fig. A.3b. generates a positive bistable signal.
c) power Amplifier Circuit .
It consists of a low-power operational amplifier and two comple­
mentary (NPN-PNP) transistors in push-pull mode as shown in Fig. A.4.
This particular arrangement allows the use of two coils separately in
the circuit. As the amplifier is used in the inverting mode, the posi­
tive going input signal drives a negative output current signal and the 
reverse with negative going signal. Zener diodes are placed across the 
coils. The functions of the zener diode are, firstly, to switch when 
the coil induce voltage level exceeds the zener breakdown voltage and 
excessive current flows through the zener diode, and, secondly, to pro­
tect the transistors from the effects of the stored energy of the coilsc
The amplifier output circuit has a bidirectional inverting current
capability in the load resistances, (R , R ). For negative input
LI L"
voltages, T. conducts, T0 is turned off, and the current flows from the
«L £
+V, supply through T„ , R „ and R. 0 For positive input voltages, T0 
dc 17 Ll m  2
conducts, T^ is turned off, and the current flows the -V^c supply through 
T2 , Rl2 and R.n .
One of the main characteristics of a transistor is saturation over 
the operating range. Consider a typical set of characteristic curves 
for the common-emmiter mode of transistor operation as shown in Fig. A.5, 
It can be seen that for a given base current the collector current is 
essentially independent of these collector voltage over the operating 
range. Therefore, the transistors (T., T_), in the amplifier circuit,
J. a
function as current amplifiers with a small signal-current gain defined 
as
i^
h _ — . O O O O O O O O O O O O O O C C O . O O O . O O O O o Q O  CA el]f e i,
b
When the collector load is purely resistive, a step change in base 
current, i^ results a step change in collector current i^.
The relationship between voltage and current signals may be written
as follows
Va
in
o e o * o c o o c 6 « » o » (A *2«.)
o o o o o o O O P (A .3 I
R
R
f
cf a
o o o o o {A .4)
1b O O O O O O O p O O O O O O O
(A 05)
d) Complete Circuit
These different electronic circuits are combined in one, as a 
four-level switching1 amplifier, shown in Fig1. A.6.
Half of the circuit generates a positive two-level signal, and the 
other half generates a negative two-level signal.
The operational amplifier OA-1 generates the negative bistable 
signal and OA-2 inverts the negative signal into the positive signal so 
that OA-3 can add the positive bistable signal and positive monostable 
pulse signal from the T-2 together and produce a two-level negative 
signal. This signal is fed into OA-6 of the power amplifier. As it 
operates in the inverting mode, it generates a positive going current 
signal through coil 1 and T^.
The amplifier, OA-4 generates a positive bistable signal which 
triggers T-3 and T-4 respectively. OA-5 produces a positive bistable 
signal and is fed to OA-6 with a monostable pulse signal from T-4.
These two signals are added by OA-6 and generates a negative going
current signal through coil 2 and This amplifier circuit was mainly
used to operate the single disc valve coils for switching testse
The power amplifier section of the switching amplifier was modi­
fied, as shown in Fig„ A 07 0, to use with an existing Weir power supply* 
for the relatively high electrical power requirements of the double disc 
valve coils» In this arrangement the main switching circuit of the ampli­
fier remains the same but the power circuit used for each coil is con­
nected to the terminals of +15Vdc and -15Vdc of the power supply so that 
the circuit could drive a 30 volt difference at 2A current rating for 
each coilo Operation of this amplifier is similar to the previous 
amplifier except that the negative and positive switching signals both 
generate a positive going current signal respectively through coil 1 
and T^, and coil 2 and T^® The diodes used in the power amplifier 
circuit prevent the current reversale
t
NOMENCLATURE
C. = capacitors
1,2 , o o o o
D = diode
h = transistor current gain
f e
IC = integrated circuit
i . i . i = instantaneous transistor bias, collector
b e e and emitter currents
OA = operational amplifiers
R„ _ = resistances
1,2, o . . C
R , R , R . = amplifier input, feedback and current
in f cx feedback resistances
R . , R „ = load resistance
LI L2
R = sensing resistance
s
t , t  = transistors
1 2
T-l, 2, 3, 4 = IC timers (square wave signal generator)
V = dc terminal voltage
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APPENDIX B« DESIGN PROCEDURE FOR A FLAT-FACED ARMATURE TYPE OF SOLENOID
• Several fundamental equations are required to determine the phys­
ical* size of the solenoid. Using* the notation in Fig1. 3.1, they are:
a) Force Equation s The force generated in the electro-magnetic device 
across the working gap between disc and coil may be written in terms of 
flux denisty in the gap, B^, and the area of the working gapfc n-Cr2 - rQ2) 
That is
B 2 tt (r2 - r 2 )
F - g .... 1 - 0 (Rl)f  o e o o o • • • • e t p o o  o e p o o # o * * o o p o o » c * \ X J X im
b) Magnetomotive_Force Equation : This equation provides the inter­
relationship between the applied current and the generated force in 
the electromagnetic system. Thus the magnetomotive force NI, provides 
the flux required for the given force and storke. This equation is of 
the following form
2B X
£ & ( \NI 25 ' + I H L P » O O O O e O O O O O « O . O O O O O O O O O Q O O O O « o i  B2 )
£ n n
where the first term represents the magnetomotive force necessary to
establish the flux at a density of B across a gap of length, X and
g g
the second term represents the magnetomotive force necessary to estab­
lish the flux in the iron parts of the magnetic circuit.
c) Heating Equation : The coil must have a sectional area and heat 
conducting surface so as to keep the temperature rise within a specified 
limit. The energy dissipation as heat in the solenoid is given by
 ^ (1^ 3 )JL —  ~  f ^ ^ , y • • o o © o o o o o o o o o o * o o o o o o © o o o o o  v I3«-' /
“K J- ^ / n
where ef is the final temperature rise of the coil, 6 the volume
resistivity of the copper wire, k the heat-dissipation coefficient of 
the coil, (r2 - r, ) the gross coil wall thickness, h the gross coil
length, and f the space factor of bobbin-wound coils.
d) Voltage Equation : Using Ohm's Law, the resistance of the coil R^
is expressed in terms of the number of turns and size of the coil, and
the diameter of coil wire, d as follows
w
4 6 (r, + r2 ) NI
V — I R = 1 OOCOOOO.O.O.OOOC..OO..O..OO (B4)
° d2w
By rearranging the equations (1) to (4) and choosing the dimensions of 
the solenoid for achieving approximately uniform flux throughout the 
magnetic path, then
r2 - r2 = r2 - r2 = 2r t   .... ....(B5)1 0 3 2 d
3 ^ -^ ^  4 (b6 )O  v  ^  Tt  o o o o o o e o o o o o e o o o o o o o o o c o o o o o o o o o o o e o V  \J J(r2 - r, )
Also the following constants and parameters can be substituted in the 
above equations
6 = 0.2917 ohm-metre at 90°C for copper wire 
k = 11.78 watt/m °C for a temperature rise of 90°C 
f = 0.5 (chosen)
The design calculation commences by estimating the area of the
working gap knowing the required force and the flux density of the
magnetic material. After calculating i; , then h, t , n , r can be
d
calculated from equations (B3), (B5), (B6).
Once the preliminary design has been finished, the next step is 
to modify the estimated dimensions to convenient standard dimensions. 
Also in the application of the free floating disc valve, the solenoid
shape has to be modified by having a hole through the centre of core 
to allow oil flow through the valve.
A practical valve design specification of an efficient solenoid
can best be based on the holding force, against the static pressure,
as the design force and specifying the holding gap as the minimum gap,
X . Then the flux density for B can be chosen as low as 30% of the 
g g
flux density of the material so that the solenoid can operate in the 
unsaturated region when it holds the disc against the static pressure 
force. Also this allows for overexcitation of the coils to produce a 
large transient attracting force to improve switching speed. In equa­
tion (B2), the first term may be evaluated, but, the second term cannot 
be directly determined because nothing is known initially about the 
dimension of the iron circuit. However, experience shows that when 
the solenoid operates in the unsaturated region with a definite gap, 
the magnetomotive force required for the iron is approximately 5% of
2b X /u , therefore it can be neglected for the preliminary design. 
g g °
From the above considerations the following dimensions for the 
solenoids, Model 1 and Model 2 used in the tests, were obtained from 
the design equations.
Model 1 Model 2
ro 2.54 mm 2.54 mm
r1 7.5 mm 7.5 mm
r2 10.54 mm 13.37 mm
*3 13.5 mm 13.5 mm
rd
12.5 mm 12.5 mm
h 10.84 mm 11.81 mm
*d
3.56 mm 3.56 mm
continued overleaf
Model 1
9.84 mm 
21.69 mm
9.84 mm 
210 turns
5.8 ohm
Model 2
10.66 mm 
23.62 mm
10.67 mm 
380 turns
10.8 ohm
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APPENDIX C: MAGNETIZATION (B-H) CURVES FOR COMMERCIAL
SWEDISH AND REMKO IRON
worr t  h a r a c n e c L
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The tests were performed on ring speci­
mens using the ballistic method.
The graph below shows the influence {
of heat treatment arxf decarburization 
on the appearance of the hysteresis "*
curves in a closed magnetic circuit.
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APPENDIX D: FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING FOR 
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT CALCULATION
CALCULATION OF MAGNETIC CIRCUIT OF SOLENOID SYSTMS 
DIMENSION X(54),Y(64).XXC54),YY(54),B(64),G(5),D(525) 
REAL MMFI,MMFG,MMFT,MMFTC,MU
COMMON /X9SC/A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,AS,A7,A3,A9,A10,A11,A12
CONSTANTS
PI=3.141592654
CIN =.0254
HU=1.256637E-6
MU1=3.19
INPUTTING DATAS OF FLUX DENSITY, B(WEBER/METER.SQUARE) 
TAKEN FROM B-H CURVES OF MAGNETIC MATERIALS 
READC2,*) (B (I),1=1,37)
INPUTTING VARIOUS GAP CONSTANTS (IN INCH UNIT)
READ(2,*) (G(I ),1=1,5)
INPUTTING PYSHICAL CONSTANTS OF SOLENOID 
READC2,*)R0,R1,R2,R3,H,YL,AL,PLL
INPUTTING CHEBYSHEY COEFFICIENTS FOR POLYNOMIAL FUNCTION 
H=F(B)
READ(2,*)A1,A2,A3 * A4,A5,A6,A7,AS,A9,A10,A11,A12 
GINO PLOTTING SUBROUTINE FOR AXES DRAWING, FIRST PART 
'.CALL CC906N •
CALL AXIPOSC1,60.,130.,120.,1)
CALL AXIPOSC1,50.,180.,90.,2)
CALL AXISCA(3,10,0.,1250. ,1)
CALL AXISCAC3,10,0.,400.,2)
CALL AXIDRAC1,1,1)
CALL AXIDRAC-1,-1,2)
AC=PI*( ( (R1*CIN)*x2 )-((RO*CIN)**2))
FIRST PART: MAGNETISATION CHARACTERISTICS 
DO LOOP FOR VARIOUS AIR GAP CONSTANTS 
DO 70 1 = 1,6 
XG=G(I)
CALCULATION OF PERMEANCE FOR VARIOUS PARTS OF MAGNETIC 
CIRCUIT
PF1=3.25*MU1*R1+4.*MU1*R1*AL0G((R2-R1)/(PI*XG))
PF0=1,63*MU1*R3+2.*MU1*R3*ALOG(1.0+R1/XG)+3.26*HU1*R2+
14.*MU1*R2*AL0G((R2-R1)/(PI*XG)) 
PUG=PI*MU1*((R1**2)-(R0**2))/XG 
PL= (MU1s(1.57*H*((R2+R1) / (R2-R1)) - ( (R2+-R1) *
1 (1.0-P:*XG/(R2-R1))/2.0))
PA = ((PFI+PUG) *(PFO+PfJG)) / (PFI+PFO+2.0*PUG)
PU=PUG/2.0
DO LOOP FOR INCREAMENTAL FLUX DENSITY OF MATERIAL 
DO SO J = 1, 37
CALCULATION OF FLUX FOR VARIOUS PARTS OF MAGNETIC 
. CIRCUIT 
BY=B(J)
BG=BY*(PU/(PA+PL))
BA=BG*PA/PU
BP=BA+(2.*BG*PL)/(3.*PU)
TRANSFORMATION OF ORGINAL FLUX DENSTIES INTO 
CHEBYSHEV ARGUMENTS 
BYN=(2.*BY-1.94947)/1.79653 
BGN=(2.*BG-1.94947)71.79553
ESTIMATION OF MAGNETIC INTENSITY,H(AMPERE PER METER) OF 
MATERIAL FOR VARIOUS PART OF MAGNETIC CICUIT BY MEANS OF 
SUBROUTINE HATPM, H=F(B)
HP=HATPM(BPN)
HA=HATPM(BAN)
HY=HATPM(BYN)
CALCULATION OF MAGNETOMOTIVE FORCES FOR VARIOUS PARTS OF
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
MMFI=HA*AL+HP*PLL+HY*YL
MMFG=(2. *BG*CIN*XG)/MU
MMFT =MMFI+MMFG
CALCULATION OF. FORCE AND CURRENT 
FORCN=(B**2)*AC/MU 
FORCL=.224309*FORCN 
. CRNT=MMFTANC .
X( J)=MMFT 
Y(J)=FORCN
WRITE( 2,993) J , X (J) , Y( J )
F ORMAT(2X, 13 * 2X,F7.2,2X,F6.2)
13(2X,F7.2))
CONTINUE
CALL GRAPQL(X,Y,37)
CONTINUE
GINO PLOTTING SUBROUTINE FOR AXES DRAWING, SECOND PART 
■CALL AXIPOS(1,50.,50.,120.,1)
CALL AXIPOSC1,60.,50.,90.,2)
CALL AXISCAC3,10,0.,.635,1)
CALL AXISCAC3,10,0.,400.,2)
CALL AXIDRA(1,1,1)
CALL AXIDRAC-1,-1,2)
SECOND PART: FORCE-DISPLACEMENT CHARACTERISTICS
DO LOOP FOR CURRENT CONSTANTS
DO 30 11=1,7
CRNT=.25*11
MMFT=NC*CRNT
DO LOOP FOR INCREAMENTAL DISC DISPLACEMENT 
DO 40 J=25,625,25 
N=J/25 
XG=4.E-5*J
PERMEANCE CALCULATION
PFI=3.26*MU1*R1+4.*MU1*R1*ALOG((R2-R1)/((PI*XG))
PF0=1.63*MU1*R3+2.*MU1*R3*ALOG(T.0+R1/XG)+3.26*MU1*R2+ 
14.*MU1*R2*ALOG((R2-R1)/(PI*XG))
PUG=PI*MU1*((R1**2)-(R0**2))/XG
PL=MU1*(1.57*H*((R2+R1)/(R2-R1 ))-((R2+R1)*
1(1.0-PI*XG/(R2-R1))/2.0))
PA=((PFI+PUG)* (PFO+PUG)) / (PFI+PFO+2.0*PUG)
PU=PUG/2.0
CALCULATION OF REQUIRED FLUX FOR VARIOUS PARTS OF
MAGNETIC CIRCUIT BY MEANS OF TRIAL-AND-ERROR METHOD
IN DO LOOP
DO 50 K=50,1990,10
BY=.1E-2*K
3G=BY*(PU/(PA+PL))
BA=BG*PA/PU
BP=3A+(2.*BG-PL)/(3.*PU)
BYN=(2.*BY-1.94947)/1.79653
BAN=(2.*BA-1,94947)/1.79553 
BPN=(2.*BP-1,94947)/1.79653 
HP=HATPM(BPN)
HA=HATPM(BAN)
HY=HATPM(BYN)
HG=HATPM(BGN)
KMFI=HA*AL+HP*PLL+HY*YL 
- MMFG=(2.*CIN*XG*BG)/MU 
MM FT C=M M FI+M M F G 
E R R 0 R=MMFTC-MMFT 
IF(ERROR)60,75,75 
60 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE
75 F0RCN=(3G**2)*AC/MU
FRCIN=.25*(MU*CA*((NC*CRNT)**2))/((XG*CIN)**2)
■FL=FRCIN/FORCN 
F0RCL=.224809*F0RCN 
XX(N)=XG*25.4 
YY(N)=F0RCN
WRITE(2,99 9)XG,XX(N) ,YY(N)
999 FORMAT(2X,2(F6.4 ),2X,F7.2)
40 CONTINUE
CALL GR ACUR(XX,YY,25)
30 CONTINUE 
- CALL DEVEND 
•STOP 
END
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
SUBROUTINE HATPM, H=F(B) IN FORM OF POLYNOMIAL REPRESENTED
IN CHEBYSHEV-SERIES (11TH ORDER) 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
FUNCTION HATPM(Z)
COMMON /X98C/A1tA2fA3,A4,A5,A6,A7.A5,A9.A10,A11,A12 
TA1 =Z
TA2=2.*(Z**2)-1.
TA3=4.*(Z**3)-3.*Z 
TA4=3.*(Z**4)-3.*(Z**2)+1.
TA5=16.*(Z**5)-20.*(Z**3)*5.*Z 
TA6=32.*(Z**6)-43.*(Z**4)+13.*(Z**2)-1.
TA7 = 64. *(Z**7)-112.*(Z**5)+5o.*(Z**3)-7.*Z 
TA8=123.*(Z**3)-256.*(Z**5)+150.*(Z**4)-32.*(Z**2)+1.
TA9=255.*(Z**9)-576.*(Z**7)+432.*(Z**5)-120.*(Z**3)+9.*Z 
TA10=512.*(Z**10)-1230.*(Z**3)+1120.*(Z**6)-4Q0.*(Z**4)
1+50.*(Z**2)-1.
TA11 = 1024. - ( Z** 11 )~2S1 o. * (Z* * 9) +23 16.*(Z**7)-1232.*(Z**5)
1+220.*(Z**3)-11.*Z 
HATPM=.5*A1+A2*TA1+A3*TA2+A4*TA3+A5*TA4+A6*TA5+A7*TA6+A3*TA7+A9*T 
1+A10*T A9+A11 *TA 10+A12*TA11 
RETURN 
END
APPENDIX E. CSMP, CONTINUOUS SIMULATION MODELLING PROGRAM
V
' CSMP is specially written for the solution of ordinary differential 
equations or in simulating a system that has been modelled as a block 
diagramo The CSMP langauge has facilities for simplified program 
statements, flexibility of program structure and a basic set of programmed 
function blocks. A functional block plays a role similar to a FORTRAN 
subroutine in that the user specifies a function but, in this case, the
subroutine that specifies the properties of the function is pre-pro­
grammed in the CSMP package.
CSMP can be considerably extended to include the power of FORTRAN 
conditional logic and branching. This extension is accomplished through 
the SORT and NOSORT options of the program. The SORT section chooses 
the correct order for the execution of the structure statements where 
the statements are placed in the program and has absolutely no effect 
on the order of execution. In the NOSORT section, no sorting is per­
formed and therefore all statements are executed in the exact order in
which they appear in the program.
Most simulations require some form of integration. For this 
purpose CSMP gives the user a choice of seven pre-programmed methods„
They are MILNE, TRAPZ, ADAMS, SIMP, RECT, RKS, RKSFX integration methods. 
If the user does not specify an integration method, the program will 
automatically use Rungfe-Kutta with variable integration-step size (RKS)»
A brief explanation of the three segments and statements used in 
the CSMP program are given below.
i) INITIAL - is used exclusively for calculations that needed to be 
performed only once.
ii) DYNAMIC - is used for an iterative procedure to solve the problem 
equations. Actually dynamic segment can be considered as a subprogram 
which is executed at each iterative step.
iii) TERMINAL - is used for those calculations that should be performed 
at the completion of the simulation and for outputting information.
All statements in the Initial and Dynamic segment not labelled by a 
NOSORT statement are automatically placed in SORT sections while state­
ments in the Terminal segment are automatically placed in a NOSORT 
section.
STATEMENTS
INTGRL - represents a function and is used to calculate the mathematical 
function of integration with given initial conditions.
TIMER - is used to specify the variables that control the run-time,
print, increment, integration interval (step-size) and minimum 
allowable integration interval.
FINTIM - is used to determine the value of TIME (independent value) at 
which the run is terminated. .
PRDEL - Print increment for the print output.
OUTDEL - Print increment for the print-plot output.
DELT - Integration interval.
DELMIN - Minimum integration interval.
FINISH - is used to terminate a run prior time as specified by FINTIM. 
CONTINUE - is a FORTRAN statement and used to transfer the control of
program to different statements or to the same statements which 
are used in the first run. The same constants in the mathe­
matical expressions may be altered.
a) Solving the Electromechanical Equation of the System with CSMP
The details of the numerical solutions of the equations shown m  
Section 3.3.3 are indicated below in outline form. For the CSMP pro­
gramming, the following expressions may be written from equations (3.22) 
to (3.28).
dlh = 2 R  i (HG + x)/K - \ __ dx. ......... .(Ei)
dt ° (HG + x) dt
dlm = 2 (V - (I + i )R /K - ....... (E2)
dt a o m c (TG_x) dt
d2x /
1 — (F —F- , )/M 0.00000000000000 oo.oooooooo. oo\ E3
^^.2 raa mh
F = Ki2 /(4 ( T G - X )2 ) . . . . . . .  o o O o O O O O O 0 o o .  o o o .  o o .  (E4)
ma m
F — / (4 ( H G + X )  ') d * o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o . o o (  E5 )
mh h
X ■— I i 0 .000000. . 000.0. ooooooooeoooooooo. o.( E6 )a o m
dx
Initial conditions: x(t=0)=0; —  (t=0)=0; i (t=0)=0: L, (t=0)= i,dt m h h max
where K = V A N 2 is a constant.
° c
Constants of Equations
M = 0.01 (kg), mass of disc
|i _ 4 . n «io 7 (H/m) , permeability of air
A = 0.15612*10 3 (m2), cross section of the core 
c
N =2 1 0  number of coil turns (Model 1)
K = 8.6516*10 6 (H/m•m2*sq'turns)
R =5. 8  (ohm), resistance of the coil wire 
c
Constants of Equations
V =10.2 (volts), applied voltage
I = 0o730 (A), initial pulsevcurrent 
o
And
. HG(m), holding gap 
DT(m), disc travel 
TG(=HG+DT)(m) total gap 
are given different values in each simulation as shown in Figo 3.9.
For convenience in CSMP programming, the solution of the system 
equations is performed in three steps, due to the dynamic behaviour of 
the system, as described in Section (3e3o3)0 This procedure can be 
followed from a flow diagram (Figo E.l.) and program listing (Figo E e2)e 
The first FINISH statement terminates the first step run of the program 
to the DYNAMIC segment with a new constant DMY=1 for the second run.
The second FINISH statement terminates' the second step run when the 
value of x reaches or exceeds, DT or when TIME reaches FINTIM. In a 
similar way, the program is transferred to the DYNAMIC segment for the 
final run of the program with a new constant DMY—1, DX=0. The velocity 
term, DX, has to be reset to zero.
RKSFX (Runge-Kutta fixed-step) integration method is used due to 
its simplicity and stability of computation.
' READ \  
INITIAL CONDITIONS
READ CONSTANTS
Solve differentia 
equations
1. CONSTANT DMY=1
2.C0NSTANT DMY=0, 
DX = 01.CRT = 0;
FIG.E.1 FLOW DIAGRAM
J ll'J 1  i J L R L
IH0=1.5 
I IM0=0.
| DX0=0.
j X0=0 i
I Y0=0
■ CONSTANT VA=10.15,M=.01,R=5.3,K =3.6516E-5,10=.727,DMY=0 
I TG=3.633E-  ^,DT=2.51E-^  ,HG=1. 1*43^
| DYNAMIC
| DIH=(-2*R*IH)* (X+HG)/K-IH*DX/(X-rHG)
IH=INTGRL(IHO,DIH)
DIM = 2 * (V A-(IO+IM)*R)*(TG-X)/K-IM * DX/(TG-X)
FMH=(K*IH*IH)/ ( M. * (HG+X)*(HG+X)) 
j FMA=(X*IM*IH)/(U(TG-X)*(TG-X))
i D2X=DMY"(FMA-FMH)/M
I DX=IMTGRL(DXO,D2X)
I X=INTGRL(XO,DX)
; IM=INTGRL(IMO,DIM)
IA=IO+Iii 
CRT=FMA-FMH 
METHOD RX3FX 
PRINT IA ,X,CRT
TIME FII!TIM= .0105, PRDEL=. 00021 
FINISH CRT=0 
CONTINUE 
1 ' • CONSTANT DMY=1
TIME FINTIM=.012,PRDEL=.00024
FINISH X=DT
CONTINUE
CONSTANT DMY=0,DX=0
TIME FINTIM=.016,PRDEL=.0032
END
STOP
ENDJ03
Figo E„2e CSMP Program Listing
APPENDIX F: NOZZLE DISCHARGE COEFFICIENT, C* n
In the numerical solutions, the discharge coefficient C^ is 
estimated from graphs of C^ and local Reynolds number, Ren as shown 
in Fig-.. F.l by using curve fitting techniques. Local nozzle Reynolds 
number (in the circumferential area between nozzle and disc) based on 
the mean velocity and the hydraulic diameter (twice the disc travel) 
can be shown as
Re = 3  P (F.l) .
n t t  r (i
o
x/vvO.
o
P*' 0-6
0-5
10 100 1000 10000
FIG.F.1 Cn-Ren CHARACTERISTICS OF 
■ A . F L A P P E R - N O Z Z L E  FOR GAP- 
' TO-LAND RATIO, x/w<0.2 (Ref.33)
APPENDIX Gs PHYSICAL CONSTANTS AND FORTRAN PROGRAM LISTING OF 
SINGLE-DISC VALVE MODELS
(a) Constants
SINGLE-DISC VALVE 
SINGLE-DISC VALVE CONFIGURATION
Symbols Description PROTOTYPE (TEST MODEL)
Inch mm Inch mm
TD Disc travel 0 e 007 0.178 0.012 0.305
HG Holding- gap 0.010 0.254 0.005 0.127
r
n
nozzle radius 0 o03 0.762 0.05 1.27
rd
disc radius 0.5 12.5 0.5 12 o 5
r =1.5r 
vc n
radius at vena contracta 0 »045 1.143 0.075 1.905
r =2r smallest radius at which
a n radial flow established 0.06 1.524 0.1 2.54
w width of tube nozzle lands 0 <>02 0.508 0.02 0.508
rn=(rn+w) radius at the nozzle land 0.05 1.27 0.07 1.778
Lc
coil tube length 0 075 19.05 0.75 19.05
W s
width of radial slots 0 .25 6.35 0.25 6.35
N s number of radial slots 4 - 4 -
D diameter of upstream 0 .015 0.380 0.015 0.380o orifices
0.025 0.635 0.025 0.635
0.040 1.00 0.040 1.00
N number of coil turns 210 turns 210 turns
R
c
coil resistance 5 .8 ohm 5 .8 ohm
TELLUS OIL 127
oil density P =0.78.10 ^lb-sec2/in4 (858.2kg/m3 )
kinetic viscosity (at 40°C) v = 0.0543 in2/sec (35 stoke)
—6
absolute viscosity (= vp ) = 4.2315.10 lb-sec/in2
O 
O 
O 
O 
O 
o
u
C APPENDIX G:-3) FORTRAN* PROGRAM LISTING FOR SINGLE-DISC
C VALVE MODELS
C
c
c
C CALCULATION OF THE STEADY-STATE FLUIDIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
C SINGLE DISC VALVE MODELS
DIMENSION'S D(3) ,XA(251),YA(251)
COMMON /X99C/C1,C2,C2,C4,C5
REAL LC, NU , KU/T, INCH, MU, LO , KLL , iCNL, KAL, XOL, KDL, XVR,
1XIR,KLR,KMR,XAR,KOR,KDR,KVL,KIL 
 ^ k '* /*•**•••»••.* (• «• • ,l •* * •» ,k ••«.»....»• " •* *' ■* n '• •   * *• “
C CONSTANTS
NWT=H.44322'
PI=3.1n159255J4 
INCH=.025n 
RO=.73E-4 
MU=U.2315E-6 
C INPUTTING PROGRAM CONSTANTS
READ(2,*)HG,DT,RD,RN,RA,RCV,L0,LC,N5,DN,V/,?3 
C ORIFICE DIAMETERS
READ(2,*) (D(I),I=1,3)
C CHE3SHEV COEFFICIENTS
READ(2,*)C1 ,C2,C3,Ci],C5
C FORCE CONSTANTS
CV=(3.* HU)*((RD* *2)-(RA# *2)+2.s(RA** 2)*ALSO(RD/RA))
CI=((.386*RO)/PI)*((ALOG(RD/RA)-((RD**2}-CRA**2))/(2.*(RD**2)))
^  i  ^  ^  x y. .v^ . x ^  i y. x x o t  ^  x x ^  x x
CALCULATION FOR VARIOUS ORIFICE DIAMETERS 
XL IS.FOR DISC DISPLACEMENTS FROM LEFT 
XR IS FOR DISC DISPLACEMENTS FROM RIGHT 
DO 2 1=1 ,3 
DO=D(I)
NMX=10000*DT+1.11111111 
XL=.0001 
XR=DT-XL
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
INITIAL ESTIMATION OF FLOW RATES, QL A QR 
CN=. 10.
C LEFT HAND-SIDE 
CO=.1 
OS = 1.
KOL=.5*RO*((C0*.25*PI*(D0**2))**(-2))
HLL=(3.SHU“L C ) / ( P I * ( ))
KNL=.5*RO*((CN*?I*DN*XL)**(-2))
KAL=.5*RO*(((2.*PI*RA*XL)s*(-2))-((2.*?I*RCV*XL)**(-2)))
KVL=(6.*MU*((HG+XL)"-(-3))*ALOG(RD/RA))/PI •
KIL=.193*RO“((PI^CHG+XL))* *(-2))-((RA* *(-2))-(RD**(-2)))
.KDL=.5*RO*((CS* WS*(HG+XL))* *(-2)j 
AL=KQL+KNL+KAL-KIL+KDL 
3L=KLL+KVL 
CL=P5-PD
QL= (-DL+SQRT((BL**2)+i1. * AL*CL)) / ( 2. - AL)
C RIGHT-HAND SIDE 
CO=.55 
CN=.35 
CS = 1.
. ?  *• n u '  ^  ^ o n  ' ' r i - u . i  ’‘ A n ; "  '• k - cZ  j  j  
KAR=.5*R0*(( (2.*PI*RA*XR)**(-2))-((2.*PI*RCV*XR)**(-2))) 
KVRr(G.*HU*((HG+XR)**(-3))*AL0G(RD/RA))/PI 
KIR=.193*R0*((PI*(HG+XR))**(-2))*((RA**(-2))-(RD**(-2))) 
KDR=.5*R0*( (C5*VJ3*(HG+XR))**(-2))
AR=KOR+XNR+KAR-XIR+XDR
BR=XLR+KVR
CR=PS-PD
QR=(-5R+3QRT((5R**2)+^.*AR*CR)) /(2 .*An)
C DTERMINATION OF FLUID CHARACTERISTICS FOR EACH
C IKCREAMENTAL DISC DISPLACEMENT (IN DO LOO?)
DO 10 J=1,NMX 
X=1.E-4*(J-1)
XL=X
XR=DT-X
C BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR X=XL=0
IX=100000*X 
IF(IX.EQ.O) GO TO 35
DO 5 M=1,5
C ESTIMATION OF LOCAL REYNOLDS NUMBERS, DISCHARGE COEFFICIENTS 
C AND FLOW RATE, QL
C LEFT-HAND SIDE
REO=(N.*QL*RO)/(PI*DO*MU)
‘ REN=(QL*RO)/(PI*RN*MU)
RNM=(2.*REN-2795.)/273*J.
CN=FNRE(RNM) •
CDU=. 927-(.OG35*LO)/DO 
CDI=1,/CDU+(20.*(1.+(2.25*LO)/DO))/REG- 
1 ( ( .005"LG)/D0)/( 1 .+7.5*((.0001 DIALOG 10(RED))**2))
C0=1./CDI
K0L=.5*R0*((CO*,25*PI*(D0**2))**(-2))
KLL=(3.*MU*LC)/ ( PI*(RN**4))
KNL=.5*R0*((CN*PI*DN*XL)**(-2))
KAL= .5*R0*( ((2. *PI*RA*XL)** (-2)) - ((2. *PI*RCV*XL) *•* (-2)))
X VL = (o. * MU*( (HG+XL)* *(-3))* ALOG(RD/RA)) /PI
KIL=.19S*R0*((PI*(HG+XL))**(-2))*((RA**(-2))-(RD**(-2)))
KDL=.5 *R0*( (CS*\JS*(HG+XL))**(-2))
AL=KOL+KNL+KAL-KIL+KDL
BL=XLL+XVL
CL=P3-PD
QL= (-BL+SQRT((EL**2)+4. *AL*CL)) /(2 .*AL)
5 CONTINUE 
C DETERMINATION OF LOCAL PRESSURES 
PL1=PS-K0L*(QL**2)
PNL=PL1-XLL*QL 
PCVL = Pi ;L -KN L * (QL * * 2)
P AL=PCVL-X AL *(QL * x 2)
PEL=PAL-(KVL*QL-XIL*(QL**2))
PDL=PEL-XDL*(QL**2)
C DETERMINATION OF FLUID FORCES ACTING ON LEFT-HAND
C SIDE OF DISC
F1 L=PI*P>!L* (RN**2) +. 5* (RO* (QL**2)) / (PI* ( RN**2)) 
F2L=PI*(RN**2)*(.534*PNL+1.5*PCVL+.915*PAL)
F3L=PI*((RD**2)-(RA**2))*PEL+(CV*QL)/((XL+H3)**3>
1-(CI*(QL**2))/((HG+XL)**2)
FL=F1L+F2L+F3L
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR X=DT 
1X2=1OOOOO*(DT-X)
IFCIX2.EQ.0) GOTO 40 
DO 15 X=1,5 
RIGHT-HAND SIDE 
RE0=(4.*QR*R0)/(PI*D0*MU)
R E N = (Q R * R 0) / (PI * R N * M U)
RNM=(2.*REN-2795.)/2734.
CN=FNRE(RNM)
CDU=.327-(.3025*L0)/D0 
CDI = 1 ./CD'J+(20.*(1 .+(2.25*LO)/DO))/REQ- 
1((.005*L0)/D0)/(1.+7.5*((.00015*AL0G13(REO)**2))
00=1. /CDI
KOR=.5"RO*((CO*.25*PI"(D0"*2))"*(-2))
KLR=(3.*MU*LC)/(PI*(RN**4))
KNR = . 5 * RO* (( CN*PI*DN*X R)**(-2))
KAR=.5*RQ*(((2.*PI*RA*XR)**(-2))-((2.*?:*RCV*XR)**(-2)))
KVR=(5.*MU*( (HG+XR)**(-3)) *ALOG(RD/RA)) /PI
KIR=.19e*R0*((PI*(HG+XR))**(-2))*((RA**(-2))-(RD**(-2)))
XDR = . 3*R0* (( CS*WS* (HG+XR)) * * (-2))
A R = KO R+K N R+K A R -XIR+K D R
BR=KLR+KVR
CR=PS-PD
QR=(-3R+SQRT((3R**2)+4.*AR*CR))/(2.*AR)
15 CONTINUE '
LOCAL PRESSURES 
PL2=PS-K0R*(QR**2)
PN R = PL 2-KL R *QR
PCVR=PNR-KNR*(QR**2) ■ *
PAR=PCVR-KAR*(QR**2)
PER=PAR-(KVR*QR-XIR*(QR**2))
PDR=PER-XDR*(QR**2)
FLUID FORCES
F1R=PI * P N R * ( R N * * 2') +. 5 * (R 0 * Q R)) / (PI * ( RI: * * 2))
F2R=PI*(RN**2)*(.584“PNR+1.5 *PCVR+.915 *PAR)
F3R"PI*((RD** 2)-(RA* *2))* PER+(CV*QR)/((XR+HG)* * 3)
1-(CI*(QR**2))/((HG+XR)**2)
FR=F1R+F2R+F3R
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
STATIC PRESSURE FORCE WHEN DISC 13 HELD ON 
EITHER NOZZLE 
X=0
IF(IX.GT.O) GO TO 45
FL=PS* PI * (( RN**2) + (( RN+W) * *2))
PL1=PS 
GO TO 45 
X=DT
40 FR = PS*PI*(RN**2) + ((RN+V/)**2))
PL2=PS
CALCULATION OF TOTAL MET FLUID FORCES 
45 INF=FL-FR
TRAIAL-AKD-ERROR PART OF MAGNETIC CIRCUIT CALCULATION 
• PROGRAM CAN BE SUBSTITUTED HERE FOR MAGNETIC AND NET 
SWITCHING FORCE CALCULATION 
DPC=PL1-PL2 
XA(J)=25.4 *X 
YA( J)=NV/T*TNF 
YB(J)=(PL1-?L2)/PS
i 10 CONTINUE
! 2 CONTINUE
STOP 
END
q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * : * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * *
! C SUEROUTINE FNRE, CN=F(REN) IN FORM OF POLYNOMIAL
! C REPRESENTED IN CHEBY5HEV-SERIES (4TH ORDER)
S Q ***********************************************************
I FUNCTION FNRE(Y)
| COMMON /X99C/C1,C2,C3,C4,C5
T1=Y
T2=2.“ (Y**2)-1.
T3=4.*(Y**3)-3.*Y
T4=3.* (Y**4)-3.*(Y**2)+1.
FNRE4 = .5*C14-C2*T1+C3*T2+C4*T3+C5*T4 
RETURN 
. END
a p p e n d i x h : p h y s i c a l c o n s t a n t s a n d Fo r t r a n p r o g r a m l i s t i n g of
DOUBLE-DISC VALVE MODELS
\
(a) Constants
DOUBLE-DISC VALVE 
PROTOTYPE DOUBLE CONFIGURATION
Symbols Description DISC VALVE (TEST MODEL)
Inch mm Inch mm
TD Disc travel 0.008 0.203 0.024 0.610
HGs Holding gap at the supply side 0.005 0.127 0.005 0.127
HGd Holding gap at the drain side 0.015 0.380 0.015 0.380
r
ns
nozzle radius at supply side 0.05 1.27 0.05 1.27
r 105r 
vc ns
radius at vena contracta 0.075 1.95 0.075 1.95
r =2r
as ns smallest radius at which 
radial flow established 0.1 2.54 0.1 2.54
w width of tube nozzle land 0.02 0.508 0.02 0.508
r =(r +w) 
nsl ns radius at the tube nozzle 
land (supply side) 0.07 1.778 0.07 1.778
rd disc radius 0.5 12.5 0.5
12.5
rnd radius of drain nozzle 0.075 1.905
0.075 1.905
rad=2rnd
radius at which radial flow 
separated from disc (at 
drain side) 0.15 3.80 0.15 3.80
wd width of drain nozzle land 0.02 0.508
0.02 0.508
r ,..=(r ,+w _) ndl nd d radius at drain nozzle land 0.095 2.413
0.095 2.413
r
r
rod radius 0.048 1.24 0.048 1.24
Lc coil tube length
0.75 19.05 0.75 19.05
Ld
drain tube length 0.75 19.05 0.75 19.05
w
S
width of radial slots 0.25 6.35 0.25 6.35
Ns
number of slots 8 4
N number of coil turns 380 turns N/A
R
c
coil resistance 10.8 ohm N/A
C VALVE MODELS
r»
C
C
C CALCULATION OF THE STEADY-STATE FLUID CHARACTERISTICS OF
C DOUBLE-DISC VALVE MODELS
DIM EM SION'1 X A (251),Y A(2 31),Y B(2 51),DR CL(5)
COMMON /X99C/C1,C2,C3,C ,^C5
REAL NU, LD, NV/T, INCH,MU, KLSL, KNSL, XA3L, XVSL, KI3L, KVDL , KIDL 
■ 1,KADL,KLDL,KLSR,KNSR,KASR,XVSR , KT3R,KVDR,KIDR,KADR,KLDE
Q * * * * * * * * * * *
C CONSTANT DECLARATIONS
PI=3.1^ 15926535 
NVJT=M.^322 
INCH=.025;4 
RO=.73E-4 
MU=*1.2315E-5
READC 2,*)HG3,HGD,DT,RD,RMS,RMD,RCV,HAS,RAD,HR,DNS,LC,LD,PS 
READC2,*) (DRCL(I) ,1=1,2)
READ(2f*)C1,C2fC3tC4,C5
Q * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
C FORCE CONSTANTS
CVS=(3.*HU)* ( (RD**2) - (R AS**2)-2.*(RAS** 2)*ALCG(RD/RAS))
CIS=(( .33S*RO)/?I)*(AL0G(RD/RAS)-((RDS*2)-(RAS**2))/(2.*(RD**2))) 
CVD=(3.*.MU)*( (RD**2)-(RAD**2)-2.*(RAD**2)*ALOS(RD/RAD))
CID= (( .336*RO)/PI)* (ALOG( RD/RAD)-( (RD**2 )-(RAD**2))/(2. *( RD**2)))
Q *****************************************************
C CALCULATION OF FLUID CHARACTERISTICS FOR VARIOUS ROD
C CLEARANCES . .
. C XL IS FOR LEFT DISC DISPLACEMENTS • -
C XR IS FOR RIGHT DISC DISPLACEMENTS
C XI IS FOR DISC DISPLACEMENTS FROM SUPPLY SIDE
C X2 IS FOR DISC DISPLACEMENTS FROM DRAIN SIDE
DO 2 12=1 ,3 
RCL=DRCL(12)
ML=1O0OO*(DT+RCL)+1.11111111
X1=.OOD1
X2=DT-X1
C INITIAL ESTIMATION OF FLOW RATES, QLGQR
CN=. 1
KLSL=(S.*HU*LC)/ ( PI*(RMS** 4))
KNSL=.5*RO*( (CN*PI*DNS*X1)**(-2))
XA3L=. 5*RO* (((2 . *PI*-RA3*X1) x* (-2 ))-  ((2 . *PI*RCV*X1 )**(-2)))
KVSL=(5.*nU*C(H33+X1)**C-3))*AL0G(RD/RAS))/PI
ICISLr. 193*RO*((PI*(HGS+X1))**(-2))*((P.AS**(-2))-(RD**(-2)))
XVDL=(6.*I-;’J*((HGD+X2)**(-3))*ALOG(RD/RAD))/PI
KIDL=.19S*R3*C(PI*(HGD+X2))**(-2))*((RAD**(-2))-(RD**(-2)))
KADL=.5*RO*(((2.*PI*RND*X2)**(-2))-((2.*PI*RAD*X2)**(-2)))
KLDL=(5.*MU*LD*((RND-RD)** ( -3 ) ) ) / (PI*nND)
A L=K N S L+ X AS L-KIS L+KIDL+X A DL
BL=KLSL+XVSL+KVDL+KLDL
CL=PS-PD
QL=(-3L+SQRT((3L**2)+4.*AL*CL)) /(2 .*AL)
CN=.85
o ........... . . . . .... ‘ . . . . . .
KLSR=(3.*HU*LC)/-(PI*(RNS**N))
XNSR= .5*RD* ( (CN*PI*DNS*X2)** (-2))
XA3R=.5*-R0*(((2.*PI*RA3*X2)**(-2))-((2.*PI*RCV*X2)**(-2>“))
o 
o 
n
i\ v u i \  -  \  u  , " i‘iu " V. VflJU+A J-iLUU ! \ U /  t ih 'J  ) ) / F I
KIDR=.l93*R0*((PI*(HGD+X1))**(-2))ft((RAD**(-2))-(RD**(-2))) 
KADR=.5"R0“ (((2 .*?I*RHD*X1)**(-2))-((2. *PI*RAD*X1)**(-2))) 
l(LDR = (G.*MU*LD*((RND-RD)**(-3)))/(PI*RND) 
ARrKNSR+KASR-KISR+KIDR+XADR <
3R=KLSR+KVSR+KVDR+KLDR 
CR=PS-PD
QR=(-BR+SQRT((ER**2)+H.*AR*CR))/(2.*AR)
DO 5 1=1,ML
C DETERMINATION’ OF FLUID CHARACTERISTICS FOR EACH
C INCREAMEHTAL DISC DISPLACEMENT (IN DO LOOP)
XL=1.E—M *( I —1)
X1=XL
X2=DT-X1
C BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR XL=0
IX=100000*XL 
IF(IX.EQ.O) GO TO 10 
C BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR XL>DT
IXW=100000*(XL-DT)
IF(IXW.GE.O) GO TO 15 
DO 5 M=1,5
DETERMINATION OF LOCAL. REYNOLDS NUMBER, DISCHARGE 
COEFFICIENT AND FLOW RATE 
LEFT-HAND SIDE 
‘ REN=(QL*RO)/(PI*RNS*HU)
RNM=(2.*REN-2795.)/2732.
CN=FNRE(RNM)
KL3L= (3 . *MU*LC) / (PI* (RN3**4))
XNSL=.5*RO*((CN*PI*DNS*X1)**(-2))
KASL=.5*R0*(((2.*PI*RAS*X1)**(-2))-((2.*PI*RCV*X1)**(-2)))
KVSL=(6.*HU* ( (HGS+X1)**(-3 ))*ALOG(RD/RAS))/PI
KISL=.193“RO*((PI*(HGS+X1))**(-2))*((RAS**(-2))-(RD**(-2)))
ICVDL=(5.*MU*((HGD+X2)**(-3))*ALOG(RD/RAD))/PI
KIDL=. 198*RO*((PI*(HGD+X2))**(-2))*((RAD**(-2))-(RD**(-2)))
XADL=.5*R0*(((2.*PI*RND*X2)**(-2))-((2.*PI*RAD*X2)**(-2)))
KLDL=(6.*MU*LD*((RND-RD)**(-3)))/(PI*RND)
AL=XNSL+KASL-KISL+XIDL+XADL
BL=KLSL+KVSL+KVDL+KLDL
CL=PS-PD
QL=(-BL+SQRT((BL**2)+U.*AL*CL))/(2.*AL)
5 CONTINUE 
C LOCAL PRESSURES
P!ISL=PS-XLSL*(QL**2)
P C VL = ?N3 L-X N 5 L* (QL**2)
PASL=?CVL-XASL*(QL**2)
PL1=PA3L-(XVSL*QL-KI3L*(QL**2))
PADL=PL1-(KVDL*QL+KIDL*(QL**2))
PN DL=PADL-XADL *(QL * * 2)
PDL=PNDL-KLDL*QL
C FLUID FORCES ACTING ON THE LEFT-HAND DISC
F1 SL=PI* (RMS**2) *PNSL+. 5* (R0*QL) /  ( PI* (-RNS**2))
F2SL = PI*(RNS**2)*( .53WNSL+1 .5*PCVL+.910*PA3L)
F3SL = PI* ( (RD* * 2 )-(R AS ** 2))* PL 1 + (CVS* QL) / ( ? I * ( (HG3+X1) ** 3))
1-(CIS*(OL ** 2 ) ) / (C PI* C HG3.+X 1)) * *2)
F3DL=P:*((RD**2)-(RAD**2))*PL1-((CVD*QL}/(PI*((IIGD+X2>**S))
i u u u  — i i c. j  ' \  l » 3 " r  l\U L t+  \ ” C jtmJLi }
F1DL=PI*((RND**2)-(RR**2))*PNDL+.5*(RC*QL)/(PI*((RND**2)-(RR**2))) 
FL=F13L+F2CL+F3SL-(F1DL+F2DL+F 3DL)
15 XR=XL-RCL 
X1=XR 
X2=DT-X1
IXR=100000*(RCL-XL)
C BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR RCL>DT
1X2=100000^ X2 
C BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR XR=DT
IF(1X2.EQ.0) GO TO 4 5
IF( IXR)*43,41 ,40 
43 DO 12 N = 1 ,5 
C RIGHT-HAND SIDE
REN=(QR*R0)/ ( PI*RNS*HU)
RSM=(2.*REN-2725. ) /27 32.
CN=FNRE (RSI-1)
KLSR=(3.*MU*LC)/ (PI*(RMS**4))
KN5R=.5*R0*((CN*PI*DN3*X2)**(-2))
XASR =.5 *RO*(((2 .*PI*RAS*X2)**(-2 ))-((2 .*?I*RCV*X2)**(-2)))
K7SR = (0.* MU *((HGS+X2)* *(-3 ))*ALDG(RD/HAS))/? I 
KISR=.195*RO*((PI*(HGS+X2))**(-2))*((RAS**(-2))-(RD**(-2)))
KVDR = (5.* MU * ( (HG D+X1)* *(-3 ))*ALOG(RD/RAD))/? I
KIDR = . 193*RO*((PI*( HGD+X1))**(-2))*( (RAD* *(-2 ))-(RD**(-2)))
KADR=.5*R3*(((2.*PI*RND*X1)**(-2))-((2.*?I*RAD*X1)**(-2)))
KLDR=(5.*MU*LD*((RND-RD)**(-3)))/(?I*RKD)
A R=K N 3 R+K A 3 R - K13 R+KID R+X A D R 
' BR=KLSR+XVSR+KVDR+KLDR 
CR=PS-?D . . .
QR = (-BR+SQRT((3R* * 2)+4.* AR* CR))/(2 .* AR) ‘
12 CONTINUE
C LOCAL PRESSURES
PNSR=PS-KLSR*(QR**2)
PCVR=PNSR-KNSR*(QR**2)
PASRrPCVR-KASR*(QR**2)
PL2=PASR-(KVSR*QR-KISR*(QR**2))
PADR=PL2-(KVDR*QR+KIDR*(QR**2))
PNDR=PADR-ICADR*(QR**2)
PDR=PNDR-KLDR*QR
C FLUID FORCES ACTING ON RIGHT DISC
F1SR=PI*(PHL3**2)*PNSR+.5*(RD*qR)/(PI*(RN3**2))
F2SR = PI * (RN3 * * 2) * ( . 5 3 4 * ? N SR+1 .5 *P C VR+. 915 * P A3R)
F3SR=PI*((RD**2)-(RAS**2))*PL2+(CVS*QR)/(? !* (CHGS+X2)**3))
1-(CIS *(QR** 2 ) ) / (C PI*(HGS+X2))**2)
F3DR = PI* ( (RD* * 2 )-(RAD**2))* PL2-( (CVD*3R)/(? I#HGD+X1)**3)) 
1+(CID*(3R**2))/((PI*(HGD+X1))**2))
F2DR=PI*(RMD**2)*(1.333*PNDR+1,565*PADR)
F1DR=PI*((RND**2-)-(RR**2))*PHDR+.5*(R0*3R)/(PI*((RND**2)-(RR**2))) 
FR=F1SR+F2SR+F3SR-(F1DR+F2DR+F3DR)
C BOUNDARY CONDITION FOR XL>DT
IF( IXW.GE.O) GO TO 42 
GO TO 50
C STATIC PRESSURE FORCES WHEN THE DISC IS HELD.ON
C NOZZLES
10 FL=?I*P3* (( RNS**2)+( (RNS+W) **2))
PL UPS
ikt =r L.-r n
GO TO 55
40 FR=PI*PS*( (RND+W) **2)
PL2=PS
TNF=FL 
XR=0.
GO TO 55
41 FR=?I*PS*( (RND+W) **2)
TNF=FL-FR
GO TO 55
45 FR=PI*PS*((RNS"“2) + ( (RMS+1,0 *“2))
TNF=-FR
FL=PI*PS*( (RND+W)**2)
GO TO 55
42 FL=3.146*P3*((R?<D+IV)**2)
TNF=-FR
GO TO 55 
50 TNF=FL-FR
55 TNFN=4. 44322*TNF
C TRAIL-AND-ERROR PART OF MAGNETIC CIRCUIT CALCULATION
C PROGRAM CAN BE SUBSTITUTED HERE FOR MAGNETIC AND MET
C SWITCHING FORCE CALCULATION
XA(I)=(XL-RCL)/DT 
YA(I)=(PL1-PL2)/PS 
YB('I) =TNF
WRITE(2,100)XA(I),YA(I),YB(I)
100 FORMATC3(2X,F3.4))
5 CONTINUE 
2 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END
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A  N O V E L  ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC SWITCHING VALVE 
G. A. Parker; I. Yiiksel 
. University of Surrey, U. K.
Summary
A novel, simple electro-hydraulic switching valve based on a free-floating disc 
arrangement is described and a theoretical model developed. Due to the complexity of the 
model, results of a computer study based on quasi-steady state conditions are presented and 
.related to switching tests on a 25 m m  diameter disc valve.
The valve is configured as a 2-position, 4-way device and it is envisaged that it is 
most suitable as a pilot valve, particularly if further miniaturised. Various switching strat­
egies are possible due to the speed of switching, which should be attractive for low-cost micro­
processor controlled applications.
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Conference sponsored and organised by BHRA Fluid Engineering, Cranfield, 
•Bedford MK43 OAJ, England 
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A0, A^, A^ = cross-sectional areas of orifice, disc and tube 
A = non-dimensional area ratio (= 2'tfr^ .T/A0)
b = damping coefficient '
Dq = orifice diameter
E * = applied voltage
Fe, Ff = electro-magnetic and fluid forces
HG = holding gap
i = current
L = coil inductance
= coil tube length 
M = disc mass
N = number of coil turns
P = permanence
p = pressure
q = volumetric flowrate
R = coil resistance
rc1> rc2 = *nner an<3 outer wire bobbin radius
r-j, T2 = inner and outer coil body radius (and disc radius)
rt = inner radius of coil tube
re = smallest radius at which radial flow established
T = disc travel (= x-j-x0)
Wd = width of drain slots
xQ, x-|, X2 = disc thickness, distance between tubes, wire bobbin 
length
x = disc displacement
x = non-dimensional disc displacement (=x/T)
p = oil bulk modulus
^  - permeability of oil gap
y*A - fluid viscosity
/o - fluid density
Suffices
L = left-hand side
R = right-hand side
s = supply
d = drain
1, 2, 3, 4 = as notated in Fig 6
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Electro-hydraulic servo-valves are well developed, sophisticated devices which 
.provide control for a wide variety of analogue hydraulic systems (Ref. 1). Also, 
many industrial sequential hydraulic control systems, such as for machine tools, 
earth moving equipment, etc, employ electrically operated solenoid directional 
switching valves (Ref. 2). As the applications of micro-processors widen, the 
demand for suitably interfaced valves of these types will increase and also the 
possibilities will be explored of using valves which have a function intermediate 
between these extremes.
Although electro-hydraulic servo-valves were developed for continuous control 
applications, various investigations have been made into the possibility of their 
use as switching valves. Pulse-width modulation schemes have been tried 
(Refs. 3j 4) but inertia effects, increased wear, possible structural fatigue, etc 
are a major disadvantage. Improvements to the electrical input interface (Ref. 5) 
have been-suggested but the technique remains little used in the fluid power 
industryi Probably the slight simplification in valve design is more than 
outweighed by the disadvantages mentioned above.
The major reasons for investigating the use of switching valves has been the 
contamination sensitivity and cost of conventional electro-hydraulic servo-valves. 
Several workers (for example Refs. 6, 7) have investigated optimal switching of 
hydraulic position servo-mechanisms using on-off valves from a theoretical point of 
view. Very little information has been forthcoming on practical valve switching 
designs for such systems. However, it is clear that to provide-rapid valve 
switching the inertia of the moving parts should be low and for'this reason a spool 
valve configuration is not ideal. Post (Ref. 8) has investigated various 
arrangements of small free-floating balls to provide 3-way and 4-way hydraulic 
'directional valves. The author also described electrically actuated ball valve 
pilot stages to operate the nein ball unit. No information was reported on 
contamination sensitivity and the pilot stage would seem to require very close 
tolerance machining. Taft (Ref. 9) has described electro-magnetically controlled 
free floating balls for use in switching valves, although the configuration would 
seem to be limited to use with air where.the fluid forces on the ball are relatively 
small.
The disadvantage of ball valves for direct actuation by an electro-magnetic 
field is that the flux density is poor thereby providing a low attracting force to 
overcome the fluid forces. A simple geometric shape which largely overcomes this 
objection is a free-floating disc. This type of disc was first used by Bahr
(Ref. 10) as a small fluidic logic element warking on air with no electrical input
signal. Later its use as a power device in an all pneumatic pulse-width modulation 
scheme was investigated by Goldstein and Richardson (Ref. 11),
This paper presents some work with an electro-magnetically actuated free- 
floating disc valve operating with hydraulic oil. It has the merit of geometric
simplicity, rapid switching action and would find best use in relatively low flow
applications.
2. VALVE OPERATION
Fig. 1 illustrates the main features of the valve which acts as a 4-way 2- 
position device. A free-floating disc moves axially between two opposing nozzles 
under the influence of electro-magnetic and fluid forces. The disc is constructed 
of magnetic material and forms a strong flux path with the magnetic material 
surrounding either coil when it is energised. Each nozzle is connected to the 
hydraulic oil supply and load ports 1 and 2 are connected downstream of a restrictor 
but upstream of the tube through the coil.
When, for example, coil 1 is energised and coil 2 de-energised the disc closes 
off the left-hand nozzle and the pressure p-j in load port 1 rises to supply 
pressure, ps. At the same time flow is discharged radially from the right-hand 
nozzle into an annular drain port so that the pressure P2 in load port 2 falls to a 
■value dependent on the relative restrictions of the restrictor and the coil tube.
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the disc is subjected to an out-of-balance fluid force tending to push it away from 
the seat and this is counteracted by the electro-magnetic force of the adjacent 
coil.
It will be seen from the figure that the two nozzles protrude into the disc
chamber so that when the disc closes off a nozzle it does not touch the coil face.
The distance between the coil face and the nozzle seat is termed the holding gap and 
is of importance in the correct design of the device. The electro-magnetic force 
that ‘the coil can exert on the disc rises rapidly as the disc approaches the coil 
face. Thus a small holding gap would provide a favourable electro-magnetic force 
but on the other hand the gap must allow pressure balancing round the disc and also 
enable radial flow to be rapidly established to drain when the disc starts to move 
off the seat during switching. The remanence in the coil just after it is switched
off can also be significant at very small holding gaps and would impede the
switching of the disc away from that coil.
At the'commencement of switching from, for example, the left to the right side 
is the figure, coil 1 is de-energised and coil 2 energised. The out-of-balance 
fluid force associated with the nozzle area is sufficient to push the disc off the 
seat and as the disc travels towards the right-hand nozzle the attracting force of 
coil 2 becomes dominant in pulling the disc onto the nozzle.
The current to each coil is controlled by a switching amplifier consisting of 
operational amplifiers and a power transistor output stage. Switching speed can be 
enhanced by using the established technique of overdriving the coil with a large 
duration pulse at the commencement of switching. Fig. 2 illustrates the voltage 
waveform in the coil during switching. Tne holding voltage provides sufficient 
electro-magnetic force to hold the disc on the nozzle seat after switching is 
completed. The switching amplifiers used have independent adjustment of peak and 
holding voltages, pulse duration and switching frequency.
3. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF THE VALVE
A valve of this type is a complex interaction of electro-magnetic and fluid 
forces acting on the disc which vary non-linearly with disc movement. To obtain an 
understanding of the valve operation, each of the electrical, fluid and mechanical 
features will be considered separately.
3.1 Electrical characteristics
The design of the electro-magnet, as illustrated in Fig. 3, is similar to that 
of a circular flat-faced armature magnet, apart from the hole through the centre of 
the core. The core and the disc, which acts as the mcving armature in the 
electrical field, are constructed from SKF Remko pure magnetic iron. The dimensions 
of the electro-magnets were chosen to achieve approximately uniform flux density 
throughout each magnetic path (Ref. 12). Thus, approximately
(1)
(2)
The electrical circuit for the coil comprises the coil resistance R and the 
inductance L connected in series. Hence
R i  +  j j . O - 0  =  e  o)
It will be noted that the inductance varies with the displacement of the disc as 
this affects the permanence,P, of the magnetic circuit. From the definition of 
permanence it can be shown that
L - N ^ P
where N is the number of turns on the coil.
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considerations, given by
as there are two magnetic paths for this type of electro-magnet.
. The permanance of the magnetic circuit as a funtion of the disc’displacement x 
is determined from the magnetic paths through the core and across the gap between 
the core and the disc. For the path through the oil
w h e r e i s  the permeability of the oil gap and A is the cross-sectional area.
Using (6) in (5), the force' expressed in terms of the instantaneous current in 
the coils becomes
Alternatively, the force is seen to be a function of the anpere-terms and the 
disc displacement. As the interrelationships between the variables is complex for a 
practical coil either graphical procedures (Ref. 12) or computer solutions must be 
used. In this case polynomial fits for the magnetisation curve of Remko iron were 
adopted and a computer programme was written to calculate the electrical force F0 
for different disc displacements using design data concerning the coil turns, cross- 
sectional areas of the core, magnetic circuit lengths, etc. Figs. 4 and 5 show 
typical computer predictions for the coils used in the experimental tests and 
confirm that Equation (7) is a reasonable-approximation to the coil characteristics 
in regions where flux losses are not too great.
It will also be seen from Fig 5. that the attracting force of the electro­
magnet becomes very large at 'small disc displacements. To limit this force and 
reduce the residual force at switching a minimum gap termed the holding gap, HG, is 
established by allowing the axial nozzle to protrude beyond the coil face. Not 
surprisingly, the choice of HG is a sensitive parameter in the valve design.
3.2 Fluid characteristics
The fluid forces acting on the disc may be analysed using a control volume
approach. It is assumed that significant fluid inertia effects occur in the coil
tube as it is of small diameter and has a length/diameter ratio of approximately
10. Also the disc travel is small (typically 0.25 mm) so that the radial flow 
across the disc face is assumed to be laminar and incompressible. In this region 
both viscous and inertia forces are important. For these reasons the control volume 
is drawn around the coil tubes and the disc chamber.
The fluid force F ^  acting on the left-hand side of the disc in the +x
direction is ..
The lower integration limit of r^ for the radial pressure distribution is chosen 
somewhat arbitrarily. The experimental work of Lichtarowicz and others (Ref. 14) 
shows that flow separation at the tube exit should have re-attached at this radius 
for small disc displacments.
The fluid force F^p acting on the right-hand side of the disc in the -x 
direction has an identical form to Equation (8) with suffix L replaced by suffix 
*R. Hence the total fluid force Ff acting on the disc in the +x direction is
It can.be shown that. (e.g. Ref. 13) the radial pressure distribution p^tr) 
across the left-hand side' of the disc for laminar flow with the inertia term
(5)
ck>L
(6)
(7)
(9)
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included is
JL (10)
The radial pressure distribution Pj^tr) across the right-hand side of the disc
is again very similar in form to Equation (10) with suffix R instead of L and with
(HG +.x) replaced by (HG + T - x).
The volumetric flow rates within the valve are related by continuity
equations. That is, for the left-hand side
r t  -V -
V"*. ~ V s  dxr
V x  = ^ ls ^
Also, if compressibility effects are included for the disc chamber
a _ _  ft cl . ck\v.u^ (t )
-  V<--b p
In each case the flows are related to the local pressures by
- TC-Tc
SyU.L\
«VL4 - b  ( l ^ -  U 5 ( O )
(11)
(12)
(13)
(14)
(15)
(16)
Using Equation (10) to solve for the radial flew (i.e. r = re) then it can be shown 
that
where
ft, -
-  Hr J  ir
(17)
-  2 £ j l
l(L(\\CJr ^ ‘
And due to restriction in the flow leaving the disc chamber
(18)
where is the total width of the drain slots.
Again similar expressions apply to the right-hand side due to valve symmetry.
In principle, having specified the load flows qr -j and qp-j the valve flows qL2 
and qRp can be specified in terms of the disc velocity, which is unknown. It is 
evident that Equation (10) for determining the radial pressure distribution now 
becomes very complex and the determination of the flow force highly non-linear. 
At the present time no solution to this problem is known to the authors.
However, insight into the flow forces acting on the disc may be obtained by 
.assuming a quasi-steady state analysis with no load flow. That is
^  =- o
cKfc" V \  - %
<u (19)
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(20)
The flow force Equation (8) for the left-hand side reduces to
-v ' t L z . (21)
-u L a*-J- <JV.n.yj
(21)
The flow force equation for the right-hand side is similar with suffix L replaced by
R and with x replaced by (T-x).
A computer programme has been written -in FORTRAN to determine Ff at given disc 
displacements x for Tellus 27 oil. Equations (14) to (18) are used to compute the 
pressures and the flow rates within the valve. Before this data could be applied to 
the flow force Equation (21) it was necessary to compute the local Reynold’s Number 
and hence the coefficient of discharge using curve fitting techniques on orifice 
flow data.
Fig. 7 shows the computed variation in fluid force with disc desplacement over 
the complete travel between the two coil tube nozzles. The three curves are for 
different sizes of upstream orifice diameter with the holding gap constant at 0.127 
rim and the travel 0.178 mm. The supply pressure is 100 bar. Assuming, as in Fig.
6, that positive x valves are defined as the disc moves from the left coil to the 
right, positive fluid forces are assumed to act in the same direction. When x = 0 
the disc is attached to the left-hand coil tube and the left-hand coil nust produce 
-an attracting force to exceed any positive fluid force to ensure a good seal. 
Initially it might be thought that the selection of Curve C (large orifice diameter 
and large flow through the valve) would be the best choice as the fluid force is 
actually negative when the disc is on the left-hand tube i.e. holding the disc
closed. However, it must be borne in mind that when the left coil is switched off
and the right on, switching will be slow or might not take place at all as the 
electro-magnetic attracting force from the right coil will be low as the disc is at 
its maximum displacement from the coil. In practice, provided reasonably powerful 
coils are used, Curve A is a more desirable characteristic.
The holding gap is a sensitive parameter in determining the maximum electro­
magnetic attracting force that can be exerted. As far as the corresponding change
in fluid force is concerned, Fig. 8 shows the computed effect of varying the holding
gap while keeping the disc travel constant. Curves B and C are identical signifying 
that the disc is largely moving outside the bounday layer associated with the radial 
flow. For this particular geometric configuration Curve B would be the best choice 
as the fluid forces are reduced compared with Curve A, provided that the attracting 
coil can provide enough force at that holding gap.
3.3 Mechanical characteristics
The force equation for the disc is
where b is a damping coefficient and M is the mass of the disc.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS
Extensive tests were carried out with no oil in a valve with a 25 rim disc so 
that the electro-magnetic characteristics could be determined. This also enabled 
the disc travel to be recorded by an electrical relay. Fig. 9 shows some typical 
results for the current rise characteristics in the attracting coil. Each curve is 
for a different holding current in the coil adjacent to the disc immediately before 
it is de-energised. Each .vertical line is the point at which switching of the disc
(22)
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attracting coil. The holding gap in this figure is 0.25 mu and the total disc 
travel also 0.25 rrm. It confirms that the characteristic minimum in the current- 
time curve is a very good indicator of the completion of the disc travel as at this 
point the magnetic flux path and the air gap have just reached a minimum (Equation 
(5)). All switching times with oil flowing in the valve have been determined using 
the local minimum in the current characteristic. The switching time measured in 
this way includes the electrical delay after switching the voltages on the coils due 
to the coercive force together with the time for the disc to travel from one nozzle 
to the other.
Fig. 10 summarises these tests in two sets of curves. The first for a very 
small holding gap of 0.05 rrm and the other for a very large holding gap of
0.40 rrm. In the latter case extremely rapid, consistent switching is obtained but 
the holding gap is so large that the disc is only just held on the nozzle before 
switching starts. In practice, with a valve operating at, say, 100 bar the holding 
gap would be near to 0.125 mm in order to hold the disc against the nozzle. In this 
case, the first set of curves shows a marked increase in switching time, 
particularly at large holding currents and large disc travel. Ihe inference from 
the air tests is that the holding gap should be large, the holding current and the 
disc travel should both be small consistent with the fluid force requirements at the 
point of nozzle closure by the disc.
The remaining dynamic tests in air and with pressurised oil were conducted with 
repeated switched wave forms similar to Fig. 2, in which the adjacent coil to the 
disc was switched off at exactly the same time that the attracting coil was switched 
on. The current in the attracting coil thus rose steeply as a peak pulse was 
applied for a short duration while the small holding current in the fell rapidly to 
zero. Under these conditions with a holding gap of 0.25 mm and a disc travel of 0.2
rnm the maximum coil switching frequency in still air was approximately 100 Hz while
with oil operating at 100 bar the maximum frequency was approximately 50 Hz. In
each case the holding current was reduced to the minimum level for consistent
switching.
Fig. 11 shows a typical waveform from the hydraulic valve under no load flow 
conditions when subjected to a coil switching frequency of 25Hz. The upstream 
orifices were chosen to have a diameter of 0.63 rim based on the theoretical flow 
force predictions of Fig. 7 that these forces would be minimised. Ihe local 
pressure was maasured with a differential inductive pressure transducer, using F.M. 
techniques, placed across the local ports so that there was no load flow. The 
natural frequency of the transducer and connnecting pipework was estimated to be no 
better than 1 KHz so the rise times of the pressure trace in this figure should be 
treated with some caution. The switching time estimates are therefore rather 
conservative.
5. CONCLUSIONS •
The paper has described a simple free-floating disc valve used as an electro- 
hydraulic switching device. A feature of the valve is that the disc forms part of 
the electro-magnetic circuit thereby ensuring a strong magnetic field for small disc 
displacements. For a given coil size, the switching speed is dependent on an 
interaction of orifice size, coil tube diameter, holding gap, disc travel and disc 
thickness. The holding gap is a particularly sensitive parameter: if it is too 
large sealing the flow off may be a problem and if it is too small switching delays 
occur due to excessive electrical residual force.
The valve is configured as a 2-position, 4-way valve and it is envisaged that 
it would be best used as a pilot device due to the quiescent power loss. Although 
tests on a prototype valve used a 25 rrm diameter disc, further miniaturization 
.should be possible with improved speed of response and reduction in power losses. 
Various switching strategies should be possible due to the speed of switching which 
should be attractive for low-cost micro-processor controlled applications.
As the basic configuration is simple it is envisaged that the valve would be 
cheap to manufacture and reliable in operation.
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